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CHAPTER 1: THE GIRL WHO WOKE THE MOON 
 
 Gita screamed loud enough to wake the Nereids from their millennial sleep at 
the bottom of the sea. The other women warned her that the pain would be 
unimaginable, but in a good way, they swore. This wasn’t good. This was wrong.  
 “It’s a terrible thing to bring a child into the world on a moonless night,” 
muttered one of the midwives. 
 “Hush, Veda,” said her attendant, Navilo. “Now is not the time.” 
 Gita’s cries drowned out the argument. Her azure eyes rolled up to the spirals of 
the Granta that whirled and twined in endless folds of porcelain symmetry. What a 
beautiful home for this child, she thought. Then the pain returned in great oceanic 
waves and she screamed until her throat went raw. Outside, storm winds swirled 
around the contours of the Granta, whistling and howling like spirits risen to call upon 
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the birthing chamber. The roar of the surf warred with Gita’s delivery, but she refused 
to be outdone. 
 “We’re almost there, Gita,” said Navilo, her voice possessed of a compassionate 
determination. “I can see the child’s head. One more push.” 
 “Fetch me the pure water,” Veda barked. 
 “No…” Gita protested too weakly to be heard. The delivery stole her breath, hid 
it away and only doled it out in drips and drabs with each pained contraction. 
 As Navilo turned her back to retrieve the water, Veda leaned over Gita so that 
the frayed ends of her thin, white braids fell against Gita’s chin and tickled her nose. 
Veda was scowling, flashing two crooked rows of tinted, rotting teeth. “This child will be 
cursed,” she hissed. “Harlots always reap what they sew.” 
 Gita clenched her jaw and pushed. She pushed with every muscle in her body, 
every ounce of her waning will. Giving birth had become an act of open defiance. She 
strained and whimpered and then suddenly—like a dam breaking against a storm 
surge—the pain passed and relief enveloped her body.  
The angry sounds of the storm abated and the whole world fell terribly still. 
Silence, then. Gita breathed in through her mouth, felt her lungs expand in her chest 
unencumbered by her swollen womb. After nine uncomfortable months spent fleeing 
across the sea followed by weeks enduring the snickers and curses of Veda and her ilk, 
she had at last given birth. And something wasn’t right.  
Too weak to lift her head, Gita watched Veda and Navilo flutter about the 
chamber. The older woman cradled a limp bundle in her arms.  
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“She should be crying,” Gita realized out loud. “Why isn’t she crying?” 
Navilo came to her side and pressed a moist cloth to her forehead.  
“Make her cry, Navi.” Gita was begging now. 
“Veda is doing what she can,” said Navilo.  
“She’s not!” said Gita. “She’s a witch.” 
“She would never hurt a child,” Navilo insisted. “I give you my word as a Maiden 
of Haiyan.” Her efforts to soothe Gita were having the opposite effect. 
“Keep your word and give me my baby.” Gita started to cry. “I just want to hold 
her. I can fix her. I know I can.” 
“If you want this child to live you’ll pipe down and let me work.” Veda’s voice, 
bellowing from an unseen corner of the chamber. 
Gita began to protest, but Navilo quieted her. “She’s right,” the midwife assured 
her. “Gather your strength. Your daughter is frail. She’ll need to nurse.” 
Daughter. 
Gita’s lips moved without forming any words. She lost herself again in the spirals 
of the Granta. Shadows danced on the walls of the birthing chamber, coaxed to life by 
blue flames flickering in their braziers. Gita had the sense of objects in motion around 
her even though she had lost the ability to track them. Navilo and Veda each stepped in 
and out of her field of vision, mumbling orders and responses to each other that Gita 
could not decode. All she wanted was a simple whimper, a whine, a tear.  
Nothing.  
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The two midwives disappeared from the chamber. Gita strained to hear the 
muffled voices coming from the other side of the door. 
“The child is still,” Veda said. 
“There’s time,” Navilo said. “Her humors are warm. Her heartbeat is faint, but I 
can feel it.” 
“She won’t survive the night. There’s nothing more we can do. I told you no good 
would come from a moonless birth.” 
“Give the child to her mother.” Gita recognized a third voice—a man’s voice, 
smooth in some places and rough in others like broken coral dropped by the sea. It 
belonged to Lama Shenu, the elder of the Granta. 
“Do as the lama says, Navi.” Veda again. 
A moment later, Navilo returned to the birthing chamber cradling the silent 
infant in one arm. The bundle was so small, so still. 
The younger midwife tried to smile for Gita’s sake, but the expression sat 
uncomfortably on the plump ridges of her cheeks. It looked wrong. Everything was 
wrong. 
“Come and meet your mother.” She spoke to the child in a delicate, sing-song 
voice as if anything more abrasive might break her. 
Gita reached out with both hands, sobs catching in her throat. 
Navilo placed the baby gently against Gita’s breast. The little girl felt lighter than 
a melon—too frail to move, yet pink and warm and buoyed by shallow, inconsistent 
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breaths. Wisps of seafoam hair clung to her tiny scalp and beneath them, her eyelids—
perfect pink folds firmly shut. 
“She’s sleeping,” Gita said. “Only sleeping.” 
“Yes,” Navilo said in the same gentle cadence she had used to address the child. 
“She’ll wake up,” Gita continued, half asking; half insisting. 
“We’ll all pray to Haiyan that she does.” 
The midwife left Gita alone to rock and coo at her infant girl. 
Time passed as the braziers burned down, and so too did the light in Gita’s 
daughter. Her breathing slowed until the movement in the child’s little chest reduced to 
an inconsistent shudder. Gita felt her daughter slipping away from her, retreating from 
the Granta with the storm clouds and the turbulent surf. She didn’t like feeling so 
helpless. Her daughter had survived nine months of gestation and emerged into the 
world fully formed. She had fought the entire way, to survive, to be born. She had done 
her part. Now it was Gita’s turn to help her—to return even a fraction of her daughter’s 
effort.  
The delivery drained her, but Gita found the strength to lift herself out of bed—
for her daughter’s sake. She unfurled her swollen toes and placed her bare feet on the 
cold white floor of the Granta. Cupping her daughter’s head, she tightened the soft 
swaddling cloth around the infant. Gita’s knees threatened to buckle as she worked her 
way up and out of the birthing chamber, placing one trembling foot in front of the 
other. Again. And then again. 
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The Granta’s spiral hallways followed the natural lines of the great conch shell 
from which the structure had been built. The monks and maidens of Haiyan treated 
their temple home with a level of care and regard that preserved the natural chamber 
throughout the ages. Gita tiptoed away from the birthing wing, jumping at every trickle 
of storm water, every aberrant trick of the light. She was sure that if the midwives found 
her up and about they would take her daughter away from her, force her back to her 
bed. They’d confine her to her room and her daughter would pass into the otherworld 
alone. She didn’t have the strength to fight them off. She had to be silent and she had to 
be quick. Light steps and careful breathing. 
The Granta’s convex walls were inlaid with translucent carvings that welcomed 
the light of the moon and cast luminous pictures on the ceilings and floors. On any other 
night, even the barest sliver of moon would have filled the chamber with dancing silver 
images of Haiyan and her servants.  
They had warned her. The monks and maidens had warned her what would 
happen if she gave birth on a night with no moon. Haiyan was the goddess of night and 
motherhood and the ocean and the moon, one of the dozen aspects of the Shattered 
God. The Granta was her greatest temple. There was no safer place in the Shattered 
World to welcome new life; just as long as Haiyan was up there watching. Her gaze 
passed over the apex of the hollow conch in seasonal cycles, waxing and waning, 
pushing and pulling the turquoise tides. No harm could come to mother or child when 
Haiyan’s face loomed large in the iron sky. Tonight, however, the black shawl of Nix 
guarded her visage. The goddess was hidden, but Gita felt she must still be up there—
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somewhere. There had to be a way to reach Haiyan beyond the veil. It was Gita’s only 
hope. 
Gita knew of one place in the Granta closer to Haiyan than any other, a place 
that shone so brightly under the Full Moon that the goddess’ light became tangible. This 
inner shrine sat at the center of the conch shell’s spire, a natural feature that resembled 
a giant pearl. Gita had never been inside. Only the monks and maidens were permitted 
to enter, and even they wouldn’t dare breach the sacred boundary on a moonless night 
such as this. It was forbidden, but Gita was well beyond caring about matters of religious 
propriety. 
Voices echoed from the direction of the birthing chamber. Soft orbs of torchlight 
dappled the walls, bobbing closer. Navilo and Veda had returned to find Gita missing. 
Motivated by the urgency of her daughter’s staggered breath, Gita pressed on through 
her body’s protests. She fled down the main hall of the Granta, clinging to walls for 
support. The halls wound around the conch shell’s body whorl in sequentially tighter 
circles, shorter and shorter and steeper and steeper as she approached the Shrine of the 
Spire.  
“She couldn’t have gone far. She’s weak.” Veda’s voice, only a dozen steps 
behind her. “Seal the outer chambers. She mustn’t be allowed to leave.” Footsteps 
scattered in opposite directions as the two midwives continued their search. 
Gita clutched her daughter tightly and shuffled through a tapered foyer where 
the spiral hall gave way to the center of the Granta. The Shrine of the Spire was a 
perfect white pearl, a treasure guarded by the outer folds of the conch. An endemic 
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light radiated from its surface despite the absence of the moon. Gita carried her 
struggling child up to the smooth, beating heart of the Granta and searched it frantically 
for an entrance. 
“You won’t find your way inside like that.” 
The voice startled Gita such that she almost dropped her little girl. “Stay away!” 
she said, backing herself against the shrine, anxiously rocking the baby and searching 
the dim corridors for the source of the voice. “You can’t take her from me!” 
“I wouldn’t dream of it.” Lama Shenu stepped into the blue light of a brazier and 
looked gravely at Gita and her child. “The Shrine of Haiyan doesn’t open during the New 
Moon. Not even for me.” 
“It will open for my daughter,” insisted Gita. “I’ll break through this shell if I have 
to.” 
Lama Shenu stroked the thin gray fuzz on his chin. It was the only hair on the 
man’s otherwise shaved pate. “That’s not such a bad idea.” 
“Don’t try to stop me, Lama—wait—what?” Gita pressed a clammy hand to her 
daughter’s chest. The baby’s skin was still warm, but she wasn’t moving. She was only 
barely breathing. She didn’t have long. 
Lama Shenu walked up to the shrine and placed a hand on the glowing shell. 
“You have no idea how many times I’ve wanted to enter the Shrine of the Spire outside 
the Full Moon Rites. Just to see what’s on the other side. I never even considered 
breaking in.” 
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Gita edged away from Shenu, eyeing the old monk with a mixture of suspicion 
and desperation. “I don’t have time for games, Lama. I can’t even feel her pulse.” 
“No tricks.” Lama Shenu held out his hands. “May I hold her while you attempt 
to break down the walls of my shrine?” He stepped forward, keeping his kind eyes 
locked on Gita’s. 
Gita swallowed hard. Shenu had never lied to her before. Out of all the monks 
and maidens in the Granta, only he had ever shown her compassion. Not a day passed 
since she came to the island, pregnant and frightened, seeking sanctuary, without 
someone calling her harlot behind her back. Shenu’s little acts of kindness were what 
kept her going. If she and her daughter were going to pull through this, she had to trust 
in something. Or someone. 
Gita kissed the sea-green tuft of hair on the top of her daughter’s head. She 
handed the child over to Lama Shenu and turned to face the solid wall of the Shrine of 
the Spire. She placed her palms flat against the surface reticently. The walls and floors of 
the Granta always felt cold, especially after a rainstorm, but the inner sanctum radiated 
heat like white coals pulled from the bottom of a fire. 
“How do I do this?” she asked Shenu. 
“I’d start by punching,” he told her. “And then maybe some kicking.” 
Gita did as she was told. Striking the shrine was like boxing with a marble statue. 
The surface felt stronger than it had any right to be, and each punch did more to break 
her knuckles and wrists than it did to break the shell. She pictured Veda’s snarling 
expression as she landed blow after blow. She heard the old crone telling her how her 
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daughter would be cursed for having the audacity to be born on an inconvenient night. 
As she kicked at the shell with her bare feet, Gita heard the snickers that followed her 
wherever she went in the Granta. Maybe she was all of the things they said she was. 
Maybe she deserved the curses of Haiyan. She had turned her back on the Shattered 
God long ago. Now, in her moment of need, the moon had turned its back on her. There 
would have been a kind of symmetry in the punishment had it been visited against her 
instead of her innocent girl. Gita wouldn’t let her daughter pay for her crimes. 
She continued pounding on the shell with feet and fists. As her energy flagged, 
Gita began to weep. The shrine’s walls didn’t yield, and eventually the new mother 
collapsed against the shell from exhaustion. Lama Shenu came to her side and held her 
bruised hands. 
“She’s very beautiful,” he told her.  
“She’s dying,” Gita said, and as soon as the words left her lips she knew that they 
were true. 
Lama Shenu handed the baby back to her, cooing at the little girl with a 
grandfatherly grin as he did. “You should give her a name, Gita.” 
 Tears burned in Gita’s eyes. They painted wet lines down her florid cheeks. 
What’s the point? she thought. My sins already have enough names.  
 The baby’s chest stopped moving. Gita’s sadness became panic. 
 Don’t take her, she prayed. Don’t take her away from me. Not yet. If you grant 
my daughter life… I’ll give her to you. 
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 “Haiyan!” Gita’s cries echoed around the spirals of the Granta. “Do you hear me? 
This child is yours!” 
 Lama Shenu’s somber face began to blur. Gita clutched her motionless newborn 
and tried to blink away the rush of tears.  
It all happened in the course of that blink.  
Gita felt the sensation of sinking underwater then suddenly emerging into the 
humid air with a gasping breath. She opened her eyes and the teal blue walls of Haiyan’s 
shrine unfurled around her. The rest of the Granta and Lama Shenu were nowhere to be 
seen. There was only Gita and her newborn daughter, still cuddled against her chest. 
She had passed through the pearl. 
A silver dome capped the shrine and around its perimeter ivory carvings told the 
story of the moon’s journey through its many phases. Each carving had been rendered 
in perfect proportion, as if chiseled by the goddess herself. For a moment, Gita believed 
she must have gone insane with grief, but the images in the shrine felt too real to be 
hallucinations. She rose slowly to her feet and approached a triangular altar at the 
center of the shrine. She whispered the goddess’ name and placed her motionless infant 
atop the ivory stand. 
 “Please,” Gita said. “She’s yours.” 
 A hole in the ceiling of the shrine yawned open like the mouth of a lamprey. 
Silver light, thicker than smoke, poured in through the ceiling and brought the Shrine of 
the Spire to life. The carvings around the dome’s perimeter flared white. A musical note 
in the timbre of a woman’s voice hung in the air, just at the edge of Gita’s hearing. 
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 Gita looked up through the hole in the dome and saw that it ran all the way 
through the apex of the Granta. There, gleaming in the sky over the center of the 
temple, Haiyan smiled in all her radiant glory, liberated from the oppressive shadow of 
Nix. The moon felt closer inside the shrine. It was bigger and fuller than Gita ever 
remembered seeing it, a glowing beacon alone amid the storm clouds. 
 Gita’s heart fluttered in her chest as she felt a wave of euphoria crash over her. 
An apparition resolved within the moonlight—or from the moonlight, rather. A woman 
with six arms and the majestic wings of a giant bird descended from the skylight on 
stairs of diaphanous light. Her skin was the same foreboding shade as the deepest 
oceans on the darkest nights. Around her forearms and chest, she wore jagged armor 
forged from coral. Atop her head sat a slithering seaweed crown. The tendrils of that 
crown danced as if submerged in water. Stepping off of her incandescent stairs, the 
apparition raised four hands to the light and came to rest before the altar. She looked 
down at Gita’s daughter with lidless eyes, round and speckled like the surface of the 
moon. She appeared to nod at Gita. 
 “Yes,” Gita said. “She’s yours.” 
 The apparition bent over the motionless infant. 
 “Please,” Gita repeated. “She’s yours.” 
 The apparition kissed Gita’s daughter on the forehead. As her lips met skin, the 
silver light fled to the perimeter of the shrine, and the moon phase carvings relinquished 
their luster. The goddess spread her raven’s wings and shot back into the sky.  
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Gita shivered once she was gone. Something stirred within the bundle on the 
altar. Then the thin, caustic sound of an infant crying filled the shrine. 
 Caught between weeping and laughter, Gita walked slowly up to the altar. She 
paused over the bundle, concerned that if she looked upon her daughter she might 
undo the gift of Haiyan—that the act of gazing too closely threatened to somehow make 
it unreal.  
 She finally looked. Her daughter squirmed with impressive vigor inside the 
swaddling cloth. She seemed to cry with every muscle in her little body, stopping only 
briefly to draw deep, meaningful breaths. 
 With a trembling finger Gita touched her daughter’s face. The baby freed an 
awkward arm from her cloth and clutched her mother’s finger. For the first time, the 
infant opened her eyes. They were big and wet, the same silver shade of the moonlight. 
Stamped in the center of each dark pupil was the shape of the crescent moon. 
 Gita sniffled and wept and thanked every aspect of the Shattered God by name. 







































 My mother wasn’t perfect, but she was a fighter. Good thing for me. She named 
me Oraluna, which means “light of the moon.” Creative. I know. Despite all the time she 
spent in the Granta, she never found true faith in the Shattered God. Life made my 
mother a pragmatist and pragmatists make shoddy believers. She came to Doan-ryo Lin 
Island more refugee than pilgrim. Before Doan-ryo Lin, she lived in a small traditionalist 
village in the imperial mainland. She never liked talking about that time, so most of the 
details are lost, but from what I gathered: her family cast her out after she became 
pregnant out of wedlock by some dashing lordling who swept through the village 
promising her the moon and stars. I bet he’d be shocked to find out he actually 
delivered on the first half. 
 She must have been terrified. I know she was lonely. Pregnant, penniless, barely 
seventeen—but resourceful. Girl had grit. Doan-ryo Lin must have seemed like the only 
place that would have her. Believer or not, Gita knew that Haiyan was the patron aspect 
of childbirth and that the Granta was her greatest temple. Even if the legends turned 
out to be nonsense, the maidens were still the finest midwives in the land. She and her 
unborn child were going to be safest in their hands. 
 She made her way across the Nereid Sea, paying for her passage in service on a 
long chain of fishing vessels. Sailor superstitions compelled her to hide her growing 
womb lest she be thrown overboard with the rising tide. By the time she arrived at 
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Doan-ryo Lin’s port she was six months along, malnourished and physically 
overwrought. I’m told she took seven steps down the village dock and promptly passed 
out in the coarse, white sand. After that entrance, it didn’t take the fisherfolk long to 
discover her malady. They rushed her to the Granta and left her in the maidens’ care.  
 The Maidens of Haiyan provided all the physical support that Gita could have 
asked for. Lama Shenu wouldn’t have stood for anything less. They found other ways to 
do harm that didn’t directly compromise their oaths. It didn’t help that my mother 
arrived at the Granta without a doting husband in tow. Even after Lama Shenu declared 
that I had been blessed by Haiyan and burned a divine votive in my name, many of the 
monks and maidens still talked behind Gita’s back. The Order coveted me and so they 
were forced to tolerate my mother’s presence, but they didn’t have to make things 
pleasant for her. I learned early on that even monks and honored maidens could be 
petty. Veda was the worst of them. She acted as if my mother’s presence in the Granta 
were a violent crime visited directly upon her. Out of all the monks and maidens, she 
was the only one whose hatred for my mother seemed at times to extend to me. My 
mother stuck it out for a long while, bearing the brunt of their torments so we could live 
in comfort and security. But it wore on her. 
 It took me years to realize any of this, of course. Moony eyes or not, I was just a 
girl back then. The world I knew was a spit of volcanic land in the middle of the Nereid 
Sea, the same sea from which I drew my baths and caught my food. My friends were 
fishermen and monks and fisherman monks. The only home I knew was a giant conch.  
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 Lama Shenu took great interest in me, for obvious reasons. My mother and I 
lived for years by the grace of his protection. The unspoken contract lurking there was 
that my tutelage belonged to him. Gita could stay or she could go, but if she went it 






























CHAPTER 2: FLYSWATTER 
 
 Ora and her mother had their own chamber in the body whorl of the Granta, too 
close to the maidens’ dormitory for Gita’s comfort. Gita regularly complained about the 
size of the bedroom, though Ora never understood why. She may not have had any true 
mode of comparison, but the maidens got by sharing tiny dormers, three to a wall, all 
stacked up like a tower of mussels under the dock. In Ora’s eyes, the private chamber 
was a palace unto itself.  
They mostly ate from the Nereid Sea. Once in a blue moon a shipping vessel 
came to port with a surplus of meat or grain and made a donation to the Granta. There 
was no other way for the monks to obtain food. All modes of commerce including barter 
violated their creed. On rare occasions, the maidens called a group meal and all the 
students and elders in the Order of Haiyan piled onto the beachhead that abutted their 
shell for fresh fish and rice cakes. Lama Shenu always invited Gita to join them, but she 
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never accepted. Stifled by the strictures of life inside the Granta, Gita took every 
opportunity to flee to Nyamura Village where she gambled and drank and fraternized 
with the fisherfolk. The monks grudgingly tolerated this behavior. She was no maiden 
after all, and though she was compelled to follow the rules of the Order inside the 
Granta, what she did beyond the shell was nobody’s business but her own.  
The monks and maidens kept Ora so busy with training inside the temple that 
years passed before she even noticed—let alone questioned—her mother’s frequent 
absence. Much flew below Ora’s level of awareness at that time. The oddities of life as a 
child blessed by Haiyan never registered as such, for she knew no other life. She was 
only ever peripherally aware of the other students in the temple, for instance, though 
several came and went throughout the day. She took her lessons directly from Lama 
Shenu. The old monk had a playful manner that Ora enjoyed. In the way of all great 
teachers, he found little ways to make her mundane training joyful. 
Every morning began with two hours of silent meditation. For a girl of six with 
fidgety legs and an active imagination, this was the greatest trial. As early as she could 
remember Ora dreaded the sound of second gong, signaling the end of morning meal 
and the beginning of meditation. 
In the early weeks of Doan-ryo Lin’s bloated, balmy summer, bloodgnats hatched 
from stagnant tidal pools, and descended on the island’s residents. The biting insects 
hectored the Granta in swarms so thick they were often mistaken for rain clouds. The 
hatchlings entered the world rapacious, eager to claim their first blood meal from the 
monks and maidens before retreating to their watery hives to mate and then die.  
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Ora sat the meditation round, legs crossed in the lotus pose, focusing on her 
mantra and attempting to clear her scattered mind. Every few minutes she lifted an 
eyelid to glance across the room at Lama Shenu, meditating placidly with a beatific grin 
dappling his wrinkled face.  
“I know you’re peeking,” he chided, without even opening his eyes. 
Ora opened both of hers and sighed with the kind of hopeless frustration to 
which small children are entitled. “I can’t do it. I can’t ever do it. My head feels all 
buzzy.” 
“Buzzy buzz buzz…” Lama Shenu made a sound like a honeybee. “Use the 
buzzing.” 
Ora wasn’t sure what that meant. Lama Shenu was good at saying nonsense and 
making it sound important. Really good. Ora closed her eyes and tried to clear her head 
again, but just as she began to focus on the buzzing she felt a bloodgnat land on her 
exposed knee. She lifted up her little hand and slammed it down on the pest. 
“Ow!” said Lama Shenu, rubbing his back tenderly. 
Ora looked up at him, confused. “What?” 
He looked at her seriously. “You’ve killed me.” 
More nonsense. Two more of the biting insects zipped into the meditation room 
and began circling Ora’s head. She reached out with both hands this time and clapped 
one of the fat, black flies out of the air. 
“Yow!” Shenu howled. 
Ora giggled this time at the monk’s odd reaction. 
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“You find humor in my pain, do you?” said Lama Shenu. His face was wracked 
with melodrama, but the hint of a smile lurked in his twinkling eyes. 
“I can’t hurt you,” Ora insisted. “You’re all the way over there. And I’m all the 
way over here.” 
“And yet you’ve killed me. Twice now.” 
Ora scrunched up her nose like she always did when she felt confused. “I don’t 
understand.” 
Lama Shenu took a long breath in through his nose. Ora watched his belly 
expand, while his shoulders remained level. The old monk exhaled, mouth agape and 
opened his eyes. “Breathe out of your pose, Esho.” 
Esho was a term of endearment the lama used to refer to Ora and the other 
young acolytes. It meant budding wisdom.  
Ora relaxed in her pose and let her legs collapse out of lotus. Another bloodgnat 
slipped into the meditation chamber and corkscrewed down toward Ora’s knee. She 
lifted her hand threateningly, but Lama Shenu froze her with an admonishing glance. 
“Ah ah, Esho.” 
Clenching her little jaw, Oraluna waited for the bloodgnat to land and claim its 
meal but that never came to pass. The fly spun around several times, ever closer to the 
girl’s exposed flesh then sped off to wander through the corridors of the Granta. Lama 
Shenu smiled. Teacher and pupil stared at each other across the pearl floor of the 
Granta for a pregnant moment, until Ora eventually broke their gaze. 
“What is it, Esho? Do the bloodgnats offend you so?” 
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“They’re annoying. They hurt and their bites itch for days. It’s hard enough to 
meditate without bugs chewing on my arms and legs.” 
 Shenu turned his bald head sideways. The ghost of his smile still lurked in the 
wrinkles of his cheeks. “They should feed on another, perhaps?” 
 “That’s not what I said.” Ora planted her palms on the ground and leaned 
forward. “I wish they wouldn’t bother anybody.” 
 “Not even Honored Veda?” Shenu cocked a playful eyebrow. 
 The tension in the meditation room broke and Ora giggled. “Maybe her.” 
 Lama Shenu hoisted himself up from the ground. “I think that’s enough 
meditation for today. Come with me, Ora. I want to show you something.” 
 Ora followed Shenu out of the meditation room and around the spiraling 
hallways of the Granta, toward the beachside entrance at the base of the shell. They 
slipped out of their sandals at the gateway and walked side-by-side down the sandy 
pathways to the coast. Wide, thin clouds the same off-white shade as the Doan-ryo Lin 
sand drifted lazily across the sun. Ora appreciated the pristine beaches of Doan-ryo Lin 
in the full light of the meandering summer day, but she had a preference for the muted 
palate of night. Something about the high sun felt like it was shouting at her. She 
couldn’t really explain it any better than that. The silver moonlight left her feeling 
energized in a way the sunlight never could.  
She filled her lungs with the humid summer air. A lonely gull flew overhead, 
complaining against the constant rhythm of the mellow surf.  
 “What do you see, Esho?” 
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 “The beach.” 
 “More specifically.” 
 Ora made a visor with her hand and shielded her eyes. “I see the ocean and the 
sand.” 
 “What else?” 
 Ora squinted. “I see a sailboat. In the distance.” She looked over at Shenu. “A 
fishing boat?” 
 Shenu nodded. “Look wider.” 
 Ora cast her gaze around the beach. A small cloud of bloodgnats swarmed near a 
depression in the sand where only the largest waves could reach. Overhead, the lone 
gull sailed in from the ocean, its wings fanned to support the downward glide. 
 “A gull,” she said. “And a million nasty flies.” 
 “Very good, Esho. Though the flies could do without your commentary. Language 
is tricky business. Words help us communicate, but they are insufficient to capture the 
breadth of our existence. More often than not, they only serve to highlight false 
divisions.” 
 Ora prepared herself for another one of Lama Shenu’s descents into nonsense. 
He must have sensed it because he looked down at her with import, as if to say please 
try to understand what I’m about to explain. Ora obliged him. 
 “You could say right now that we’re looking at a gull and a bloodgnat and a ship 
and the ocean. Or you could say we’re looking at the beach, which encompasses 
everything around us. You could also say we’re looking at the Granta, which includes 
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you and me and the other maidens and monks. If we had the gull’s perspective we’d be 
looking at Doan-ryo Lin Island. Now we’re talking about every plant, animal and 
fisherman, every bloodgnat and individual grain of sand on this beach. If we had the 
perspective of Haiyan,” he stretched his gnarled fingers up toward the sky and spread 
them in a wide arc, “we would see the world and every being living or still that inhabits 
it.” 
 Ora looked at her teacher, wide-eyed. “…So?” 
 “So, little Esho, the divisions we label—beach, ocean, bloodgnat, Shenu, 
Oraluna—these are all just a matter of perspective. They are shorthand. Illusory. The 
constructs of man. From the perspective of the Shattered God, we are all one. How 
would you feel if Haiyan swept down from the sky at the next full moon and snatched 
me from existence?” 
Ora tried to imagine a world without Lama Shenu. The thought made her heart 
sink. “I’d be sad, Lama.” 
Shenu’s sapphire eyes glistened in the dazzling sun. He placed his hand over 
Ora’s chest. “To the bloodgnats, Oraluna is Haiyan, unknowable and all powerful. You 
shed no tears for the gnats because you see them as other. Yet to the bloodgnats, you 
are divine, exacting your judgment without a thought. It is a solemn responsibility.” 
Ora’s young mind worked furiously to comprehend the lesson. Shenu lifted his 
hand to her shoulder. “This is our charge, Esho. To see as Haiyan sees. To understand 
that the whole of existence is one. If the Shattered God acted capriciously, we would 
curse his dozen names. We would beg him for justice. But the Shattered God and all his 
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many aspects know that we are all one. We are all Creation. To a kill a single bloodgnat 
is to kill every man, woman and child in the Shattered World. From Haiyan’s 
perspective, it is the same.” 
Ora stuck her tongue in her cheek and chewed over Shenu’s pronouncement. It 
almost made strange sense. In a way. She thought nothing of swatting one bloodgnat or 
another. From Haiyan’s perspective, so high and withdrawn, Ora must have seemed 
much like those hectoring flies, tromping recklessly around her island. Feeding from her 
sea. Was swatting one fly so unlike killing a man? Not to Haiyan, certainly. The 
strangeness of it all gave her a hollow feeling in the pit of her stomach. 
“Are we all so—” the question stuck in Ora’s throat as she searched for the word, 
“unimportant?” 
“No, Esho,” said Shenu. “It is just the opposite. We are all the most important 
thing in the world.” 
# 
Lama Shenu permitted Ora to have freedom of the Granta for the remainder of 
the afternoon. He asked only that she spare a moment to ponder the oneness of being 
and that she refrain from swatting any more bloodgnats, of course. Is that all? Ora 
thought sarcastically. Ora skipped back around the halls of the Granta to the outer shell 
where she found her mother returned from one of her frequent sojourns at the tavern 
in Nyamura Village. Gita sat on her bed next to a pile of half-folded small clothes with 
her fingers pressed to her temples. Her cheeks looked unusually flushed and the sharp 
scent of medicine hung in the chamber air. 
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Gita’s eyes flitted over to her daughter as she flung open the door to their room. 
Ora shrank under her sharp gaze. 
“Momma, are you sick?” 
Gita coughed into her hand. “No, Ora. It’s just this damned heat. I swear the path 
to town gets longer every summer. Why aren’t you at lessons with Lama Shenu?” 
“He gave me the afternoon off,” she said, with an impish grin. 
“He could have warned me about it,” Gita grumbled. She stood up from the bed 
and moved the pile of laundry to the floor. “Perhaps it’s for the best. I’ve missed you, 
darling. We can share lunch after the other acolytes clear the dining hall.” 
“I think they have saltfish and bread,” Ora said excitedly. 
Gita looked at her daughter with her hands on her hips. “Don’t you ever get tired 
of saltfish and that stale crust that passes for bread around here?” 
Ora shrugged her little shoulders. 
 Gita shook her head. She looked exhausted. “I worry this place is limiting you, 
Ora. There’s so much more to the world than saltfish and meditation.” 
 One of a trio of bloodgnats that had been circling their oil lamp parted from the 
group and landed on the back of Gita’s neck. 
 “Damned gnats!” She cursed under her breath and swatted the biting insect with 
her hand. Gita’s palm came away smeared with her own blood. 
 “Ow!” Ora said, cheekily. 
 Gita scowled at her. “What are you on about?” Without waiting for an answer, 
she stomped over to the oil lamp and clapped the other two flies out of existence. 
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 “Ow! Ow!” Ora said. 
 Gita looked at her daughter. Her thin, golden-brown eyebrows knitted together 
across her furrowed brow. “Have you gone batty?” 
 “You killed me three times,” Ora insisted. 
 “You’re a bloodgnat now, are you?” 
 Ora nodded vigorously. “So are you. And I am you and you are me and we are 
both bloodgnats!” 
 “What nonsense,” Gita said. “Is this what those shriveled old monks are teaching 
you?” 
 “It’s true,” Ora said. “From Haiyan’s per-speck-tiv we are all one. Everything. And 
we should all try to see as Haiyan sees.” 
 Gita knelt down to her daughter’s eye level and took her little hands in her own. 
“Please, Ora. The Order of Haiyan has been generous with us. And they’re teaching you 
numbers and letters, which is a good thing. So we stay here, despite their batty religion. 
But promise me you won’t believe everything they tell you?” 
 “But it makes sense, momma.” And for once it really did, but Gita’s reaction was 
confusing. 
 “The Monks and Maidens of Haiyan know a thing or two about the moon and the 
tides and how to deliver a child, but when it comes to living in the outside world—the 
real world—there are so many things of which they are woefully ignorant.” 
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 Tears welled in Ora’s eyes. For once she thought she understood what Lama 
Shenu was trying to teach her, and in her heart it felt like it fit. But Gita seemed almost 
angry with her… “Please don’t kill any more bloodgnats, momma.” 
 Gita reached out and wiped a tear from her daughter’s cheek. “Listen to me, 































                      Interlude 
 
I know my mother loved me in her own way. Sometimes, though, it was difficult 
for her to separate her resentment for the Order from her feelings for me. I think my 
mother might have left if it hadn’t been for the lama’s implicit threat to take me away. 
Her life in the Granta was comfortable in all the superficial ways, but she chafed under 
the watchful eyes of the Maidens of Haiyan. Slipping off to Nyamura Village was her 
favorite little rebellion, and it only brought closer scrutiny from the Order. That’s what 
you might call a vicious cycle.  
 After the incident with the bloodgnats, I stopped sharing Lama Shenu’s teachings 
with Gita. Even as a girl of six I understood that it only drove a wedge between us. 
Imagine, a little girl in a little world, caught between the only two adults in her life that 
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matter. Acceptance of one meant rejection of the other. Is it any wonder I tried to 
compartmentalize? It helped me cope for a while, but growing up in a double life tends 
to take a toll. 
 Gita tried to counteract the teachings of the Order with her own lessons. Gut 
smarts, she called them. She insisted it wasn’t any deep philosophical contemplation 
that helped her survive when she was cast out from her village.  
“I’m not always going to be here,” she told me. She knew hearing that upset me, 
but she pressed on. Maybe that’s why she pressed on. “I can only pass from this world 
in peace if I’m certain you understand how to fend for yourself outside of this damned 
shell.” 
Once I was old enough to walk the paths from the Granta to Nyamura Village, 
Gita started taking me on some of her illicit excursions. Veda and the other maidens 
discovered us quickly and raised a ruckus with Lama Shenu. To my surprise, the elder 
monk sided with Gita.  
“Oraluna deserves private time with her mother. I think it will be good for both 
of them.” I remember the look on Veda’s face when he said it, like she’d swallowed a 
rotten sea plum.  
So one day every week, Shenu permitted Gita to lift me from my studies and 
enjoy unadulterated “mother-daughter time.” We only had to contend with a few 
restrictions. First and foremost, we were not to leave the island under any 
circumstances. Fishing ships came and went from Nyamura Village with relative 
frequency and Gita had made enough friends at the tavern that it would have been easy 
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enough to hop on board and sail off into the sunset. In the winter months, when the 
bigger fish migrated away from Doan-ryo Lin, it wasn’t uncommon for fisherman to 
leave on deep voyages that kept them away from port for several moons at a time. 
Obviously, such a prolonged absence would have been an impediment to my training, 
and thus was unacceptable. Second, if we left the Granta during our allotted time we 
had to be back within one gong of the setting sun. Doan-ryo Lin was relatively safe, but 
banditry along the paths outside Nyamura wasn’t unheard of. My person was far too 
important to the Order to take any unnecessary risks. Lastly, we were not permitted to 
spend the day together at times immediately preceding the Full Moon. The night of the 
Full Moon was a sacred time in the Order of Haiyan, and my presence was both 
expected and necessary. 
Gita had prepared herself for a much bigger fight, so she agreed to Shenu’s 
conditions without challenge. My tutelage and my time were officially split. Most days 
and nights I spent with the Order—taking lessons with the other acolytes, meditating 
with Lama Shenu, practicing my chakrasana poses and defensive kido forms. Then every 
seventh day I retired to be with my mother. 
Gita and I had never spent so much time in each other’s company. For as long as 
I could remember, the Order consumed my life. Now, for one day a week, I was a 
normal girl with a mom who liked to sew and gamble and drink and carouse. At first it 
seemed an oddity, spending so much time around people who weren’t maidens or 
monks, people who got drunk and wrestled. People who bloodied each other up and 
then laughed it off over shepherd’s pie and amber ale. Instead of parables, they told tall 
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                                             CHAPTER 3: NYAMURA VILLAGE 
 
 A walking path stretched just over five leagues from the gaping aperture of the 
Granta shell to the public square in Nyamura Village. The monks of the Order kept the 
path well maintained, trimming back the angry onion grass and resilient wildflowers that 
inundated the island every spring. It was in the Order’s best interest to keep the 
pathway passable for the clunky mule carts that the fisherfolk used to haul their 
donations up to the Granta. This was the same path that Ora and Gita followed on their 
days together, when the mood drove them to socialize in Nyamura Village.  
 Ebullient with the day’s promise, the nine-year-old Ora cartwheeled down the 
path ahead of Gita. She tumbled a half-dozen times, hands over feet, until the spinning 
went to her head and she crumpled into a playful heap.  
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 “Don’t dust up your dress,” Gita said. Her admonishment was good-natured. “If 
you stain it you’ll have to wear temple robes to town and everyone will think you’re one 
of them.” 
 Ora sprang up from the ground and dusted off her back. “See?” She twirled 
around with inchoate grace. “Good as new.” 
 They had left the Granta soon after the gong tolled morning meal. Gita secreted 
away a couple pears and a wedge of hard cheese so she and her daughter could share 
breakfast on the road. Even though they were bound by Lama Shenu’s curfew, Gita 
rarely made a fuss about how quickly they motivated out of the shell on their days 
together. This trip was different for some reason. Gita seemed rushed and—possibly—
excited? That was new. 
 Despite some initial apprehension, Ora had grown to anticipate their weekly 
outings together. The Order’s lessons had become stale over the last year. In particular, 
Lama Shenu’s exercises in mindfulness were driving her crazy. What girl wants to sit in a 
conch shell with her eyes closed when there’s so much outside to see? Often during 
meditation, Ora caught herself daydreaming about the hike into Nyamura Village. 
Sometimes she fantasized about swimming out beyond the wharf and floating away on 
the waves as Doan-ryo Lin Island faded to a speck on the horizon. 
Today was going to be the perfect outing. The spring weather welcomed the 
earliest vanguard of summer’s heat. The flowers, grasses and animals of Doan-ryo Lin all 
sang in unison to herald its arrival. It was one of those temperate, clarified mornings so 
alluring that even the moon came out to play. Ora looked up at the face of Haiyan, a 
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pale crescent hanging as if hooked just over the horizon. Waning Crescent, she recited in 
her head. 
 “I know you don’t like the sunlight either,” Ora whispered to the moon. “But it’s 
hard to resist a perfect day.” 
 Gita caught Ora flat-footed, gazing off at the sky. “Come along.” She ushered her 
forward with a firm pat on the behind. “It’s not much farther to town.” 
 “Why the rush?” 
 Gita stopped walking and looked back at her daughter’s mischievous grin. “No 
rush,” she said. “I’m just…eager.” 
 Ora skipped up to walk at her mother’s side. “Eager for what?” 
 Gita paused for a second, considering her response. “One of my friends has 
returned from a fishing voyage. He’s been gone almost six moons chasing his catch and 
trading at distant ports. I’m…looking forward to hearing his tales.” 
 There was a singsong quality to Gita’s voice that made Ora’s heart flutter. This is 
how her mother deserved to feel all the time, she thought. Hopeful. At ease. 
 “You mean he’s been to other islands?” Ora asked. 
 “Some islands, certainly. But lands far stranger, as well. Giant cities built into the 
sides of mountains where more people live than there are blades of grass in this field. 
Fetid swamps where girls not much older than you float along on rafts and hunt 
monsters for their pelts. Snowy tundra where beautiful people made of glass pick 
golden berries and hoard them in their ice castles to stave off the thaw.” 
 “That’s not real,” Ora said. 
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 “Call me a liar, will you?” Gita feigned offense. “And how would you know, 
Oraluna? Your world is Doan-ryo Lin and the waters surrounding it as far out as you can 
swim.” 
 Ora pondered that for a moment and decided her mother had a point. “What’s 
your friend’s name?” she asked. 
 Gita tried to suppress a smile, but the impulse was too strong. “Kano.” 
# 
 Nyamura Village had a modest footprint. It was a humble fishing village on the 
eastern shore of the island. The public square consisted of an open-air fish market, a 
tavern, an inn and a boathouse all splayed out around the docking inlet where midsized 
ships harbored overnight. Barely a hundred permanent homes on stilts clustered around 
the stunted hilltops north of the docks. They were safest there from the summer 
storms, some of which came with enough muscle to push the surf up beyond the dry 
beach. It was a land carved by the sea and for the sea, and from the sea is how most of 
its inhabitants lived. On any given day, as much as a third of the fisherfolk were out 
there, toiling for their keep. Their absence made it so the town always felt like an 
oversized cloak too big for its wearer. 
Not that it mattered to Oraluna. As far as she was concerned, Nyamura Village 
was the most eclectic and exciting place in the Shattered World.  
Gita almost pulled Ora’s arm out of its socket as she dragged her up the wooden 
steps and through the oilcloth tapestry that shielded the tavern door from the ocean 
spray. She scanned the room expectantly, noting each of the six patrons scattered about 
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in various states of drink and fraternization. When she didn’t find what she was looking 
for, her posture deflated. She dropped Ora’s hand and flitted up to the bar with her 
daughter toddling after her. 
Ora craned her neck to see over the bar. She spent enough time in the tavern 
with Gita that she knew the pourer, Huzu, by name. Huzu was a tall, slender woman 
with fine black hair that fell to her shoulders and always lay flat despite the moisture in 
the Doan-ryo Lin air. Her skin was so pale that Ora sometimes wondered if she was 
getting enough to eat. She leaned back against a case of glass-bottled spirits, casually 
polishing a perfectly clean clay mug while Gita probed her. 
“Ahoy, Huzu. What’s on the tide?” The village slang slid naturally off Gita’s 
tongue. 
“Bunch of oily fish and salty sailors who smell just like ‘em,” Huzu said. “Looking 
for one in particular?” 
Gita drummed her painted fingernails on the bar top. She nodded. “Can I get a 
pour?” 
Huzu reached blindly for a dark blue bottle with a long neck that was plugged at 
the top with a fat, cork stopper. “No ale or rum today. Heard a squall clipped the atolls a 
few days back. The distillers kept the shipping lanes closed out of an abundance of 
caution.” She pulled the stopper from the blue bottle with her teeth and spat it onto the 
bar. “Aside from the fancy stuff, all we’ve got’s the house ginjo. I suppose that’ll do?” 
“To clean the paint off my nails?” Gita grimaced, but Ora noted that she didn’t 
decline the small cup. 
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Huzu snorted as she poured, her eyes drifting over to Ora. “Cup of bark beer for 
the little acolyte?” 
“Yes, please!” Ora reached out with both hands and Huzu passed her a half pint 
of the sweetened drink. Every time she came to Nyamura Village, Huzu slipped her a 
drink on the house. She claimed it was because her mother was such a reliable 
customer, but Ora suspected she might have intended them as offerings in kind. 
Offering alms to the Order of Haiyan was the easiest way to ensure the goddess’ favor. 
Scant few of the fisherfolk were truly devout, but most were superstitious enough to 
hedge their bets. 
Gita watched Ora tip the cup of bark beer into her waiting mouth. She turned 
her attention back to Huzu. “You haven’t seen Kano today?” The question reeked of 
forced casualness. 
Huzu shook her head. “Not in here. He’s back, though. Probably down by the 
wharf with his boy cleaning their boat.” 
 Ora’s ears perked up. “What boy?” 
 Gita ignored her. “I don’t want to bother him if he’s working…” 
 “He’ll be by here,” Huzu said. “Don’t you worry your pretty golden head. I’d be 
surprised if he made it past midday without stopping in for a nip.” 
 Resigned to her impatience, Gita passed Huzu a flat copper coin and led Ora 
away from the bar toward a table where three red-faced men were playing dice. Cho-
han Juuni was the game of choice in the Nyamura Tavern. The rules were simple enough 
to understand, but challenging to master. Gita taught Ora to play with a set of dice she 
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made herself, carved from whalebones. Each game started when a neutral counter 
signaled: Cho… Han… Juuni! Then both players cast three six-sided dice at the same 
time. The goal was to make thirteen without going over. Whichever player had the 
lower initial roll could choose to pick up one or two dice and roll again or pass the action 
to the second player. After a pass, the second player had to re-roll at least one di if she 
was showing less than ten. And so the rolling went back and forth until someone hit 
thirteen and won or went over and lost. Both players agreed on an ante at the outset, 
which also determined the cost of “buying” additional rolls. 
Only the Shattered God could predict how the dice would fall, but there was 
math to when and how to roll. Ora had always been good with numbers. Her lessons 
with the other acolytes emphasized mathematics as Right Thinking. An honorable 
pursuit. When the dice hit the table, Ora saw things that even Gita missed. Most of the 
other fisherfolk who played couldn’t fathom there was any science to Ora’s strategy. 
They favored superstitious approaches and chalked Ora’s talent up to favor with Haiyan. 
The only willing opponent this time was a round-shouldered man with a ring of 
hair absent from his sunburnt scalp. One of his eyes drifted around the room unbidden, 
and he was missing half a finger on his left hand. He might have been a sailor once, but 
Ora didn’t think he currently looked in any condition to bend an oar or work a fishing 
rod.  
“Have you brought more money for me, Joshiro?” Gita said. She dangled a purse 
of flat coppers from two fingers and smiled seductively.  
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“Not unless you’re willing to work for it,” the older man’s lazy eye walked 
lasciviously up Gita’s figure. 
“Don’t be crass. I’ve got my girl with me.” 
Joshiro looked at Ora with both eyes. “Here to watch her mother stripped of her 
flats?” A wad of spittle broke loose from his cracked lips as he emphasized the plosives 
in stripped. The wet projectile nearly landed on Ora’s face.  
“Quit harassing my kid and put up.” Gita tossed five flats on the table and took 
the seat opposite her opponent. She motioned to Ora. “Come sit with me and pay 
attention.”  
Joshiro’s eyes moved from the coins to Gita’s chest. “Five at a time? You in a 
hurry to be broke?” 
Gita planted her elbows on the table and leaned into a predatory pose. “As much 
as I enjoy your company, Joshiro, I was hoping to spend my day with a man with more 
hair and at least half a mouthful of teeth.” 
Joshiro’s lip quivered as he made a pained guttural sound. He leaned down to 
rifle through his hemp satchel and produced a tattered old purse of coins. “Five it is.” He 
gulped his ginjo, belched and tossed his ante into the pot. 
One of the other men at the table offered to serve as counter. “Cho… Han…” he 
looked from Joshiro to Gita, “Juuni!” 
The players rolled. Gita came up with four-one-three for a total of eight. Joshiro 
rolled five-five-four. Fourteen. Stillborn. Joshiro emitted a low growl that seemed to 
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emanate from his gut, as Gita gathered up the coppers on the table. She pushed five 
back into the pot and winked. 
“Cho… Han… Juuni!” 
They rolled again. This time both of them were in the game—Joshiro with a two-
five-one and Gita with a muscular three-three-five. Joshiro spent another ten flats on 
extra rolls trying to get past eleven, but ultimately busted with five-five-five.  
Gita laughed out loud, raking in her coin. She reached over and patted Ora on 
the head. “My little good luck charm,” she said. 
The two players went back and forth for another nine rounds while Ora stood by 
sipping her bark beer and tracking the odds. Gita had made a few savvy moves, but 
most of her success thus far was pure luck. It wasn’t until the final round that Ora saw a 
chance to tip the scales. 
Both players were working through an unlikely string of low rolls. Gita and 
Joshiro each had to throw an extra fifteen copper flats into the pot just to stay in the 
game. By the time Joshiro muttered his second pass, he was showing nine the pretty 
way—three-three-three. Gita’s dice lacked the symmetry. She showed three-one-one. 
She jingled five more coppers in her palm and reached for the dice. 
“Wait,” Ora said. 
“What is it?”  
Joshiro’s lazy eye landed on the mother-daughter conversation with quiet 
suspicion. 
“Don’t buy the second roll.” 
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Gita furrowed her brow, looking at her pathetic five lying there next to the 
overblown pot. “I have to. I need to re-cast those snake eyes if I want to have a chance 
of hitting ten.” 
“You don’t have to hit ten,” Ora whispered. “Take the free roll and pass the 
action to Joshiro. He’s still under ten so he has to roll at least one di. Chances are good 
he’ll end up lower or bust out.” 
Gita glanced over at Joshiro slobbering down his goblet of ginjo. “You sure about 
this?” 
Ora nodded. 
Gita replaced the five coppers in her purse and re-rolled one of the snake eyes. 
Four. Now Gita had eight in total. 
She leaned back in her chair and folded her arms across her chest. “Pass,” she 
said. 
Joshiro tried to look at her cross-eyed, but his renegade eye wouldn’t behave. It 
was always unusual for a player to pass showing a lower roll than their opponent. He 
thought he had her and that made him cocky. The retired fisherman smiled with his 
remaining teeth and tossed another five chits in the pot. He picked up two of his threes 
and rolled… 
A five and a six. Fourteen total. Bust. 
Gita whooped out loud and leapt from her seat. There were nearly fifty flats in 
that single pot. Joshiro, on the other side of the table, looked despondent.  
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Gita hugged her haul to her chest and passed a handful of coppers to Ora. “Don’t 
spend it all on bark beer, love.” 
It was the most money Ora had ever held at one time. She was admiring how 
heavy the flat coins felt in her little hand when she felt a bigger fist close around her 
forearm. Her head jerked up and she dropped her cut of Gita’s winnings. Joshiro stood 
over her, his eyes wobbling and his mouth frothing with spittle. 
“Wouldn’t be so smug if you didn’t have that moony tart at your side,” he 
snarled. 
Gita stepped forward, still clutching her winnings. “Get your filthy hands off my 
daughter, you pig.” 
“Maybe we should play another round with the goddess on my side, eh? Maybe 
we should play one with her sitting on my filthy lap.” As Joshiro’s grip tightened around 
Ora’s forearm, her defensive training kicked in. Haiyan Kido was an elegant martial art. 
The forms passed down by the monks were designed to redirect an aggressor’s 
momentum and temporarily debilitate them using pressure points and joint holds. A 
kido master could incapacitate an opponent in seconds without causing any permanent 
damage. Ora had already started studying the higher forms with Lama Shenu. He called 
her a prodigy.  
When she felt Joshiro’s grip tighten on her forearm, she grabbed his wrist with 
her opposite hand by instinct and stepped underneath the bar of his outstretched arm. 
With one smooth motion, she toppled the drunkard over his own weight. As he fell to 
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the floor she turned his arm in a corkscrew motion and bent his wrist until she felt his 
elbow lock. 
“Ooooof,” Joshiro’s eyes bulged and his face grew even redder. He looked 
almost surprised to be hitting the floor. He was even more shocked a second later when 
he discovered he couldn’t move. Ora applied pressure to the joint lock so that Joshiro 
felt how close he was to losing the arm. It was a delicate balance. With the right lock, 
even a tiny girl like Ora could shatter a grown man’s bones. People were fragile, she 
realized. With the right angle and pressure, you could crack them like oysters without 
breaking a sweat. 
“Let me go!” Joshiro’s voice was muffled. Ora’s hold ground half his face into the 
floor. “Get your brat off of me!” 
Gita let her winnings drop to the table and came forward slowly. “Ora... How did 
you…?” 
The tapestry over the entranceway swung open. A giant man, three heads taller 
than the largest monk in the Order, stomped inside the tavern. “Isn’t it bad enough that 
you let these girls take all your money, Joshi? Must you let them have your dignity, as 
well?” 
Gita and Ora looked up at the tavern entrance. Joshiro groaned again as the 
motion tweaked his arm. “Kano! It’s about damn time,” Gita said. 
The monks and maidens were all fit—regular kido and chakrasana saw to that—
but theirs was a lithe fitness. Monastic life encouraged a slender form. Kano was built 
like a beast of burden. His cannonball biceps rippled out from furry arms, thick as sailing 
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masts. He was strapping, if not exactly handsome. His face showed all the dirt and scars 
of a fisherman’s work, but all those imperfections made a rugged kind of sense. A 
smooth jawline framed his face with straight lines that drew together at the puckered 
cleft in his chin.  
As Kano came closer, Ora half expected the ground to quake “I think you can 
loosen that grip, little lady,” Kano said. She dropped Joshiro’s arm and stepped away 
from the broken drunk. Joshiro dragged himself to safety by the bar, while Gita and 
Kano embraced. Kano nodded at Ora. “So this is the little Maiden of Haiyan we’ve heard 
so much about?” 
Gita grabbed Ora by the hand. Ora offered petty resistance, but lost the fight. 
She felt embarrassed being presented like one of her mother’s personal affects. “Ora, 
this is my good friend Kano,” Gita said. “Kano, my daughter Oraluna.” 
Kano bowed. “Pleasure to finally meet you.” Ora thought she saw his eyes linger 
on her crescent pupils. “It’s true what your mother tells me. You’re as pretty as the 
goddess herself.” 
Gita rolled her eyes as Ora blushed.  
“I’m not, you know.” She spoke just as Kano was turning his attention back to 
Gita. 
“Not pretty?” 
“I’m not a Maiden of Haiyan.” 
Kano cocked his head quizzically. 
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“Why don’t I get us something to drink?” Gita asked. “I’ve come into a bit of 
money, you see…” She was finished talking about Ora and in the process of moving on 
to other things. With a firm hand, she guided her daughter away. “Why don’t you go 
outside and find some other children your own age. Normal children.” 
“I have an idea.” Kano at least had the decency to look at Ora as he brushed her 
off. “My boy Seiji is about your age. He’s down at the docks playing with some friends. 
Why don’t you go and introduce yourself? Tell him I sent you.” 
“That’s a marvelous idea,” Gita said. “Run along, Ora. I’ll come find you when it’s 
time to leave.” 
So much for mother-daughter time. Ora didn’t much like being told to run along, 
but it was probably for the best. Something about the way Gita was looking at Kano 
made her stomach queasy, so she stomped off as she was told. 
# 
 Ora found Kano’s son playing on an unspoiled section of beach between two 
docks. The boy didn’t share his father’s imposing stature. He was a slight thing by 
comparison, with soft brown skin and messy hair the color of loam. The only features 
that linked him to his sire were his widening shoulders and the telling cleft in the center 
of his chin.  
 He waded knee-deep into the gentle surf, his pant legs rolled up around his 
thighs. Several girls had gathered around the beach, watching delightedly as he 
thrashed about trying to pull minnows from the sea. They laughed as he lunged too far 
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after one and fell into the water, soaking his clothes. He popped up from the waves 
looking salty but determined. 
 “What a masterful fisherman!” one of the girls squealed from the shore. 
 “Why don’t you wade in here and try?” The boy stumbled toward her, splashing. 
 “Seiji, don’t!” The girls scrambled away from him, shrieking and holding their airy 
spring skirts in a bunch.  
 “Come on in, Yuna. I promise you won’t melt.” 
 “No, Seiji! Stop!” 
 “I’ll try and catch one,” Ora volunteered. 
 The girls all looked at her in unison as Seiji stepped out of the water. “Who are 
you?” he asked bluntly. 
 “I’m Oraluna. I live up in the Granta.” 
 “With the robes?” The girl named Yuna wrinkled her nose in disgust. 
 “If you mean the Order of Haiyan, then yes.” Ora kept her focus on Seiji. “You’re 
Kano’s son, aren’t you?” 
 “Depends on who’s asking.” 
 “Your father told me to find you.” 
 “Well here I am.” Seiji’s eyes tracked another minnow slicing through the waves. 
He dove out and snatched for it with both hands, but came up wanting. 
 “You’re never going to catch one like that,” Ora said. “You’re scaring them.” 
 “Fish don’t get scared,” Seiji said. “They’re just faster than they look.” 
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 “Oh yes they do get scared. Can’t you feel that?” Ora waded deeper into the 
water. Her dress wicked the moister up above her waistline. Gita wasn’t going to be 
pleased.  
She dipped the tips of her fingers below the surface. Moonbeams prickled the 
back of her neck, made her wispy seafoam hair stand on end. The white lips of Haiyan 
smiled down on her from the skyline. Ora could sense a fractured school of silver 
minnows darting erratically to avoid the disturbance Seiji wrought. There were dozens 
of them flitting about in suspended clouds of kicked up sand. They used the nebulae for 
cover. Smart little fellows.  
 It’s alright, Ora thought. I don’t mean you any harm. I just want to make this 
stupid boy look foolish.  
 Seiji scowled at her. “What in the world are you doing?” 
“Just watch.” Ora kept her voice even. 
“I don’t know who you think you are, but I’m an actual fisherman. You see that 
over there?” Seiji pointed at a weathered old boat tethered to the nearest dock. “That’s 
my family’s rig. I know what I’m doing.” 
 “Don’t be like that.”  
 Refracted light inside the waves cast a turquoise glow around Ora’s outstretched 
hands. The water felt warmer than it had a moment before, and suddenly thick like 
whipping cream. Beneath the surface, muddy clouds parted before her. A brazen group 
of minnows ventured out to nibble at Ora’s olive feet. Their suction cup mouths tickled 
her. 
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 That’s it. She knelt down and pushed her hands deeper beneath the water. One 
of the minnows harrying her toes swam up and laced its elastic body between her 
fingers. Ora closed her hands around it gently. She held the slippery minnow up to Seiji 
and felt the fish grow suddenly anxious. Why shouldn’t it, really? she thought. It must be 
horrible swimming along merrily only to be plucked out of the water and dangled in the 
dry air by some moony eyed girl that you’d only just met. She sent the minnow soothing 
vibrations and watched its twitching body relax. 
 “Whoa,” Seiji said.  
“Neat, right?” Ora cradled the minnow gently in the cup of her hands and 
lowered it back into the sea. 
“Not that.” Seiji leaned in closer to Ora’s face. “Your eyes. They’re really weird.” 
 Rude.  
“Your eyes are weird,” Ora countered. Then she knelt over and scooped up 
another fish. “Here you go.” She tossed it to Seiji. 
 He bobbled the wriggling minnow a few times before the small fish escaped back 
into the sea. Seiji splashed after Ora. “No, they’re not,” he said. “My eyes are normal. 
Yours look like sickles. And they flash like lantern unagi.” 
 Of all the ridiculous… 
Ora scooped up two more minnows and tossed them over her shoulder at Seiji. 
“They’re moons, actually. And they don’t flash like anything.” 
 “Moon Face…” Seiji tested the epithet on his tongue and decided he liked it. 
“You’re a Moon Face.” 
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 “Are you going to stand there calling me names or are you going to catch some 
fish?” 
 Seiji gritted his teeth at the challenge and dove back in.  
 After a while, the girls on the shore left to find other means of entertainment. 
Ora and Seiji were left alone splashing around in the waves and pelting each other with 
wads of seaweed. They were having such a good time that Ora didn’t even notice the 
early sunset breathing lines of warm color into the evening sky. Before it got dark, Gita 
made her way to the beachfront with Kano. 
 “Ora!” she called out. “What have you done to your dress?” 
 Ora looked up like a frightened foal. She shrugged at her mother. 
 Gita shook her head. Behind her, Kano was laughing. “It’ll be the Order’s robes 
for you next time,” Gita said. 
 Ora didn’t really care. The Order’s robes were actually more comfortable than 
her fancy dress. She couldn’t imagine why Gita had wasted so much time sewing it. 
 “Come in,” her mother called from the shoreline. “It’s time to go home.” 
 “Dad!” Seiji yelled over the roar of the rising surf. “This girl catches fish like 
crazy! We should bring her out on the boat!” 
 “Maybe some time,” Kano hollered back. 
 Ora looked at Seiji. “I think I have to go.” 
 “Back to the shell?” 
 Ora nodded.  
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As she waded back to the beach, Seiji called after her. “I think I like your eyes, 
Moon Face.” 



























 I knew I was different. The monks and maidens of Haiyan reminded me every 
single day. They didn’t treat me like they did the other acolytes running around the 
Granta. It always felt like our lives were happening in parallel. We learned letters and 
numbers together and sparred at kido, but most of the day I spent one-on-one with 
Lama Shenu. That wasn’t normal, so how could I be? 
 Seiji was my first real friend. He thought I was special. It’s not the same, I think—
different and special. To the Order of Haiyan I was precious. To Seiji I was unique—a girl 
who didn’t mind getting her dress dirty and had a natural way with fish. It was more 
than just that business with the eyes. Moon face became a term of endearment 
between us. I spent countless afternoons playing in the village with Seiji while Gita and 
Kano flirted inside the tavern. I didn’t know what to think of Nyamura at first, but after 
Seiji I counted the days until my next trip. He consumed my imagination. I thought about 
him while I was supposed to be focused on training. I couldn’t help it. In body I would be 
sitting in the meditation room across from Lama Shenu, but in mind I was secretly 
planning future adventures on the Nyamura beach. My progress as an acolyte stalled 
and it wasn’t a secret why.  
 Seiji taught me how to clean fish and tie sailing knots. Box knot, slip knot, chain 
splice knot, bowline knot, running bowline, bowline on a bight… There are so many 
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knots! A knot for everything. Who knew? In return, I tried to teach him mindfulness and 
how to hold a chakrasana pose.  
 “My legs don’t go that way!” He protested when I tried to fold him into lotus. 
 “Breathe into the pose,” I told him, parroting the teachings of Lama Shenu. 
 “What does that even mean?” He looked at me with such adorable confusion. 
Seiji never took to the monastic arts. He was much too worldly for all that noise. 
Before Gita started bringing me to Nyamura I’m not sure I realized how draining it all 
was—the training, the fasting, the constant search for the oneness in all things. Right 
Thinking. Right Knowledge. Right Action. I was a little girl, not a monk. My life needed 
room for wrong. Gita knew it and Seiji provided it. He was my reprieve from the 
strictures of the Order. My little bit of wrong. 
When we were thirteen we stole our first drink together. Kano and Gita had 
fallen over in a bad game of dice, and they used their last coppers to buy a bottle of 
ginjo. Seiji and I waited until they were deep in their cups. Seiji distracted them by faking 
sick with a satchel of fish guts. While Gita and Kano tended him, I crept inside the tavern 
and snatched their bottle of ginjo right off the table. Seiji found me shortly after on a 
sandbar under one of the docks. 
The first sip almost made me throw up for real. “It tastes worse than it smells,” I 
told him. 
“I like it,” Seiji said, trying to suppress his revulsion. “Don’t hog it!” 
“You can have the rest,” I told him. 
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It didn’t take long for Gita and Kano to figure out what happened to their ginjo. 
They sniffed us out underneath the docks. I cried so hard when Gita found us. She 
grabbed me by the wrist and marched me in silence all the way home. I thought she was 
furious with me. I worried she might even tell Lama Shenu. She didn’t. 
“Whose idea was it to take the ginjo?” Gita asked me. 
“Sei...Seiji’s,” I sobbed. 
She nodded to me solemnly and cupped my chin in the palm of her hand. “Look 
at me, Ora. Stop crying and look. I’m not going to tell you not to drink. But you need to 
understand how drinking changes you. It can leave you compromised. It takes away 
your judgment. People—” she caught herself, “—men will use it to their advantage. To 
hurt you. You have to be vigilant.” 
“Seiji’s my friend. He cares about me. He would never hurt me.” 
“Beautiful girl—it’s the people who care about us who hurt us the most.”  
I realized looking back on that day that Gita wasn’t angry at all. She was scared. 
Stealing the ginjo was my first great transgression; it was the first moment Gita saw her 
own flaws passed down to me. She responded with my first lesson in what it meant to 
be an adult. So many important firsts happened with Seiji on the beaches of Nyamura. 
















CHAPTER 4: FULL MOON RITES 
  
 Just as Ora started to discover life outside the Granta, the Order began 
demanding more of her time and focus. At thirteen, most of the acolytes in Ora’s class 
were elevated to the rank of Gansho. Gansho was an ascetic phase in the Order of 
Haiyan, a critical stage on the path to full enlightenment. The acolytes who advanced 
concluded their training in the secular arts and devoted all their days to alternating 
bouts of mindfulness and contemplation. To disconnect from the suffering of the 
material world, a student in Gansho took a vow of silence, hunger or austerity. 
Technically, the vows lasted until the Gansho achieved enlightenment and was inducted 
into the Order. Many dropped out along the way. Any student abandoning his Gansho 
was stripped of his robe and returned to the outside world. It was a harsh reckoning for 
a faith so concerned with Right Action. In theory, an acolyte could remain in Gansho for 
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as long as it took to reach enlightenment. In practice, this amounted to about three 
years. 
 The Order never elevated Ora to Gansho. She completed her letters and 
numbers with the other acolytes her age, but instead of taking ascetic vows she was 
given over to more one-on-one practice with Lama Shenu. Her meditation time 
expanded threefold. Even more trying was her new obligation to perform chakrasana 
every morning before a rotating group of maidens and monks. Lama Shenu often sat in 
attendance, but so did Veda and she had a critical eye. More than once, her badgering 
drove Ora to distraction. Chakrasana required mindfulness and poise. Every phase of the 
moon demanded a different sequence of poses with minor adjustments made 
depending on the season. The practice was challenging enough without Veda gargoyling 
at her from the floor.  
Summer died slowly on Doan-ryo Lin Island. Ora had just come off an 
underwhelming demonstration of the Waxing Quarter Three sequence, and the failure 
still stung. She knew why she faltered. Her feelings betrayed her. Seiji had been out at 
sea on Kano’s fishing boat during her last trip to Nyamura. She missed him, and the pain 
occupied too much space in her mind. Veda let her have it gleefully after the fractured 
forms. Self-aware as she was, Ora didn’t take well to malicious criticism. She wouldn’t 
bear another one of Veda’s smug critiques. To clear her mind before the next morning’s 
demonstration, Ora took the uncommon step of meditating by her own volition. 
 You can do this, Oraluna. Do it right and rub it straight in Veda’s hatchet face. 
 As far as mantras went, it wasn’t the best. 
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 She entered the high-ceilinged chakrasana chamber in the aperture of the shell 
before morning gong. Shenu was sitting at the center of the room with his look of 
practiced serenity. The elder monk had grown even leaner in his waning years. His wispy 
halo of white hair had almost completely eroded and the skin now hung loose around 
his jawline. Ora noticed during mealtimes that he was taking less and less food. To his 
right sat Honored Veda, eyes hard and jaw rigid. To Shenu’s left sat Ora’s latest kido 
instructor, Monk Giyaltsen. Ora’s prowess with the defensive arts had long since 
surpassed her classmates’. Giyaltsen was the only monk in the Granta who could stand 
as her sparring partner. 
 It was early. Ora felt her body weaken as the sun chased the moon from the 
dawn sky. She faced her audience and bowed, trying to focus only on Lama Shenu. Deep 
within the temple spire, the Gyo Sho rang morning gong as the first rays of daylight 
penetrated the Granta’s aperture. Ora parted her bare feet to shoulder width and 
breathed into First Pose. 
 Waxing Gibbous was one of the most complicated sequences in the chakrasana 
set. The poses increased in complexity as Haiyan removed the shroud of Nix from her 
luminous face. Only the Full Moon sequence demanded greater skill and focus than 
Waxing Gibbous. Ora counted in her head, keeping pace with the rising sunlight as it 
crept up the back of her legs. Timing was everything in chakrasana. Ora had to conclude 
her sequence at the exact moment the sun’s orb reached the golden ring dangling from 
the Granta’s open arch. A moment too soon or too late and the sequence was fractured. 
There was no margin for error. 
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 She pressed her palms to her buttocks and arched her back into Haiyan’s 
Salutation. The sequence demanded a smooth transition between the next nine poses.  
Moonlight Extension, Downward Fold, Struggling Oak… 
Her body twisted at innumerable points of inflection, her weight balanced on the 
tip of a single toe. 
Giant Sequoia, Raven Call, back to Standard Position… 
Her eye-line drifted to Veda unbidden. She felt the old maiden willing her to fail, 
mindfully attempting to destroy her. Sorry to disappoint. 
Half Moon Warrior, Sugarcane, Gibbous Inflection… 
Ora reached the floor. She inverted. Her legs and arms worked together through 
the next triad, ending on the most complicated single pose of the set. 
Evening Anticipation. 
She hit the mark on cue. Ora balanced on the tip of a single finger, her body 
inverted, legs split at ninety degrees. She lifted her head slowly and stared at Honored 
Veda in triumph. 
Slowly Ora lowered herself into seven consecutive Camel Lunges, each like the 
beat of a drum. The rest of the set came naturally to her. She finished in time with the 
sun. 
Ora presented one final Standard Pose and bowed. The gallery received her in 
silence. 
She exhaled through her nose and looked around at the blank expressions. “Did I 
do something wrong?” 
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Giyaltsen looked at Shenu. Her kido instructor was the first one to speak. “Your 
physical forms are astonishing. Your body has become a finely tuned instrument of 
Haiyan.” That sounded like a compliment. Why didn’t his voice sound like he was paying 
her a compliment? 
“Chakrasana is not purely a physical art,” Shenu said. “Kido trains the body. 
Meditation trains the mind. Chakrasana marries the two.” 
“I don’t understand,” Ora said. “Where did I make a mistake?” 
Lama Shenu’s kind eyes sparkled like morning dew. “As Monk Giyaltsen said: the 
forms were physically flawless.” 
“Then why aren’t you pleased?” Ora was getting visibly frustrated. “Tell me 
where I made a mistake.” 
“Your mistakes were throughout,” Veda snapped. “Your mind was not present 
through the sequence.” 
“My mind wasn’t… Why don’t you come up here and perform the Waxing 
Gibbous? In fact, why don’t any of you? I’ll sit by and judge what’s going on in your 
heads while you try to balance upside down on a finger!” 
 “Her aura is chaotic,” Veda spoke to Lama Shenu as if Ora weren’t standing there 
in the room. “The girl is too encumbered with worldly things. Her life is Dukkha.” 
 Oraluna rolled her eyes. Dukkha was a blanket term the Order used to condemn 
just about anything Ora might enjoy. According to Lama Shenu it meant negative 
attachment. Dukkha clouded her connection to the oneness of being. Dukkha prevented 
her from achieving unity with Haiyan. Exchanging money was Dukkha. Sleeping past 
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morning gong was Dukkha. Thinking during meditation was Dukkha. Wishing a great 
cetacean would come and carry Honored Veda away was most certainly Dukkha. 
 “Maybe she should join the other acolytes in Gansho,” Veda suggested. “She 
would benefit from a vow of hunger. Or a vow of silence, perhaps?” 
 “Maybe Honored Veda would like to demonstrate the vow of silence for all of 
our benefit,” Ora said. 
 Lama Shenu smiled so that only Ora could see. 
 Veda’s eyes became pinpricks. “You are as insolent as you are disappointing, 
Oraluna.” 
 “I think that’s enough for today,” Shenu said. 
 Ora forced herself to bow respectfully and hoped no one noticed the way she 
was grinding her teeth. 
 Shenu raised his hands to Veda and Giyaltsen. “May we have the room?” 
 “Of course, Lama,” Giyaltsen said. “I’ll see you after midday meal for kido?” 
“Count on it,” Ora said. She was already contemplating the chip she’d carry into 
the sparring ring. 
Veda cast one more disparaging glance in Ora’s direction before following 
Giyaltsen out of the room. Once they both left the aperture chamber, Shenu motioned 
for Ora to sit by his side. She sulked over and folded her legs into lotus. 
Shenu took Ora’s hand in his own. Her olive skin appeared even more vivacious 
in the frame of his sallow, liver-spotted palm. He squinted into her moony eyes for a 
long moment as if he was searching for something. “Where are you, Esho?” he asked. 
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“I’m right here, Lama.” She knew better than to snap at Shenu, but she couldn’t 
keep the agitation out of her tone. 
“Not here.” He patted the Granta’s porcelain floor. “Up here, Esho.” He moved 
his hand to her forehead touched her between the eyes. 
“How do you expect me to be mindful with Honored Veda hawking my every 
pose?” 
“Veda challenges you to remain centered in the face of Dukkha,” Shenu 
explained. “Judgment is Dukkha. Annoyance is Dukkha. The outside world is filled with 
Dukkha.” 
The outside world. An image of Seiji lying on the beach against a watercolor 
Nyamura sunset slipped into Ora’s mind. In her mind’s eye, the dying light cast the same 
hue over the placid sea that it spread across the evening sky. Outside the Granta there 
was no talk of mindfulness. No contemplating the oneness of being. The people of 
Nyamura made their way in the world without concern for Dukkha. They fished and 
flirted and fought. They lived and died without any of it. And they were happy.  
“There,” said Shenu. “I think Veda is not the only distraction on your mind.” 
Ora met her teacher’s gaze. She found no malice lurking there, not even 
disappointment. Lama Shenu earnestly wanted to help her succeed. Why couldn’t she 
let him in?  
“Maybe I’m not the girl you think I am, Lama.” The words came out just as Ora 
realized they might be true. Shenu studied her in silence, while the sun moved on from 
its position in the aperture ring. Its white-hot glare marred Ora’s reflection in the Granta 
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floor. Day marched on. Quicker every moon. Too quick, it seemed. Lama Shenu looked 
tired. 
“Did your mother ever tell you the story of your birth, Esho?” 
Ora nodded. “She came to the Granta for my arrival because she was alone and 
Haiyan is the patron aspect of childbirth. Veda and Navilo assisted with the delivery. I 
was sick at first, but you prayed for me and Haiyan gave me strength.” 
Shenu bobbed his head thoughtfully. “The story you’ve heard is true, every word 
of it. And yet, it is also incomplete.” 
“I don’t understand.” 
Shenu focused on his breathing. His hands worked the aches in his ankles, 
manually tightening the folds of his lotus. Ora flinched at a series of pops as he 
elongated his spine.  
“You were born beneath a dark sky on the night of the New Moon. If Gita had 
found us sooner, the maidens would have used their herbs to delay her labor.” Shenu 
laughed to himself. “It probably wouldn’t have worked. You were stubborn even then. I 
think you were ready to be born. You arrived with one foot in the Land of Nix—
underweight, fragile, barely breathing. Veda thought you wouldn’t survive the night. I 
thought so too, though I never voiced it. Gita wouldn’t hear any of it. If you want to 
know where your stubbornness comes from look no further than the woman who bore 
you. 
“The delivery drained her, but she still found the strength to carry you around 
the Granta’s spiral halls and into the Shrine of the Spire--” 
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“That doesn’t make sense,” Ora interjected. “You said the moon was new. The 
Shrine of the Spire only opens on the night of the Full Moon.” 
“I can’t explain it. I’ve never seen the like before or since.” Lama Shenu looked 
through Ora, a thousand miles past the dawn horizon. “Only Gita was permitted entry. I 
waited outside—listening, meditating. Watching for a sign. Haiyan gave it to me. In one 
brilliant instant she cast off the shroud of Nix and shown down into the window at the 
apex of the shrine. Gita emerged moments later with a healthy infant squirming in her 
arms. 
“I knew you were something important the moment I gazed into your perfect, 
silver eyes.” 
Something important. Ora shook her head. “Why are you telling me this?” 
“I think it’s time you returned to the Shrine of the Spire.” 
 “But the Full Moon Rites are only for the initiated—full monks and maidens. I’m 
not even Gansho.” 
 Lama Shenu shifted his weight as if he intended to stand. Ora sprang up from the 
floor and offered her hand. He graciously accepted her aid. The two of them walked 
arm-in-arm back inside the vast body whorl of the Granta. 
 “Haiyan thought you were ready to enter her shrine as soon as you took your 
first breath. Who am I to say otherwise? I’ve kept you from the Shrine of the Spire 
because I feared what you might discover. About yourself. About Haiyan. Now I think 
that fear was Dukkha. Haiyan is your goddess. Her shrine is your shrine.” 
 “Lama…” 
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 “Come to us tomorrow after evening gong. Join us for the Full Moon Rites.”   
# 
 Ora sailed through the next day and a half. Mindfulness was even more elusive 
than usual, but she brought renewed vigor to her physical training. At afternoon kido, 
she pinned Giyaltsen in three consecutive rounds. She landed the last joint hold with so 
much force that she almost cracked her instructor’s kneecap. 
Giyaltsen crawled out of the ring, rubbing his bruised tendons. “I think I’ve had 
enough of a beating for one day.” 
Ora couldn’t remember the last time her training excited her in this way. She 
hadn’t realized just how mundane her days in the Granta had become. Ora felt like she 
had been sleepwalking and now she was awake—wide awake.  
After evening gong, She pulled on a cleanly pressed robe and proceeded up the 
spiral of the Granta. Gita didn’t even ask where she was off to and Ora didn’t volunteer 
an explanation. Her mother didn’t really care what went on inside the Order, and Ora 
didn’t want to run the risk that she might raise objections.  
The maidens received her outside the Shrine of the Spire, and ushered her 
through a ritual cleaning. The monks clustered on one side of the bathing structure and 
the maidens settled on the other. They passed a slippery bar of scented lye down the 
line of women. When the soap reached Ora, Honored Navilo showed her what to do. 
“Wet your hands in the first bucket then pass the lye across your palms and the 
soles of your feet.” Ora did as she was told. The lye burned a little on the open scrapes 
along the bottoms of her feet.  
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Veda saw her grimace. “More time at meditation and less time wandering the 
beaches like a vagrant and maybe the soap wouldn’t sting so.” 
Navilo saw Ora bristling and smiled to settle her. “Don’t listen to her,” she 
whispered. “It always stings a little.” Navilo directed Ora to a second bucket for rinsing 
and helped her apply the lavender oil to her face. “Two dots behind each ear, and a tee 
across your brow and down the arch of your pretty nose.” 
The scent of the oil was overpowering, like being dropped in a field of 
blossoming flowers. Ora’s nostrils flared. 
The Granta itself guided them through the routine. Pure water flowed freely 
from ventricles in the shell wall, and when it ceased Navi indicated it was time to rejoint 
he monks outside the bathing chamber. Beneath Ora’s feet, the dead shell of the 
ancient conch luminesced an ethereal blue. The lines of color and light guided the 
initiates of the Order into a semicircle before the solid white pearl that guarded the 
Shrine of the Spire. 
Ora’s eyes played tricks on her. She saw shadows moving in the hull of the 
Granta’s pearl. Animal shapes—hooves, claws and teeth. The band of a latern unagi 
swept around the circumference of the shrine, yellow cones of light emanating from its 
eyes. As soon as each shape resolved it was gone, collapsed back into the unknowable 
abyss of the shrine. 
Lama Shenu approached the pearl and put his hands against the shell. 
Navilo bent to Ora. “Close your eyes, dear. It helps with the vertigo.” 
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Probably sound advice, but how could she possibly look away? The chamber 
around the Granta’s pearl swam with sharp streaks of primary color. Blue then green 
then red. Ora’s eyes failed to track all the movement happening around her. The colors 
merged into a hungry cloud of black ink. She had the sensation of being plunged into an 
icy winter sea and then lifted out into the stale temple air. Her stomach lurched and she 
felt her knees weaken. Navilo’s kind hand steadied her. 
The Shrine of the Spire resolved around the Order. A quartet of blue braziers 
burned at the center of the chamber. Their light threw flickering forms against the walls. 
Ora heard the shadows speaking in whispers, coarse wind spun by the contours of the 
hollow pearl. A single window winked open at the apex of the shrine into which poured 
the night sky. The shrine had no other visible entrance. Ora felt trapped. 
Ancient carvings on the inside of the pearl depicted the phases of the moon in 
perfect symmetry. Waning Crescent, Waxing Quarter, Waxing Gibbous… Ora named 
them in her head to calm her breathing. She mentally passed through each sequence of 
chakrasana. 
The monks and maidens closed their circle around the perimeter of the shrine 
and joined hands. Ora clung to Navilo as a lifeline, as they all waited in silence for the 
white lip of Haiyan to enter the aperture in the roof of the shrine. Her wan light filled 
the Granta’s pearl with silver mist. Shenu was the first to break from the circle. He 
approached the black altar at the center of the burning braziers. Ora felt like he was 
looking directly at her. 
He was looking directly at her. 
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Shenu’s head craned upwards in salutation toward the moon.  
“On this night we honor God.” 
“We honor him. We honor her.” The Order answered Shenu in unison. 
“We give thanks for our shard of divinity.” 
“On this night we give thanks.” 
“And yet, we remember that once you were whole and immediate.” 
“On this night we remember.” 
The lama’s words rang in Ora’s ear. She didn’t know any of the cues and so she 
remained silent. 
Shenu drew an ivory knife from the sleeve of his robe. He passed the blade over 
his palm and hoisted it into the column of moonlight to reveal the purple sheen of his 
life’s blood. 
“On this night we speak your dozen shattered names and the one name to bind 
them all, the only name forgotten. Haiyan…” 
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Moon, Sun, Earth, Thunder—Ora knew the names. She had learned them 



















The Order whispered the final name under their breath like a dangerous curse. 
With the utterance of each divine name, Shenu spilled a droplet of blood onto the altar. 
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When he reached the end, he clotted the self-inflicted wound with a clump of styptic 
chalk and pressed his face into the moonlight. 
“Now you are twelve when once you were one. We remember. Once your moon 
stood whole in the sky every night. We remember. Now you pass beneath Nix’s shroud 
with every turn. But on this night, you remind us of the beauty we lost when you were 
broken. You remind us of the oneness of being. Yesterday you were waxing and 
tomorrow you will wane, but we will remember. You were shattered by our Dukkha and 
only by following the Unified Path can we restore you as one.” 
“Right Thinking. Right Knowledge. Right Action.” 
“We carry the burden of your history. We speak your story so we will not 
forget.”  
“Right Thinking. Right Knowledge. Right Action.” 
“We speak your name: Dharuma-Ra.” 
“Dharuma-Ra.”  
Shenu’s gaze fell back on Ora with the Elder God’s name still echoing in the 
chamber. He raised his hands to her. 
“Come, Esho.” 
Ora’s legs were paralyzed. Her teacher had summoned her and she could not 
move. A gentle pressure on her arm from Navilo. She had to go. She couldn’t go. The 
Shrine of the Spire waited for her, pregnant with anticipation. Would Ora rise or would 
she fall? Like the Shattered God. Like the whole of Haiyan to whom she belonged. She 
took one step toward the altar. Then another.  
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The Order chanted: “Right Thinking. Right Knowledge. Right Action.” 
Somehow, she crossed the impossible expanse of shell between herself and the 
altar. Her hands were touching Shenu’s. With a dancer’s grace, he led her in circles 
around the altar and guided her into lotus pose at its base. He lowered an obsidian 
crown dotted with brittle grey rocks onto Ora’s sea-green head. 
“Clear your mind,” he whispered. “Do as you’ve practiced in meditation, Esho.” 
Ora nodded. She was trembling. Lama Shenu reached out to her with one 
gnarled finger and touched the vital point on her forehead between her eyes. She felt 
her body relax as the monk applied subtle pressure. Haiyan looked down upon them 
from the window at the shrine’s apex. Was she always so swollen, so saturated with 
delicate light? Ora let the moon’s glow envelope her, let her eyelids fall. 
She felt Lama Shenu back away, returning to join the circle of the Order. Their 
chanting continued in a low, prayerful drawl. Ora swayed with the rhythm of their 
voices. Their words followed a loping beat like the push and pull of the surf. She could 
almost taste the island—the sea breeze and the bitter ocean spray. Ora felt the waves 
lapping at her ankles, curled her toes through coarse grains of sand. Seiji’s mischievous 
smile appeared in her mind’s eye. 
No, she thought. Not now. 
She banished the image. Ora tried to focus on her breathing. She picked a 
mantra and cycled it over and over in her head.  
Ohmu. Ohmu. Ohmu. Ohmu. 
It meant nothing. She thought nothing. 
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Another image shoved Ora’s mantra away. This time a four-armed woman with 
skin the clotted blue of the full moon sky stormed her consciousness. She wore battle 
armor forged from coral and a living seaweed crown that still moved as if submerged in 
water. Ora was helpless to banish her. She should have been terrified.  
Haiyan touched Ora’s marked eyes and set them painlessly ablaze. 
“I am the goddess,” Ora and the apparition spoke as one.  
She is me and I am she. Beautiful and terrible and broken. Haiyan opened her lips 
to speak again, but this time Ora couldn’t make out the words. The light in her eyes had 
grown too deafening. Haiyan spread her black wings and melted into a vast, verdant 
landscape.  
A feeling of lightness overwhelmed Ora. A a rapid river of light resolved before 
her, and she became a weightless dust mote adrift in its vastness. Other paths of light 
forked off from the river, but she was powerless to guide her progression. She moved at 
the current’s whim.  
The river pushed Ora up toward Haiyan’s perch in the night sky. She hovered 
there, bodiless, looking down upon the Shattered World. A great gorge yawned from 
horizon to horizon, remnant of the ancient war that left the planet and its deity 
shattered. It was a hideous abscess in the world’s precious hide—the Landscar. A 
cancer. A curse. 
On a mid-sized island in the Nereid Sea a determined people applied all their 
wealth and energy toward the invention and assembly of massive machines of war. 
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Crossbows thick enough to fell a gigas. Ships the size of cities casting wakes to rupture 
the tide. The people were a seething mass. A pot of porridge boiling over the rim. 
…And something darker yet within their castle walls. Ora couldn’t bring herself 
to look. It was all wrong. It was all broken. It was Dukkha. 
She felt a primal drive to call upon the waters of every ocean and wash them 
away. Wipe the slate clean and end all that suffering. So much suffering… 
The vision collapsed and Ora’s eyes snapped open. She drew a gasping breath. 
All the eyes of the Order were upon her—every monk and maiden in the shrine. Ora 
looked up at the night for salvation. The white face of Haiyan was absent from the sky. 
Falselight was already gleaming in the window. 
The night had passed her by in an instant. Only moments ago she was standing in 
the circle, chanting God’s names, walking towards Lama Shenu… 
Now the night was over and gone. Tomorrow the moon would pass into waning. 
Lama Shenu came over hurriedly and helped her to her feet. 
“I—I saw them.” 
“What did you see, Esho?” 
“A horrible city across the sea. Warriors. Enemies. They broke the world.” 
“No, Esho. The world was broken long before. They are a symptom not a cause.” 
“They were terrible.” 
















 Heavy, right? I understood why Lama Shenu waited to take me into the shrine. 
He was right to be afraid. I think he must have known my true nature the moment he 
looked down into my infant eyes. And if he didn’t? Well. That first night in the Shrine of 
the Spire pretty much confirmed it. 
 Liubane. That’s the island nation I saw—the one with the war machines. The seat 
of the Oceanic Emperor. Everyone knew about Liubane except for me it seemed. It felt 
like a conspiracy to keep me in the dark. Even my mother had heard the name. Her 
home country was a colony of their toxic empire.  
Secrets, secrets are no fun.   
 I pumped everyone I knew for information. The monks and maidens mostly 
balked, but some of the fisherfolk were surprisingly knowledgeable. I picked up little 
facts here and there. In the depths of the Granta, the Order maintained a small library—
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mostly old chakrasana diagrams and meandering treatises on the faith of the Shattered 
God. Boring stuff. One tome I found tucked away in a dusty corner held some of the 
answers I was seeking. It was titled: Historia Oceania. 
 The thick history told the story of the Nereid Archipelago, a chain of a hundred 
islands of which Doan-ryo Lin was one and Liubane was another. In ancient times the 
seafloor was dotted with violent mountains of fire that regularly spewed their molten 
guts into the water and sky. The lava flows cooled on the surface of the ocean forming 
islands like Doan-ryo Lin. In a time before years were counted, one of the biggest peaks 
beneath the ocean surface exploded in a near-apocalyptic event that the book referred 
to as The Evernight. From that eruption, the island of Liubane was born. 
 I skipped most of the middle section. Truth be told, I was never much of a 
reader. After the mythic origin story, the history droned on for hundreds of pages listing 
kings and queens and all of their relevant holdings. I didn’t have time for that blather so 
I jumped ahead to the good stuff. 
 The feisty island nation had been making trouble for generations. They built the 
Shattered World’s first coordinated navy to combat piracy in the Nereid Sea. 
Apparently, they were quite effective. Somewhere along the way some bright young 
admiral saw an opportunity to tax the neighboring islands for naval protection. After a 
generation or two of that arrangement, the Liubane protectorates became colonies. 
Those that rose up against their oppressors were decimated. This is how empires are 
born. Over time. With nurture. And brutal force. The Historia Oceania had a telling 
passage that stuck in my mind: 
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 From disaster Liubane rose and out of disaster it continues to grow. 
 So there you have it. If you were looking for a place to lay the blame for 
hundreds of years of division, look no further than the Oceanic Emperor’s palace 
doorstep. I shared my theory with Lama Shenu, but he never took to it. He kept telling 
me I was focused on the wrong thing. My obsession with Liubane was Dukkha. I was 
missing the point of the visions granted me by Haiyan. 
 Even though he thought I learned the wrong lesson, I don’t think he ever 
regretted taking me into the Shrine of the Spire. Lama Shenu had been watching 
Nyamura—watching Seiji and me. He had eyes everywhere on Doan-ryo Lin, coast to 
coast. He knew my attentions had shifted. He felt he was losing me. And he couldn’t lose 
me. I was his life’s last chance. Wise as he was, Shenu knew forcing me back to my 
training would only push me further away. I never liked being told what to do. My entire 
childhood, I felt like a puppet, and all the important people in my life were holding the 
strings—Shenu, Gita, Veda. Even Seiji sometimes. I lived with the fetters, but by the 
time I turned fourteen they had rubbed me raw. Introducing me to the rites was a 
stroke of genius. Shenu showed me my own potential. When I connected with Haiyan 
beneath the Full Moon’s light… It’s hard to explain. 
 I was her. I had her power, her omniscient sight. Before that night I trained with 
the Order because I was told to. After, I did it because it felt right. Everything made 
sense again. 
 Just as Lama Shenu intended, I came back into the fold. I stopped leaving with 
Gita for Nyamura and I threw myself back into my training. Even Honored Veda was 
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forced to shut her face and concede my accomplishments. Gita fought me on my 
decision, but I had made up my mind. What we were doing in the Granta—it felt 
important. The ease of life outside the temple was too intoxicating, too suggestive. I 
didn’t need all that Dukkha clouding my mind. That didn’t mean I gave up on my friends, 
though. Seiji and I made clandestine plans to meet outside the Granta late at night. He 
was more than willing to take the path up from Nyamura to come calling. Only Gita 
knew what I was up to, and she tacitly approved. Whatever newfound devotion to the 
Order I had discovered could only be a phase as far as she was concerned. She had 

























CHAPTER 5: CETACEAN 
  
Lama Shenu slept in a private chamber in the body whorl of the Granta. For most 
of his life as lama of the Order he retired there after evening meal and spent time alone 
at meditation or reading by candlelight. In recent years he had grown more reclusive—
his right as an aging monk.  
Veda begrudged him that right.  
She pushed the door to his chamber open without knocking and found Shenu 
seated in a wooden rocking chair that he carved from driftwood in his youth. He used to 
be handy. She remembered that about him. When was the last time he made anything 
you could touch? Aging is a fickle beast. 
“Veda, how kind of you to visit.” He smiled as if he expected her. 
“Kind has nothing to do with it,” she grumbled. “Ambush seems to be the only 
way to get your ear these days.” 
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“Which one do you prefer?” Shenu cupped his ears, which made him look like a 
bald gibbon.  
 Rolling her eyes, Veda pulled the door shut behind her. “Thought you should 
know that the woman who came in from the atolls just delivered. Three healthy 
babies—all boys. She was cutting it close to the New Moon. Another day and I would 
have induced her.” 
 “Praise be to Haiyan,” said Lama Shenu. 
 “Yes, yes.” Veda made a dismissive gesture. “Praise be to Haiyan. And praise be 
to Honored Veda’s magick hands. And praise be to that poor woman, outnumbered by 
infants three-to-one. I don’t envy her sentence, I promise you that.” 
 “Is that all you came to tell me?” 
 “No.” Veda perched her hands on her hips and glared at Shenu. “I ran into Navilo 
after evening meal. She said your favorite Esho skipped cleaning duty to rush off 
someplace mysterious.” 
 Shenu rocked casually back and forth in his chair. “She’s meeting that fisher boy 
from Nyamura.” 
 Veda’s glare darkened. “You know about this?” 
 “She’s been doing it for months,” Shenu said. “Let her be.” 
 “Let her—we’re supposed to be preparing her for a convergence!” 
 “Lower your voice, please.” 
 “I will not! You know better than anyone the trials we’re facing.” 
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“Her whole life will be a trial. This time in the Granta will end. It is the calm 
before the unsummer squall. If I can give her one sliver of childhood while it’s still in my 
power to do so, why shouldn’t I?” 
 “Because it is Dukkha,” Veda said. 
 “Forgive me, Veda. I don’t share your interpretation. She loves this boy. It is 
never Dukkha to love.” 
 “She’s an adolescent girl. Didn’t you learn your lesson when you granted her 
permission to spend her days in depravity with Gita? If you give a grain of caviar, she’s 
going to take the entire clutch.” 
 Shenu thumbed the clawed armrests on his wooden chair. He wasn’t half as sure 
of himself as he liked to pretend. Not where the girl was concerned. “I’ll remind you, 
Veda: it was your idea not to give Ora a Gansho. You said—” 
 “—She took her vows the moment Haiyan brought her into the world. Her 
Gansho has already begun and it will only end with her passing. I remember, Lama.” 
 “Wise words.” 
 “That’s why I said them.” 
 “Oraluna has been nothing but conscientious since we invited her into the 
shrine, wouldn’t you say?” 
Veda fought against her instinct to cut the girl down to size. “I’ll give her this: 
there’s no one left besides Giyaltsen willing to stand with her in the kido ring. And her 
chakrasana is the finest I’ve ever seen. Better than yours, even.” 
“Why don’t you tell her that?” 
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Veda snorted. “Fat chance. That girl’s got a swollen head. She’ll get no 
compliments from me.”  
“The things we ask of her…” Shenu’s voice trailed off. “Every Full Moon she 
wades deeper into the Aether. It can’t be easy on her. She needs time to play or she’ll 
pull away from us.” 
 “You’re too soft on her. She is stronger than you think.” 
 “Her softness is her strength. She doesn’t need me kneading callouses into her 
tender heart. She has you for that.” 
 Veda snorted derisively. “The kind proctor and the vicious marm routine? I guess 
I drew the short straw.” 
 “To which role do you feel better suited?” Shenu’s eyes twinkled with good 
humor.  
Veda’s stony expression cracked. She cackled abrasively and finally took the seat 
next to Lama Shenu’s wet bar. “You have me there. Share a glass of ginjo with a nasty 
old marm?” 
 “No, thank you, but help yourself.” 
 Veda gave her old friend the side-eye. “A lemon cake, perhaps? I know where 
Navilo keeps her hoard.” 
 “Thank you, I’m fine.” 
 “You’re not fine,” Veda snapped. “Look at yourself. You’re wasting away. One 
day I’m going to walk in here and find nothing more than a pile of empty robes.” 
 Shenu laughed meekly. “That would be some trick.” 
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 “Don’t evade me, Lama. You’ve given over to asceticism. You’ve done it gradually 
to keep people from noticing. But I noticed.” 
 “What gave me away?” 
 Veda ignored the question. “There’s a reason we give Gansho to the young. 
They’re still strong enough to handle it. This hunger strike will kill you, Shenu.” In a fit of 
agitation Veda snatched the glass bottle of ginjo from the wet bar and poured herself a 
double shot. “I don’t suppose you keep any ice handy?” 
 Shenu’s chamber was fixed inside a hemispherical knob of the Granta shell. One 
of the room’s previous occupants had hollowed out the convex structure to create a 
natural window facing the sea. Shenu rose from his rocking chair with a soft groan and 
peered out at the dark waves lapping against the sand. 
 “I fear for her, Veda.” 
 “Back on her again, are we?” 
 “The world is breaking around us. She may be the last thread holding it all 
together. It is a solemn responsibility. If I can help her bear it--” 
 “By starving yourself?” Veda slammed down her empty clamshell.  
 “By living the Unified Path. By honoring Her just as she honors us.” 
 Veda would never understand him. In death he honored no one. After he passed, 
Ora really would be alone. Maybe that’s what he wanted? To sever her attachments to 
the material world? Veda sighed. Her breath made a weary rattling sound in her chest. If 
Lama Shenu was so intent on leaving this world prematurely, why should she care? She 
wouldn’t be far behind him. She made for the chamber exit and stopped in the doorway 
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to look back. Shenu hadn’t moved a muscle. He was contemplating something outside 
his window that only he could see. 
 “Which ‘Her’ is it you mean, I wonder?” She let the question hang in the air 
between them. “Nevermind. I think that’s a distinction without a difference.” 
# 
 
 The witching gong rang in the distance. Seaside breezes carried the sound from 
the apex of the Granta to the narrow southern beachhead where Ora sat side-by-side 
with Seiji. The boy she knew had never quite grown into his father’s size, but they 
shared the same soft, brown skin and adorable cleft in the center of their chins. Seiji’s 
dark hair was thicker than his father’s. He grew it long and let it fall to his shoulders 
when he wasn’t working on the docks. His face hid behind that soft curtain, eyes 
pointed at the sand where he kept his hands busy carving trenches with the end of a 
broken twig. 
 Since she stopped leaving the Granta for Nyamura, their time together had been 
greatly diminished. Seiji managed to steal away to meet her outside the Granta once or 
twice every moon. Sometimes less. Ora ached for him when they were apart, and he felt 
the same way—she was sure. In all other respects she had become entirely devoted to 
the Order of Haiyan. These infrequent trysts on the southern beachhead were the one 
rebellious indulgence she allowed herself. Without them, she feared she might lose her 
mind. 
 “There’s something I’m not seeing…” Ora told him. “The Order keeps pushing me 
into those Full Moon Rites. They want me to find… something? I don’t know. The feeling 
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is impossible to describe. It’s like I’m digging for treasure at the bottom of a bottomless 
pit.” 
 “Mmm hmm,” Seiji said. 
 “When I come out of it Lama Shenu is always waiting there with his hands out, 
and I have nothing to give him. He tries to hide his disappointment, but I can see it in his 
eyes. I’m letting him down.” 
 “Mmm hmm…” 
 Ora glanced over at Seiji. He was lost in thought, fixated on the little pile of sand 
he excavated with his twig.  
 “What’s wrong with you tonight?” She gave him a gentle shove. “I haven’t seen 
you in two weeks and all you have to say is mmm hmm?” 
 Seiji jabbed the twig into the sand trench three more times then tossed it into 
the waves. “I’m sorry.” 
 “Don’t be sorry,” Ora said. “Tell me what’s crawled up your clam diggers.” 
 Seiji scooped up his long locks of hair and tied them back in a sloppy bun. He 
stuck another twig in the hair knot for support. His brown eyes were darker than the 
deepest shadows on the water. Ora reached out with two timid fingers and touched his 
hand. He grasped them, and she felt her breath escape from her lips in one mad rush. 
 “We’ve had a bad time of it at sea,” he said.  “The fish aren’t gathering where 
they used to. The ocean is changing. Entire reef systems where we used to trawl are 
disappearing.” 
“What do you think’s causing it?” 
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“I know what’s causing it,” Seiji hissed. “It’s those damn imperial warships. You 
never see them this far out, but the waterways around the bigger islands are lousy with 
them. Ugly behemoths made out of iron rivets and some strange white wood. They 
leave an oily residue on the surface of the water. It gums up our rudders and eats away 
at the planks in our hulls. Imagine what it’s doing to the fish? Those bastards are making 
the ocean sick.” 
“Liubane…” 
Seiji nodded. “We’ve spent a king’s ransom repairing the rig this last year. As if 
we needed another challenge, father cut his hand open on a rusted crab trap the other 
day. Wound’s infected. He can’t even hold a rod.” 
“You should bring him to the Granta,” Ora insisted. “The monks have 
treatments--” 
“No. He doesn’t need holy ointments and empty words. The island physiker bled 
him out and wrapped him in a poultice. Says he’ll keep the hand, but the healing’s going 
to take time.” 
Ora nodded quietly. Seiji and Kano had no great love for the Order of Haiyan. At 
the best of times the monks and maidens were a nuisance. At the worst of times they 
were a tax. Donations of food and coin were strictly voluntary, but anyone in Nyamura 
who didn’t do their part ran the risk of becoming the town pariah. It had been the 
island’s way since before anyone living walked upon her. Haiyan granted the fisherfolk 
her favor and in turn the fisherfolk cared for the Order. No one wanted to upset that 
balance. 
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 “What are you going to do while he heals?” Ora asked. She pushed her hand 
deeper into his grasp. She wanted to hold as much of him as she could. 
 “Toshiro needs an extra deckhand on his next deep. He’s got one of the 
healthiest rigs in the village. I’ll probably have to sail with him for pay.” 
 Ora felt her heart sink. “Deep” was fisher slang for an extended voyage to chase 
the migrating schools of fish and sell exotic catches at distant ports for better margins. A 
deep voyage could last several months—half a year, even.  
 “How long?” Ora’s voice caught in her throat. 
 “I don’t know.” Seiji was looking into her eyes now. His were so rich in the 
moonlight, like black pearls mined from the jaws of an onyx clam. 
 “When do you leave?” 
 “Soon,” he said. “More than a week. Less than a moon.” 
 Their bodies moved closer. The whole world was Seiji—his eyes, his nose, his 
thin lips. 
 “I’ll miss you when you’re gone.” Ora’s voice was a wisp. 
 “I know you will, Moon Face.” 
 Seiji reached his hand up to her cheek and gently guided their faces together. 
Ora felt her neck muscles tense, but the moment’s hesitation gave way as she let herself 
tumble into the kiss. Seiji’s touch stripped away everything she was working toward 
with the Order, rendered all the hours spent training navigating the Aether meaningless 
and small. How could she have ever thought otherwise? All that mattered was right 
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here before her. Her lips against Seiji’s. His tongue against her teeth. For a moment they 
felt as close as two people can be.  
And then it was over.  
The weight of the Granta loomed behind them, an albatross in the Doan-ryo Lin 
sky. They laced their fingers together and leaned away.  
 “I’d ask you for a favor to take with me while I’m gone,” said Seiji. “But I know 
you religious types don’t put much stock in property.” 
 “I can give you this.” Ora picked up a jagged shell and cut a lock from her 
seafoam hair. She bound the lock together with a hempen fiber from her temple robe 
and handed it to Seiji. He sniffed it and tucked it in his pouch. 
 “I’ll be the envy of the crew,” he said. 
 “You’ll be the butt of every joke—AHHH!” A sudden dagger of pain seared 
through Ora’s skull. She grasped at her temples with both hands and collapsed in a fit.  
 Seiji caught her writhing body in his arms. “What is it?” 
 “I don’t—AHHH!” Lightning, starting at the back of her eyeballs and radiating 
along the contours of her skull. Ora’s vision erupted in color.  
Seiji grabbed her with both hands, panicked grip tightening around her. When 
she shrieked again, he pulled her into a protective embrace. 
 Ora felt the moons of her eyes tingling as her body regained control. “There’s 
something out there,” she stammered. “We have to go.” 
 Another fuse went off behind her eyes, another electric blast forcing her to her 
feet and into a sprint down the beach, toward the ocean. 
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 “Wait!” Seiji kicked off his shoes and went after her. 
 Ora didn’t know where she was going, just that she had to get there. With ever 
pang, the pain struck light lightning, residual sparks racing along the contours of her 
brain. There was only one way to diffuse it. She had to follow the feeling into the ocean. 
Follow it. 
 She waded out into the dark water with Seiji hesitantly behind her. Growing up 
as a fisherman’s son he had a learned respect for the ocean at night. Fisherman’s 
wisdom cautioned against swimming anywhere you couldn’t see your feet.  
 Ora passed the closest sandbar to shore, began kicking at the point where her 
toes could no longer touch the bottom. The tide was out and the surf was low. The 
water offered little resistance. She came to realize that the pain she felt was not her 
own. That realization made it abate some. The pain was calling her. 
 Seiji swam up to her and grabbed her by the arm. “Have you lost your marbles?” 
 “Look.” Ora ran her hand along the surface of the water. The palm came back 
blood red. 
 “We need to get out of here,” said Seiji. 
 “No. We need to help.” She pressed her ear to the bloody slick on the water. 
“Come up here, friend. We aren’t going to hurt you.” 
 Seiji’s eyes grew wider than the fullest moon. The waters around them rumbled 
and tugged. With a deep moan, a twenty-foot cetacean floated to the surface beside 
him and Ora. The leviathan’s belly was covered in multi-colored pleats. Its dorsal fin rose 
five feet out of the water. A single ivory tusk long enough to impale a swimmer gut to 
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gullet protruded from the creature’s nose. One dark eye on the side of its head peered 
at Ora, the other at Seiji.  
 “Gods…” Seiji’s eyes moved over the cetacean in awe. “It’s a shardwhale. I’ve 
never seen one so close to shore.” 
 The shardwhale flapped its flukes against the surface of the water and sprayed 
anemically from its blowhole.  
 Ora placed her hand on the cetacean where its head met its tusk.  
A whaling vessel hundreds of leagues away in the deepest waters of the Nereid 
Sea. The ship flies the Raven Moon flag of the empire. The shardwhale sees his pod 
decimated by their harpoons and their nets. The slaughter isn’t over. A woman on the 
deck spots another dorsal lancing through the waves. She arms a harpoon gun, lets the 
missile fly. Pain. 
“He’s hurt,” said Ora. 
Seiji looked at her incredulously. “Did he tell you that himself?” 
“Yes.” 
Ora swam around the cetacean, probing at its pleated belly with her fingers. Her 
hand found something jutting out from its side—something hard and cold. When she 
pushed on the protrusion, the whale groaned and ejected another limp geyser from its 
blowhole. 
“I know… I know…” Ora sent the cetacean calming vibrations. “He took a 
harpoon,” she said to Seiji. “Come help me pull it out.” 
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 Seiji sucked in a deep breath and dove underneath the whale to inspect the 
damage. When he emerged next to Ora, he confirmed her discovery. 
 “He’s lucky. The pleats on the underside are tough as chainmail. If this harpoon 
had struck a couple feet further up the throat.” Seiji drew a finger across his own throat 
to indicate just how he thought that might’ve turned out. 
 “How do we help him?” said Ora. 
 “I’m going to pull it. You need to reach inside the wound and hold back the 
scales so the barbs on the end of the harpoon don’t do more damage on the way out.” 
 “Who would do this?” 
 Seiji’s voice grew very low. “Shardwhales are worth a lot of money. Let me know 
when you’re ready.” 
 Ora cringed as she reached inside the shardwhale and held back the ruptured 
scales. “Ready.” 
 “Cho… Han… Juuni!” Seiji kicked his legs up against the cetacean and used the 
leverage to exact one firm tug. The bloody instrument flew out of the shardwhale’s hide 
with a splash.  
The creature squealed in pain and then relief. Seiji let the harpoon sink beneath 
the waves. 
With a flick of its tale, the cetacean dipped back under water then swam around 
to make grateful eye contact each of its saviors.  
Thank you. 
“You’re welcome,” whispered Ora.  
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She and Seiji treaded water together and watched the cetacean swim off into 
the sinking moonlight. Seiji fumbled for Ora’s hand underneath the water and pulled her 
close to him.  
“You’re a mysterious girl, Moon Face.” 
Ora moved her arms around Seiji’s neck and kissed him on the cheek. Yes, she 
thought. I know. 
# 
 The pain returned the next day while Ora was sparring in the kido ring. Ora knew 
that Giyaltsen had started to grow weary of his student’s superior speed and innovation. 
She’d pinned him to submission now in three consecutive bouts, and this one wasn’t 
going any better for the monk.  
He came at her with a flurry of open-palm tiger strikes in an attempt to catch her 
off guard. She parted the blows effortlessly with a cross block, hooked the muscular 
kido master’s leg and reversed him into a painful and complicated joint lock. From the 
mat, Giyaltsen typically had the advantage. He weighed more than Ora, and he could 
easily roll her into a pin if her joint lock broke down. But her joint lock wouldn’t break 
down. She pressed her heel against her instructor’s hyperextended knee, testing the 
strength of the submission. 
 Giyaltsen grunted and tensed. His face ground against the bamboo mat. 
 Ora thought she had him finished, then her head lit up like an oil lamp. She 
dropped the hold and balled up on the floor, hands to her temples. 
 “I didn’t submit yet,” Giyaltsen said. 
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 Ora sucked air in through her teeth. The kido instructor realized something was 
wrong. He went to his student and placed a calloused hand between her shoulder 
blades. “Ora…” 
 Her back arched uncontrollably. “Ahhh….” It was the same pain she felt at the 
beach. This time Ora identified it as sympathetic. Something outside herself was 
suffering and crying out to her for mercy. She drew a halting breath and sprang up from 
the bamboo mat.  
 “Where are you going?” 
 “I don’t know.” 
 The sympathetic pain was a vector. Teeth gritted against the ache and muscles 
knotted in thorny clumps, Ora staggered through the spiral halls of the Granta. She 
passed a flock of honored maidens who stopped to gawk at her concernedly. She didn’t 
stop to explain herself. She couldn’t. She just kept moving past the chakrasana chamber 
and out the gaping aperture of the shell. The pain moved her. She felt a beacon burning 
urgently on the beaches of Nyamura. Halfway down the path to the village, terror 
welled inside her. The ominous feeling mingled with the pain in her head and almost 
made her retch.  
Something awful had happened in Nyamura. Something unspeakable. 
She glided past a dock merchant, slowly driving his oxcart filled with donations 
for the Granta. Voices crowded the air around the tavern square. The fishing docks 
buzzed with excitement. Ora clawed her way through the celebrating throngs, terrified 
by what she might find. And somehow she knew. Before she even saw it, she knew… 
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 Kano’s battered rig was moored at the nearest dock. With the help of several 
athletic men, Seiji dragged a thick-fibered fishing net out of the sea. It took a dozen of 
them just to move the heavy catch. 
“Cho… Han… Juuni!” Seiji counted. “Cho… Han… Juuni!” 
On each third count, the men groaned in unison and moved the net another few 
feet up the beachhead. It looked like bitter work. Seiji’s hands bled around the thick 
rope that he had wound around his palms for added grip. The injured Kano looked on 
from the dock approvingly, his right bandaged in just the manner Seiji described. 
The commotion had drawn the attention of the entire town. Ora shoved and 
elbowed her way through to the front of the pack. She knew what was waiting for her. 
Hiayan’s mercy—she already knew. 
No. Seiji, no… 
“Cho… Han… Juuni!” 
A long, ivory tusk flopped against the sand. Its once-proud dorsal fin, hung limp 
against the cetacean’s breathless body. 
“Cho… Han… Juuni!” 
With one last great heave, the men dragged their prize out of the ocean and 
onto dry land. Seiji signaled permission to drop the rope. He walked around the 
murdered shardwhale appraisingly and looked up to his father for approval. 
Kano beamed at him with pride. Joshiro and some of the other older fisherfolk 
were crowding the dock now, complimenting Kano. 
“…A gift from the Gods…” 
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“…Once in a lifetime catch…” 
“…never seen one so close to shore…” 
“…be telling your grandkids…” 
“NO!” Ora couldn’t contain herself any longer. “No, no, no, no….” 
Everyone’s eyes fell on the queer little girl from the Granta. She kicked off her 
sandals and ran down the beach to the cetacean. Seiji’s expression sank when he saw 
her. 
“Ora… I can explain.” 
She ignored him. She wrapped her arms around the shardwhale and placed her 
ear to its slick chest. The great cetacean looked wan, bloodless. This time, he had no 
thoughts or images to send to her. His mind was silent. 
Please… 
No sounds of life. No motion. 
A thick-gauge whaling harpoon protruded from his throat, just north of the 
armored pleats that protected the creature’s belly. A perfect shot. 
It must have been quick. 
Ora rose from the cetacean’s corpse, trembling. A funereal quiet had fallen over 
the crowd. Everyone was looking at her. She was looking at Seiji. 
“How could you?” 
“Ora, just let me—“ 
“You’re a monster.” She turned to the fisherfolk of Nyamura. “All of you! 
Monsters!” 
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A few nervous chuckles rippled through the crowd. 
Overwhelmed by the betrayal, Ora charged back up the beachhead. She couldn’t 
look. The savagery! The greed! To thoughtlessly take such an elegant, intelligent 
creature from the ocean… And for what? For profit? For local fame? It was 
unconscionable. 
And Seiji knew better. 
He knew the shardwhale was injured. He knew where to find him, close to shore. 
He knew. 
Ora felt the tears welling in her eyes. She couldn’t be around these people. Their 
scent sickened her. She sprinted for the pathway home. 
# 
 Seiji caught up to her halfway back along the path to the Granta. 
 “Ora, wait!” He was sweating and panting. He must have raced after her. 
 Ora didn’t care. She couldn’t face him right now. She couldn’t stop crying. Why 
did he follow her? He could be so stupid. 
 “What’s your problem?” Seiji said. 
 She stopped in her tracks and turned on him. “How could you do that, Seiji? That 
shardwhale called to us. We saved him.” 
 “He’s just a big fish, Ora. How can you be so selfish?” She wanted to scream but 
the tears held her back. “You know me and my father are having problems. That catch 
means meat to sell at market for months. The horn alone is worth its weight in silver in 
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ports across the sea. We can bottle the blubber and sell it so people have heat and light 
through the long winter nights. This is a boon for us.” 
 “No, Seiji,” Ora could hardly speak between sobs. “This is Dukkha.” 
 “Ora, listen to me—” He reached for her hand. 
 “Don’t touch me!” 
 Her words were a slap across the face. He backed away slowly. “I don’t ever 
want to see you cry. Father thinks we might make enough off the shardwhale that I 
won’t have to go on the deep with Toshiro. That means we don’t have to be apart. Isn’t 
that what you want?” 
 “Not anymore!” Ora wailed. 
 Seiji looked like she’d struck him with a harpoon. He stood there stunned, doe 
eyes watering innocently, brown hair tied back in a fisherman’s bun. Why did he have to 
be so beautiful? 
 “You’ve killed me, Seiji.”  
This pain was worse than her sympathy aches. There was nowhere on the island 
far enough to escape from it. Ora wanted to throw herself into the gorge at the end of 
the Shattered World. Instead, she wept until her eyes went raw and ran the rest of the 


















 I lived a charmed life in the Granta. I didn’t know that at the time, of course. 
Looking back, it’s impossible not to recognize my privilege. When Seiji and Kano killed 
the shardwhale it was the first time anyone had ever let me down. I didn’t have the 
emotional tools to deal with the disappointment. They broke my heart and I looked to 
everyone but myself to fix it. 
  I went to Gita first. It was the only time since my early childhood that I cried to 
her about anything. Lama Shenu was my spiritual guide, my confidante, but sometimes 
a girl just needs her mother. Gita, to her credit, didn’t wither from her duty. She held my 
head in her lap and stroked my tangled hair while she listened to me recount all the 
events leading up to the savage butchery of the shardwhale. She listened to me moan 
without interruption. As I sobbed through to the finish she looked down into my marked 
eyes and kissed me on the forehead. 
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 “Beautiful girl,” she said, “the world most people live in is so much more 
complicated than the world of the maidens and monks. The Order thinks in absolutes—
Right Thinking, Right Knowledge, Right Action. To them, everything else is Dukkha.” 
 “This was worse than Dukkha, momma. This was murder.” 
 “Kano and Seiji live from the sea. They don’t know any other way. What is 
murder to you, Oraluna, might be a matter of survival to them.” 
 She had a point, but I wasn’t ready to hear it. I bristled at my mother’s message. 
It sounded like she forgave them—like she was making excuses. She couldn’t explain 
away my pain. And Kano and Seiji weren’t hers to forgive. When I took up the matter 
with Lama Shenu he agreed with Gita’s premise, but provided a more damning 
interpretation. 
 “They don’t know any better,” he conceded. “They lack the wisdom to see 
beyond material division. It is a lie, Esho. They kill themselves with every harpoon.” 
 “But we eat from the sea, Lama.” I was confused again. It happened quickly. The 
philosophy of the Order felt suddenly thin and fraught with contradiction. “How many 
whitefish have to die so our bellies are full? How many nets of sardines? Why does the 
cetacean feel different?” 
 “Esho… we eat what we are given because waste is Dukkha. Like the bloodgnat 
who draws but a drop of your lifeblood, we take only what we need to survive without 
disturbing the health of the waters. Returning life to life is not Dukkha. Killing for 
conquest or for gain is another matter.” 
 “Seiji said they needed the shardwhale to survive…” 
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 “Need is a squishy thing, Esho. Whalers sell the cetacean’s tusk for pouches of 
silver at pirate ports. They enrich themselves at the ocean’s expense. What is gained is 
not the equal of what is lost. We are all poorer for it. This is the essence of Dukkha, 
Esho. To act in a way that subtracts from the oneness. Do you understand?” 
 In the moment I thought I did. 
 The weeks to follow were some of the loneliest of my life in the Granta. I stayed 
away from my mother and Nyamura. I stayed away from Seiji. He sent me letters in 
Gita’s hand. Seiji never learned to read or write, which wasn’t unusual. Most fisherfolk 
didn’t see the point. I let his prosaic exhortations pile up in my chamber, unopened and 
unread. Gita confronted me one day outside of kido with one final missive scrawled on 
parchment and bound with fishing twine. 
 “Burn it,” I told her. 
 “I think you should read this one, Ora.” 
 “I don’t care.” 
 “Seiji’s leaving the island.” 
 “I told you I don’t care.” 
 I cared. 
 As it turned out, the proceeds from the whale didn’t go as far as Seiji predicted. 
Kano wasn’t healthy enough to make the journey to another port so he had to settle for 
selling the cetacean tusk to a local trader at a significant discount. The tiny Nyamura fish 
market couldn’t handle the massive influx of whale meat. Some of the steaks they 
butchered from the carcass sold in the first days after the catch, but many more were 
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rejected by the fish mongers and left to rot. I found out that Seiji tried to donate the 
excess meat to the Order, but Lama Shenu turned him away. Kano tried to make up for 
the losses by wagering their meager profit at dice. The Gods of chance were not kind to 
him. And so Seiji was once again faced with the prospect of contracting out on another 
boat’s deep as a hired hand. He left with Toshiro during the final autumn moon. I never 
said goodbye. 
 Youth is contradiction. I missed Seiji so much that the memory of his kiss still 
sent me into nightly fits of weeping. At the same time I was furious with him and too 
stubborn to let myself up from the pain. Right Knowledge: desire is suffering. Right 
Thinking: to end suffering, the first step is to end desire.  
  
  





















CHAPTER 6: INCARNATION 
 
 Another month passed. On the horizon: another Full Moon Rite in the Shrine of 
the Spire. Seiji was gone, but his memory lingered like an anxious dream. The 
detachment made Ora feel emotionally porous. Anything that happened to her—good 
or bad—just passed right through. This semi-permeable mental state actually aided her 
training. She made great strides at mindfulness with Lama Shenu. Hours-long meditation 
sessions passed in the blink of an eye as she learned how to cast off her restive 
tendencies and settle into her center. The improvements were promising. Ora knew that 
Shenu was expecting indications of their hard work to show up somehow in the Shrine 
of the Spire. He wanted something from her, but he wouldn’t say what. The vagueness 
of his expectations frustrated Ora beyond measure. She didn’t want to disappoint. 
 Ora proceeded through the washing rituals in silence. The intensity of her aura 
cautioned even nosy Veda from interfering. She entered the shrine in front of Navilo 
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and behind Monk Giyaltsen. Giyaltsen stood a head taller than the other monks. 
Ducking behind his muscular shoulders offered Ora a degree of comfort. 
 Now that she was practiced, there was no need for the pretense that Ora was 
just another member of the Order. As the monks and maidens joined hands and began 
to fan out around the perimeter of the shrine, Ora broke from the entry line and 
proceeded up to the altar where she assumed lotus pose. As soon as Lama Shenu began 
his invocation, she closed her eyes and entered deep meditation. 
 A few niggling worldly concerns still clung to Ora’s consciousness like prickly 
burrs. She visualized each attachment as a puff of smoke and watched them drift away 
over the sea. Lama Shenu originally suggested this technique, and Ora found it effective. 
By the time the Order started chanting the dozen names of the Shattered God she had 
emptied her mind. 
 Right Thinking, Right Knowledge, Right Action. 
 “We speak your name,” Lama Shenu’s voice sounded small and clouded by 
enormous distance, “Dharuma-Ra.” 
 Dharuma-Ra. 
 Ora felt the now-familiar sensation of exiting her body on a breath that rose 
from her nostrils, cuticles and pores. She hung over the Shrine of the Spire, suspended 
in moonlight. Currents in the band of silver light pushed her up and out of the Granta. 
The stars in the sky called to her. She felt tethered to their desire. From so high above, 
Doan-ryo Lin looked like a spec of dirt on an endless canvass of midnight blue. Her 
material form coalesced in the sky, and she felt an itch at her shoulder blades. The skin 
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around her scapulae split painlessly. Powerful raven’s wings unfurled from Ora’s back. 
She spread them reticently like a fledgling stumbling out of the nest. Moonbeams filled 
her plumage, their buoyancy holding her aloft.  
 Ora had the sense of assuming a millennial journey where thousands of her 
forebears left off. The night was a river of dreaming, silver and unheard prayers. It 
carried her along a predestined path. A turbulent eddy in the moonlight ruffled her 
feathers as she approached a tripartite fork in the stream. The river’s current wanted to 
push her down the center. On every previous occasion, Ora had obliged. The middle fork 
took her across the sea to the vile island of Liubane where she could snoop on the 
Empire’s dealings. From such a distance there was little substance to divine, but the 
brief moonlit glances at least served to feed Ora’s obsession.  
 Not tonight. 
 Lama Shenu expected her to find something—something that she so far failed to 
uncover. Committing to the same strategy and hoping for a different result was the 
definition of insanity. So Ora angled her wings as she approached the forking moonlight 
and let herself be carried down a different branch.  
 The shattered world beneath her lurched and shifted. The yawning Landscar on 
the northern horizon seized up and sewed itself back together. Continents groaned into 
motion and collided with glacial grace, pushing up mountain ranges and opening vast 
calderas along their seams. The roiling seas swallowed the Nereid Archipelago one 
sandy speck at a time. The Atolls: gone. Doan-ryo Lin: gone. Even mighty Liubane: 
erased from the ocean’s face.  
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 Once the continents stabilized, the moonlight thinned around Ora’s wings. She 
lost altitude at an accelerating pace. The ground rose up to meet her. 
 Another body inhaled her consciousness. She stood nearly naked, covered only 
by a tattered loincloth dyed a dun red. The body that held her belonged to a powerful 
man with thick, brown skin like leather a few shades darker than her own. Her—his bald 
head was thick with erratic tattoos. From the top of a golden pyramid she looked down 
on gathering throngs of people… 
 They weren’t all people, though. Not exactly. Ora peered through the bald man’s 
eyes, drinking up the otherworldly sights. 
Lithe, cat-like creatures with elastic tales and primate paws danced around each 
other, closing in on the base of the pyramid. Behind them, skeleton men with serpent 
fangs and the charcoal eyes of demons howled for retribution. Lizards on bat-wings 
soared overhead, their forked tongues striking the sky with anger. On the nearby shore, 
crested fish with wide, intelligent eyes scrambled onto the beachhead. The black-scaled 
creatures struggled to gather dry air through puckered gill slits at their throats. Ora’s 
head swam with the monstrous images. The chimaeras were too innumerable and 
diverse to name and among them: people. Thousands of humans of every shape and 
hue armed with round shields and short, fat knives. Some wore bronze armor, others 
charged through the eclectic mob naked as Ora’s own host. 
The men and creatures boiled up the pyramid steps from every direction. Tens of 
thousands mad with bloodlust, their ire directed at her. She should have been fearful. 
Why wasn’t she afraid? She felt nothing but a black, bottomless sadness.  
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I forgive you, she thought. 
The feline creatures were the first to reach her, followed by a swarm of gilded 
men. From the sky, flying lizards fell upon her like a volley of arrows. Their fingers and 
claws raked at her flesh, pulled her apart limb from limb. She saw herself scattered to 
the corners of the Shattered World. 
Wake. 
Ora’s consciousness snapped back into her body like a bowstring after release. 
She gasped for air inside the Shrine of the Spire. 
Dawn was upon them. Another Full Moon Rite ground to its inevitable 
conclusion. Ora’s entire body itched. She felt unwelcome in her own flesh. Her lips 
moved wordlessly. 
Lama Shenu signaled Giyaltsen to lend her a hand. She grasped his arm like a 
lifeline.  
“One foot in front of the other,” he told her. 
Ora nodded. The three of them walked out of the shrine together. 
# 
Giyaltsen half carried, half coaxed Ora up the spiral halls of the body whorl and 
into Lama Shenu’s chamber. The elder monk signaled her kido instructor to leave them. 
Giyaltsen squeezed his student’s shoulder affectionately then bowed to Shenu before 
leaving the room. Ora still hadn’t found her words. She sat in a driftwood chair, rocking 
back and forth despondently. Lama Shenu prepared a clamshell of watered down ginjo 
from his wet bar and put the drink in her hand. 
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Ora tipped the shell into her mouth. Fire blossomed on her tongue and spread 
throughout her sinuses. She felt the noxious cocktail slither down the length of her guts 
to pool in the pit of her stomach. Almost instantaneously, the rice spirit slowed her 
heart rate and steadied her breathing. 
Lama Shenu crouched before her and peered into the moons of her eyes. What 
was he searching for? 
“Esho…” 
“I wore a skin that was not my own,” Ora blurted out. Shenu’s gaze remained 
steady. “I was drifting in the river again, but I didn’t follow the current. I guided myself 
down another path.” 
Shenu’s melon head bobbed up and down compassionately. “You are learning to 
steer the Aether.” 
“The Aether?” 
“The Aether is that which is everything.”  
Ora had come to expect this level of opacity from Shenu’s philosophizing. In her 
youth she let it slide. Sometimes the truth of his aphorisms emerged after hours of 
study and meditation. Other times, not so much. Ora no longer had patience for the 
latter. 
“I don’t understand, Lama. Explain it to me!” 
Shenu stood up from his crouch and grabbed another shell cup from his wet bar. 
This one he dipped in a drinking basin beside the bottle of ginjo and held it up to the 
dawn light.  
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“What do you see in the cup?” he asked. 
Ora shook her head and blinked her drowsy eyes. She was too tired for this 
nonsense. Every minute it felt like the vision of the brown-skinned man on the pyramid 
was slipping from her memory like so much sand in a sieve. “What is the point of this, 
Lama?” 
“Humor an old monk,” said Shenu. He held the shell cup closer to her face. 
“What do you see?” 
“Water,” said Ora. 
“Excellent.” Shenu tossed the shell cup away and applauded. “If I were to leave 
this cup out in the cold overnight, what would it become?” 
“Ice, probably. If it was cold enough.” 
“And if I were to pour it out over fired coals?” 
Ora thought for a moment. “Steam.” 
“Indeed. All these things: steam, ice, ocean, eddy, river, lake, tear—they are all 
water in different forms. We grant names to each substance even though we know they 
are the same. What have I told you about words?” 
“They can be misleading.” 
“Just so,” said Shenu. “They create divisions that do not exist. They are lies.” 
“Lama, what does this have to do with the Aether?” 
“The Aether is like water. It is the substance that binds all things. It is oneness 
incarnate. Everything that occupies our world—Granta, Nyamura, shell cup, ginjo, 
Oraluna, Shenu—it is all Aether in different forms.” 
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Ora tried to imagine herself as a mote of moonlight in the river of her visions. 
Shenu obviously noticed her struggling. 
“Time is an element of our world like any other,” he continued. “Think of it as a 
river of Aether. From inside the river we only experience our immediate surroundings, 
we move with the flow. But Haiyan exists outside time. She looks down over the river 
and experiences all moments at once. Past, present and future.” 
Ora felt her head begin to throb. “So my visions…” 
“Until tonight you have been content to follow the current of time. The breadth 
of your sight was widened by your projection, but your sight remained in the now. 
Tonight it sounds like your path took a…deviation. You occupied another body in 
another time. Neither was your own, and yet…” he trailed off. “What did you see, 
Esho?” 
“It was all very sudden.” Ora’s voice sounded alien, even to her. “I was a tall 
man—muscular but lean—with tattoos all across my bald head. My skin was thick and 
tanned like a hide. I saw creatures…” 
Ora tried to recount the visions for Lama Shenu, but she didn’t seem to have the 
words to capture them. Her recollections came out rambling, disjointed. Lama Shenu 
listened to her patiently. When she reached the end of her story, Ora’s voice caught in 
her throat. She realized she was crying. 
Shenu held her head against his brittle body and kissed her soft, green hair. The 
outlines of his ribs pressed against her cheek through his canvass robes. Shenu had 
wasted to skin and bones. 
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“Come, Esho.” The elder monk took his prized student by the hand. “I have 
something to show you.” 
Lama Shenu led Ora down the spiral halls of the Granta and into the Order’s 
small library. The meager light of dawn barely reached the depths of the Granta shell, so 
Shenu lit an oil lamp and carried it through the stacks. He reached a freestanding shelf 
of scattered scrolls and motioned Ora over to his side. 
“Help an old monk, will you?” 
Together they shifted the shelf across the shell floor. A small compartment that 
appeared to be a natural dimple in the contours of the Granta revealed itself beneath 
the shelf. Ora gaped at the secret nook. Fourteen years roaming the halls of the Granta, 
and still the great conch shell guarded its secrets jealously. A heavy iron padlock and 
chains warded against thievery. Shenu produced a knobbed skeleton key from inside his 
robe and undid the lock. Ora noticed her teacher struggling with the heavy chains and 
offered a helping hand. 
Together they scattered the fetters. They shared an important glance before 
Lama Shenu opened the compartment’s lid and withdrew a single vellum scroll. 
Ora’s gaze narrowed on the artifact. “Soooo…that’s it?” 
Shenu allowed himself an erudite chuckle. “Don’t judge a scroll by its padlock.” 
He set the oil lamp down beside the compartment and unfurled the length of vellum. 
Time had turned the off-white hide the color of weak tea, but the black ink remained as 
clear as the day it was set. That was the benefit of vellum. Parchment, if poorly kept, 
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turned brittle and crumbled into dust, but prime vellum retained its integrity over 
epochal spans of time.  
Shenu studied the sheaf until he found the section he was looking for. He tapped 
the scroll with a finger and turned it over to Ora. “There. Is that the man from your 
vision?” 
The ancient vellum contained a drawing of a bald man sandwiched between 
blocks of text. Ora recognized the busy black tattoos covering his scalp. Two separate 
sketches showed front and back. From each angle the only thing shielding his nakedness 
was a shredded loincloth. A single line of characters beneath the drawing read: The 
108th Ra-Child. 
Ora pushed the sheaf of vellum back into Lama Shenu’s hands. She took a step 
backward, out of the lamplight. “What is this?” 
“One section of a long story that has yet to end.” 
“No more riddles, Lama!” A cold terror crept up Ora’s spine. She knew better 
than to snap at Lama Shenu, and yet… 
“Settle yourself, Esho, and I will tell you what the scroll says.” 
Ora closed her eyes and tried to focus on her breathing—in through the nose, 
out through the mouth. Four counts each direction. After several cycles she lifted her 
eyelids and looked directly at Lama Shenu. “Tell me.” Her voice held firm. Demanding. 
Shenu obliged: “In an age before the world was split, the Shattered God was not 
yet broken. All the aspects we worship today: Haiyan, Shijian, Osterra, Nix… they were 
all one in essence and in name.” 
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“Dharuma-Ra,” said Ora. 
Shenu winced at the sound of the elder God’s name. “Yes, Esho, but we do not 
speak his name outside the Shrine of the Spire. Before the Division, a singular deity 
preserved the oneness in all things. Periodically, when the oneness was challenged by 
human misdeeds, the elder God would incarnate into the world in physical form. The 
incarnations were known as Ra-Children. Before the Division, in times of great strife, a 
Ra-Child would be born to lead the world away from perdition and into a golden age. It 
was a course correction, you see. The corporeal supervision of the Elder God kept the 
people on the Unified Path. But the Ra-Children were limited. They lived twenty years to 
the day from their birth. Never more. Never less. After a Ra-Child completed their cycle 
they would ascend in body and mind to rejoin the Aether. And so it was for 107 ages.” 
“And the 108th…” Ora prompted. 
“The 108th Ra-Child refused to ascend. He remained in corporeal form for 1,000 
years until the people threw off his yoke by force.” 
“The Division…” 
Lama Shenu nodded gravely. 
“I was there,” said Ora. “I witnessed the host that tore him asunder. Why?” 
Shenu took a long pause to gaze at the vellum. He rolled up the scroll without 
another word and returned it to the compartment in the floor. 
“What are you doing?” Ora protested. “There has to be more.” 
“We only have one section of the scroll. It’s neither the first nor the last, but it is 
all we have.” 
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“Well where’s the rest?” 
“I doubt it still exists. This vellum is older than the Granta itself. Older than Doan-
ryo Lin, even.” 
Something unspoken lurked between teacher and student. Lama Shenu was on 
the cusp of confessing a great secret to Ora, but he wasn’t there yet. What was he 
holding back? 
“Lama,” Ora steeled her voice, demanding confession. “Why did I see with the 
Ra-Child’s eyes?” 
“Esho… you’ll forgive an old man his sins of omission…” 
“Why did I see with the Ra-Child’s eyes, Lama?” 
“Perhaps Veda was right. You deserved to know. As soon as you could speak, you 
deserved to know.” 
“What did I deserve to know?” Ora’s voice grew desperate. “Why did I see with 
the Ra-Child’s eyes?” 
“You saw with the Ra-Child’s eyes because you are he.”  
As soon as he said it, it was like a great dam of secrecy came crumbling down. 
The truth poured forth from the elder monk with all the control of a speeding rapid.  
“When you were born, Esho, there was no life in you. If your mother hadn’t 
taken you into the shrine you would have been still within the hour. I’m sure of it. But 
your mother did take you into the shrine and Haiyan answered her call. You were just 
the vessel she needed.  
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“Our Shattered World approaches troubled times—times that demand divine 
intervention. You are not simply blessed by Haiyan, Esho. You are her essence made 
solid. You are her incarnation.” 
“That can’t be.” 
“Listen to yourself, Esho. Do my words ring false?” 
No. No, no, no. This had to be batty. Shenu had finally starved himself into 
madness. Ora backed away, shaking her head. She stumbled into the shell wall.  
“Since even before you arrived at our temple, when you were still safe inside 
your mother’s womb, I had been searching for a sign. Our world is so broken. Division is 
everywhere. It’s the lines we draw on maps where nature never intended—borders 
made manifest by stubborn, imperfect will. It’s the otherness we impose across the 
great cultural divide. The names we give our sons and daughters and deny our closest 
neighbors. It’s the literal gorge that yawns across the spine of the world, a forbidding 
monument to our forgotten unity. Only you have the power to fix it, Esho. 
“One aspect of the Elder God lives on inside Haiyan and Haiyan lives inside you. 
Don’t you see?” Shenu’s sapphire eyes gleamed with a zealotry that Ora had never seen 
before. He shuffled towards her, an ambulatory corpse. 
“Please, stop. Lama!”  
He reached out with a withered hand and brushed a matted lock of hair from her 
moony eyes. “You are my sign, Esho. You are the one who will set the world to rights 
again, and it is my life’s calling to show you how.” 
 
 





























Yeah, I didn’t take that one particularly well. Hindsight’s sharper than an arrow, 
as they say. But, come on. What do you really expect? Lama Shenu basically told me I 
was a Goddess in girl’s clothing. 
It was a lot to swallow all at once. I stormed out of the library and locked myself 
away in my chambers for days. The Honored Maidens slipped food under my door three 
times daily. Shenu probably asked them to do it. He was the only one keeping tabs on 
my movements. My mother wasn’t around enough to realize anything was wrong. I had 
grown so absorbed in my training that I hadn’t even noticed she’d all but moved out of 
the Granta. She started spending nights with Kano in Nyamura. His hand never healed 
right from the fishing accident, which left him more or less shore bound. His disability 
suited Gita just fine. She made weekly treks back to the Granta to pick up fresh clothes 
and smuggle food out of the pantry. Beyond that, she was a ghost. 
The trouble with sulking is it gives you too much time to think, and the more I 
thought about Shenu’s proclamation the more the strangest facets of my life started to 
make sense. In my earliest memories I had a preternatural connection to the sea. The 
surf called to me. Fish flocked to me. I communicated telepathically with a cetacean. My 
physical strength waxed and waned like the cycles of the moon—that wasn’t normal.  
And of course: my eyes, those covetous marks. Heavy handed even for Haiyan. 
After the shock wore off, the combined weight of all the strangeness in my life led me to 
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the only reasonable conclusion: Shenu had a fair point. I just needed to come to terms 
with it on my own time. Finally, after two weeks in isolation, I went to him. 
It was the strangest feeling, coming to terms with being an incarnation of the 
Shattered God. Nothing had changed, really. I was the same girl I had been the week 
before and the week before that. Knowing my true nature, though, added a weight to 
my existence that I wasn’t quite ready to bear. 
“What do we do now?” I asked Shenu. “Are you all going to… pray to me? Or 
something? Because I feel like that would be weird.” 
“No, Esho,” he told me. “Now the real work begins.” 
He wanted to send me deeper into the Aether. I had already started to control 
my path through time. With practice, he assured me, I would learn to project my 
consciousness with greater precision. On the night of the full moon, any moment in time 
or space was mine to observe.  
“I never want to go back to the Division,” I told him. 
He understood. He was less concerned with the past, anyway. In time I would 
learn that this disregard for history was Lama Shenu’s greatest vice. Past is prologue, 
after all. He was more focused on orienting me toward the future. Every full moon was 
an opportunity to piece together the story of the Shattered World, and to see how it 
might be fixed. If I could project into the past, he reasoned, I should be able to witness 
the future. The river had another fork. All I had to do was follow it. 
Easier said than done. 
 
 



































CHAPTER 7: ANOTHER LIFE 
 
Ora met with Lama Shenu in the chakrasana chamber beneath the Granta shell’s 
arched aperture. The Order no longer expected her to perform the moon sequences 
before an audience for critique. Now that Ora’s true nature was open knowledge, that 
sort of venal examination seemed inappropriate. Ora still practiced the poses on her 
own. The moon sequences kept her body in alignment with the cycles of Haiyan. She 
found that a strong month of chakrasana equated to better control during Full Moon 
Rites. Three moons had passed since Lama Shenu’s confession in the library, and guiding 
the Aetherflow was proving a delicate task. To master her projections, Ora knew she 
needed to deploy every tool at her disposal. Chakrasana was a tool.  
Shenu’s confession removed the air of mystery from the Order’s intentions. Ora 
was an incarnation of Haiyan. The power to see with the Goddess’ eyes during deep 
meditation on the night of the Full Moon was her most promising gift. She alone could 
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project her consciousness into the Aetherflow and observe points far and wide—past, 
present or—supposedly—future. Shenu wanted Ora to use her powers with precision, to 
identify and analyze the true path to oneness. The Unified Path was an important 
symbol the Order’s faith. After years of study, Ora understood the precept 
philosophically. Or at least she thought she did. Right Thinking, Right Knowledge, Right 
Action—following the Unified Path had always been a state of spiritual progression. 
Now Shenu would have her accept the Unified Path as an actual vector through space 
and time—a path of salvation.  
The Order was counting on her to find it, but unraveling the future was far more 
challenging than viewing the past. The past was a fixed quantity—a known moment in 
space and time. The future was an ever-changing sum of manifold possibilities. It was 
hard enough for Ora just to penetrate the veil of the future. Identifying which of the 
many threads of fate was the actual Unified Path... 
The task seemed impossible. 
 Shenu never missed an opportunity to impress upon her the gravity of her duty: 
“Only by knowing the path will we understand the means to follow it. Right Knowledge 
comes before Right Action. Haiyan has blessed us with the tools to understand the 
forces dividing us. Armed with this knowledge you will have the power to push the 
shattered world toward oneness. These are your people, Esho. Lead them down the 
Unified Path.” 
 “I understand the forces dividing us,” said Ora. “They all serve under the same 
flag.” 
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 Shenu’s beatific face shifted offering a brief glimpse of the frustration concealed 
underneath. He was clearly tired of retreading old ground, but Ora was convinced the 
Liubane Empire was behind all the horror in the world. It didn’t help that their iron flag 
kept cropping up on her trips through the Aether. Everywhere she looked she saw the 
black hand of Liubane sewing death and discord, imposing imperial will by might. The 
conclusions were unavoidable.  
 “Esho—the Empire is not your enemy. Your enemy is division itself, and it is a far 
more cunning adversary than any single nation or man.” 
 “As you’ve said,” Ora conceded. “But I’ve seen them with my own two eyes. 
Maybe there’s a reason Haiyan keeps pointing me at the Empire. Did you ever think of 
that?” 
 “Be careful not to misconstrue any one event for the whole. Would you judge a 
painting by a single brush stroke? By ten? By fifty? The Shattered World is a portrait on a 
massive scale.” 
 “And the Empire is the firebug setting it alight.” 
 Ora grew tired of the lectures. She was working harder than she ever had before. 
She spent so much time at meditation and chakrasana that she often forgot to eat. 
When Giyaltsen got up the gumption to drag her into the kido ring, she put him down 
with grace and efficiency then returned to her studies. Nyamura was a distant memory, 
a fading set piece from some fictional past. Even her own mother was a stranger to her. 
Ora was single-mindedly devoted to her task. If she was an incarnation of Haiyan, 
shouldn’t she know better? Shouldn’t Lama Shenu heed her advice? 
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 Shenu asked her to investigate the toxic divisions that threatened the stability of 
the Shattered World. She did just that. He just didn’t like what she found. 
 “The Empire is as much a victim of division as any of us. They suffer the same. To 
lay the blame at their feet—it is Dukkha. They are you, Esho.” 
 Ugh.  
“I understand, Lama. Their warships are my limbs. Their colonists are my 
lifeblood. I get it. I really do. But sometimes, gangrenous limbs need to be pruned, and 
poisoned blood needs to be let.” 
# 
 Ora didn’t sleep well that night. She had her own chamber now in the Granta’s 
body whorl, just down the hall from the Gansho dormer. The Order decided that Gita’s 
erratic comings and goings were becoming a disturbance to her daughter’s mindfulness. 
They provided the choice chamber with an ocean view to make the transition more 
enticing. Ora didn’t mind the solitude. From the surf side of the Granta she could hear 
the white sounds of the ocean, which usually lulled her to sleep. Not always, though. 
Some nights her thoughts were haunted by images of the Empire’s atrocities across the 
sea. When the worst memories stuck in her mind not even the soft light of Haiyan and 
the rolling surf could comfort her. On those nights she slipped into her sandals and 
roamed the spiral halls—down and back, down and back—from the apex nob where the 
Gyo Sho rang the hour gong to the aperture at the shell’s base.  
 When Ora was little, Navilo used to calm her restive mind by telling her stories 
before bed. One of her favorites was the tale of Feng the Peripatetic. Feng was a young 
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Maiden of Haiyan from ages past who stood up one day during meditation and walked 
out of the Granta without a word of explanation. She walked barefoot down to 
Nyamura, boarded a fishing boat bound for the mainland and just kept going. Honored 
Feng walked for years and years, over mountains and fjords, through tangled jungles 
and babbling streams. She walked across the whole width of the Shattered World. 
When she eventually arrived back at the Granta she was an old crone with feet as black 
and hard as mussel shells.  
 “Feng! Where have you been?” the lama asked her. 
 “I’ve been everywhere,” she said matter-of-factly. 
“Everywhere!” the lama exclaimed. “Oh, the things you must have seen!”  
Honored Feng merely shrugged and told him: “Everything is much as we 
expected.” 
Then she proceeded back down into the meditation chamber, assumed the lotus 
position and died with a look of contemplation on her wrinkled face. 
 Ora finally felt like she understood the point of Feng’s parable. The Shattered 
World was wide and variable, but to see it with the outward eye is to only see the 
shallowest portion of the whole. The world outside—the world of division—is Dukkha. 
This is Right Knowledge. Right Action requires a deeper investigation—a meditative 
solution. A true maiden on the path to enlightenment learns to see with the inward eye. 
Honored Feng circumnavigated the world on foot. She saw everything, and yet she saw 
nothing. In the end, her journey took her back to the meditation chamber she 
abandoned so many years before.  
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  Moonlight filtered through carvings in the Granta and cast pictures on the walls 
and ceiling of the shell. Some of the pictures told stories like the tale of Honored Feng. 
Others were weighty symbols of fertility or the night or the sea. Ora peered out through 
a carving of a gull and watched Haiyan’s lip moving ponderously across the sky. 
 Waxing Crescent. 
 She passed the birthing chambers and the maidens’ dormer. She arrived outside 
the door to her old room. The night was old, closer to morning gong than witching. A 
yellow light still flickered inside the chamber. Ora crept toward her old room on the 
balls of her feet and pushed open the door. 
 Gita was standing inside with an oil lamp in her hand furiously sorting soiled 
laundry.   
“Mother…” 
The sound startled Gita. She dropped the wrinkled shirt she was holding and 
pointed the lamplight at Ora. Recognition dawned on her expression slower than it 
should have. 
“Oraluna, beautiful girl. I was just coming to find you.” Her voice sounded 
harried, her body language frantic. 
 “It’s late,” said Ora.  
She was old enough now to realize that her mother had once been a great 
beauty. Time and circumstance had stolen that from her, along with so much else. Gita 
still struck an alluring silhouette, but her skin lacked the supple vitality of its youth. To 
Ora, she appeared dry and taught like gooseberries pitted and left in the sun. The whites 
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of her eyes had taken on a sickly yellow hue and all the brown spirits from the Nyamura 
tavern had stained her teeth to match. Gita was just a girl herself when Ora had been 
born. She shouldn’t look so frail. Life exacted its taxes and tolls, and everyone had to 
pay, but Doan-ryo Lin had taken more than its fair share from Gita. It wasn’t just. 
Ora knew her mother never wanted this life. She gave birth to the moon and 
suddenly her path was not her own. She was the Goddess Mother, defined only by her 
progeny. Her hopes and dreams, her deepest desires—they never factored in. And for 
most of her life she grinned and bore it. 
She did this for me, Ora realized staring at her mother tottering in the lamplight. 
Gita moved to place the oil lamp on her bedside table, but her feet tangled in the 
discarded laundry and she lost her balance. Cursing, Gita crumpled to the floor in a 
heap. Ora went to help her. The sour scent of stale ginjo was rank on her breath. 
“Why don’t you stay here for the night, momma.” Ora directed her mother 
toward the bed. 
“I can’t… I can’t…” Gita stammered. “Have to get back to Kano.” She grabbed her 
daughter’s arm desperately. “He needs me, Ora. He needs me.” 
“I’m sure he’ll be okay for one night.” 
“He needs me.” 
Ora lowered Gita to the bed and sat beside her. “I need you. I’ll sleep here with 
you. Like we used to.” 
Gita gave up the hapless struggle and let her eyelids sink. “You’ve never needed 
me… Never needed…” she trailed off. 
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“Sleep, momma.” Ora lay down on the bed and curled up next to Gita. She 
closed her eyes and listened to the halting sound of her mother’s ragged breath. Gita’s 
arm slipped around her daughter’s slender body. Her grip was soft but unyielding. Ora 
let the cuddle envelope her. When she closed her eyes she felt as if she had climbed 
back inside her mother’s womb.  
Sleep finally came to Oraluna. 
# 
When dawn’s light struck the Granta, Gita was the first one to stir. Even after a 
night of drinking she was always an early riser. She was already dressed and waiting as 
Ora stretched up and yawned to the sound of morning gong. 
“If it weren’t for those gongs how long do you think you could sleep?” 
“Probably until the next moon,” Ora joked. 
“I have something for you,” said Gita. 
“What’s that?” 
“It’s a note from Seiji.” 
Ora was about to muster her summary rejection of Seiji’s correspondence, but 
this time she couldn’t quite pry the words off her tongue. 
“He’s back from the deep,” said Gita. “Toshiro’s rig docked three days ago.” 
Ora didn’t know what news she expected Gita to bring, but it wasn’t that. She 
felt like she deserved some prior warning. Her heart started pounding against the walls 
of her chest. She was suffocating. She couldn’t catch her breath. Much of her anger with 
Seiji had softened over time, but the hole he left in her life was as raw as ever. The only 
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way to deal with the pain had been pure avoidance, denial. When Seiji left on Toshiro’s 
deep his absence galled her to the core, but at least he was gone. Across the ocean. Out 
of sight and out of mind. That’s the thing about avoidance—on a long enough timeline 
circumstances always catch up. 
“He wants to see you, Ora. He misses you. Won’t you--” 
“No!” Ora was surprised at the force with which her voice returned. 
“Beautiful girl,” Gita knelt down in front of the bed and held her daughter’s 
hands, “The monks have kept you cloistered away here for so long. Don’t you miss your 
other life?” 
Her other life. Ora hadn’t thought about any other life since that night on the 
beach with Seiji. Her responsibilities to the Order and now to the world displaced 
everything. They didn’t allow for trivialities like dice and drinks in Nyamura. Like 
friendships with fisherman. Like a girl’s guppy love for a thoughtless boy. And he had 
hurt her. Even the memory of the pain still stung. The monks had one thing right: desire 
truly was the root of all suffering. Why would she compromise her training for that? 
“Why did you come back here last night, momma?” 
“To bring you Seiji’s note…” 
“Why really?” 
Gita’s shoulders slumped. She glanced down at the scattered laundry on the 
floor. “Kano sent me back for money,” she conceded. “I used to keep a couple flats sewn 
into the inside of my smallclothes.” 
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“You don’t need money. You can come back and live in the Granta. The Order 
will provide for you.” 
“Will they provide for Kano?” she hissed. “For Seiji?”  
Ora looked away, knowing they wouldn’t.  
“I didn’t think so,” said Gita. “I don’t abandon the people I love.” 
“Well what about me?” said Ora. 
Gita stiffened and turned up her nose. “You look like you’re doing just fine.” 
Ora didn’t know whether to feel angry or hurt. Mostly Gita just made her feel 
numb. She deflected the jab with a practical question: “What about Seiji’s wages from 
the deep? That should hold you over for a while.” 
“You’ve been gone a long time, Oraluna.” Gita walked across the chamber in two 
steps and stuffed a folded scrap of parchment into Ora’s robe. “Take it. If you want to 
burn it unopened, go right ahead. But I won’t help you bury your head in the sand any 
longer.” 
With that Gita swept out of the room. 
# 
Ora stumbled through the Waxing Crescent II chakrasana set. She finally 
crumbled physically and mentally in the middle of a challenging inverted pose. 
Frustrated and distracted, she planted herself in lotus and tried to clear her mind 
through meditation. Images of Nyamura and Seiji, of Gita’s drunken face, burned their 
way into her consciousness. She tried to turn them into smoke and cast them away 
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across the sea, but they reformed and scrambled back up the beachhead to torment 
her. 
After a few rounds of this tug of war Ora gave up and opened her eyes. Gita’s 
last words troubled her. 
You’ve been gone a long time, Oraluna. 
What did that mean? Did something happen on Seiji’s deep? Something she 
missed… 
Seiji’s message felt like a fishing weight on her soul. One thing was certain: 
mindfulness would continue to elude her until she broke down and examined the note. 
Ora reached into her robe and pulled out the folded parchment. The note was bound 
with a length of fishing twine. Ora smiled to herself when she realized the twine was 
tied in a dainty chain splice knot. The chain splice held special significance: it was the 
only boating knot Seiji tried to teach her that she could never master. 
Ora’s anger with Seiji had turned brittle over time and nostalgia sanded away the 
remaining fragments. All that remained in its place were love and loss. A grudge is a 
terrible thing to bear. Ora slipped off the fishing twine and opened the note. To her 
surprise, the message wasn’t written in Gita’s practiced hand but scribbled in the 
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I’m back. Took a bit longer than any of us intended. I’m sorry for that. I 
never meant to miss so much. The memory of that night on the beach is the only 
thing that kept me going through the darkest stretches of the deep. I miss you so 
damn much. I hope you miss me. I hope you’ll see me. Gita says you’ll come, but 
I’m not sure. I know you’ve been burning my letters. If I don’t hear from you this 
time I’ll stop writing, I promise. Please come.  
--Seiji 
 P.S. Apparently Gita lives at my house now? Um, okay. 
 ******************************************************************
******** 
 Last chance, Ora thought. She could burn this letter with the rest of them and be 
rid of Seiji and Nyamura forever. With the flick of a flint she could scourge the remnants 
of her dual life and follow the one path laid out before her. The Unified Path. It wasn’t 
even much of a choice, really. Acting any other way was Dukkha.  
 Ora glanced once more at the letter then up at the sun ring hanging from the 
aperture of the Granta. 
 The choice was obvious. 
# 
 Ora found Seiji at the docks scraping barnacles and rot from the bottom of his 
father’s rig. Nearly a year had passed since she left him on the path to the Granta—a 
short time on the grand scale of Haiyan, but an eternity for two children in love. The 
rigors of Toshiro’s extended deep had chiseled Seiji a grown man’s physique. He had his 
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father’s broad, muscular shoulders now. He looked like he had cut his hair before the 
voyage, but much had grown back over the months he was away at sea. The sight of him 
made Ora weak in the knees. 
 “Hey, fisher!” It took all the focus in the world to keep her voice from cracking. 
“I’ve got something of yours.” 
 Seiji looked up from his scrubbing. He formed a visor with his hand to shield his 
eyes from the glare. For a brief moment Ora had an image of the first time she laid eyes 
on him, a scrawny little boy chasing minnows by the shore. She waved his note like a 
flag of truce and watched his face part into a familiar, lopsided grin. 
 “You came,” said Seiji. His voice was different. Deeper. Fuller.  
 She nodded as he walked up the beach to her. “I came.” 
 Long days in the sun had turned his skin an even darker shade of brown. His tan 
body glistened with a patina of sweat and ocean spray. The two old friends studied each 
other in silence for a long while, each smiling but unsure what words to say. Finally Seiji 
broke down and pulled Ora into a tight embrace. 
 “I thought about you every day.” 
 He smelled like hard work and childhood and the sea. Ora started crying. All the 
expectations Lama Shenu and the Order thrust upon her and never once had they 
pushed her to tears. How come Seiji could reduce her to a weeping mess with a glance? 
 “What’s wrong?” he asked. 
 “Nothing,” she told him. “Nothing at all.” 
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 Seiji broke the hug and looked at Ora’s moony eyes from what seemed like an 
incredible height. He must have grown half a foot on his voyage. His face was hard and 
speckled with peach fuzz around the chin and upper lip. 
 “I wish this reunion didn’t have another purpose.” 
 “What do you mean?” said Ora. 
 “I have a favor to ask. A big one. Will you come to the house for a meal?” 
 She shouldn’t. The Order would be looking for her. Lama Shenu would be 
looking. 
 “Of course,” she said, and she followed him up the beach. 
 On the walk into the hills outside Nyamura Square Seiji regaled Oraluna with 
tales from his extended deep. They were gone for nearly eight months chasing schools 
of valuable ahi and fluke. In that time he only saw a dozen land ports. Toshiro never let 
them retire for more than a night. If they weren’t selling they were costing, and Toshiro 
wasn’t a man to abide unnecessary cost.  
 “Toshiro’s a slave driver,” said Seiji. “I worked the deck for twenty hours at a 
time, day and night. When the wind was high we covered a hundred leagues in a day. 
When the wind was low he made me pull an oar. It was backbreaking.” 
 “You must have made a fortune, though,” said Ora. 
 Seiji shook his head and spat into a patch of low ferns. “We’re lucky we even 
earned enough to ration the ship for the journey home.” 
 “What are you talking about?” 
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 His thick brown hair bounced from side to side as he shook his head. “The ocean 
is depleted. None of the schools were where they were supposed to be. We tried 
everything. The reef systems where we usually find the most bountiful catches are all 
bleached and dying. The fish have fled. We even tried clamming the shoals of Asari and 
came up empty-handed. Something in the water is making everything sick. We found 
piles of dying mollusks, their shells broken or deformed. Unfit for consumption. The 
bottom feeders were the same. The giant rock shrimp they fancy in the northern atolls 
were all meatless and sickly.” Seiji looked disgusted. “It’s the Empire. Their warships are 
spreading across the archipelago, leaking their toxic sludge. We stopped at one port in a 
Liubane colony where no fewer than six marauder class battleships were docked. The 
market was lousy with soldiers. Those bastards took a cut of everything we sold that 
day, left us earning under cost.” 
 Ora wasn’t surprised to hear this. She had seen the warships from the 
Aetherflow. The ghost-white lumber of their decking was like a pallor on the sea. A 
massive foundry in the interior Empire churned out these engines of division with 
greater efficiency every year. Liubane was preparing for war. Somewhere across the 
water there was a wide crescent bay that was home to a hundred or more armored 
battleships. Ora knew. Haiyan had shown her the horror with goddess sight.  
 “They’re monsters,” she said. “I’d kill every last one of them if I could.” 
 Seiji looked pleasantly surprised to hear her vitriol. He nodded in agreement. 
“Now I know I’m right to hate them so,” he said. “If Oraluna can be driven to violence, 
what hope is there for peace?” 
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 Ora knew that Seiji was trying to make her feel better, but his proclamation had 
the opposite effect. She was an incarnation of Haiyan. It was Dukkha to wish death upon 
any living thing. Lama Shenu would certainly disapprove. But the Empire was raping the 
land and the sea. Her sea. She remembered one of Gita’s earliest lessons. 
 When something bites you, it’s okay to bite back. 
 Gut smarts. 
 Seiji and Kano’s house was one of the smaller stilted huts propped up in the hills 
of Nyamura. Ora had only been inside once or twice before. When they were younger 
they usually played at the beach while Gita and Kano fraternized in the tavern nearby. 
Later in life Seiji came to meet her at the Granta. Rare were the opportunities to retire 
to Seiji’s home.  
 Inside, Gita stood over a boiling pot while Kano stoked the flames. Ora wasn’t 
surprised to find her there. Where else would she be? The weedy scent of saltfish stew 
wafted up to the thatched rafters. Gita’s eyes widened hungrily at the sight of her 
daughter. She dropped the wooden ladle she was using to tend the stew and kicked 
Kano. 
 The old fisherman looked up from the flame. “Well I’ll be… Oraluna!” His eyes 
moved over her in a way that made Ora uncomfortable. “You grew up.” 
 With a pitiful groan, Kano hoisted himself into a sitting position. His entire 
physicality had changed since the last time Ora had seen him up close. The sharp lines of 
his jaw were all lost behind bloated cheeks and rosy flesh. He was still an ox of a man, 
but this ox looked better suited for a butcher’s block than a yoke and cart. His potbelly 
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extended so far over his beltline that Ora doubted the man could count his toes without 
sitting down.  
 “It’s nice to see you again,” she lied.  
 Kano smiled warmly. At least his pleasant disposition hadn’t declined with his 
appearance.  
 Gita placed a hand on Kano’s shoulder, but her eyes were locked on Seiji. “Did 
you ask her?” 
 The boy shuffled his feet. “I haven’t gotten there yet…”  
 “Ask me what?” Ora looked from Gita to Seiji to Kano. They all shared the same 
pensive expression. She settled on Seiji who was suddenly fascinated with the 
appearance of his sandals. “Is this some kind of ambush?” 
 “Ambush?” Kano looked genuinely taken aback. “No, dear. Of course, not. Your 
mother just thought we should invite you in to have a… conversation.” 
 Gita rolled her eyes. “Neither of you boys have a gift for straight talk. Go on, 
Seiji. Spit it out.” 
 Seiji turned to Ora as if they were the only two in the room. He seemed to resent 
the fact that he had to do this in front of an audience. Whatever it was Gita and Kano 
wanted him to ask her, he was having an awfully difficult time getting the words out.  
 “It’s okay.” Ora took his hands. “Whatever it is I promise I won’t run away.” 
 This seemed to mollify him some. “We wanted to ask if you would come on a 
fishing voyage with us.” 
 “All four of us,” Kano tacked on. “Like a sort of… family.” 
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 Seiji bristled at the interruption. “You know we’ve been through tough times. I 
don’t know how you do it…” he paused, “…but the fish are drawn to you. If you could 
just go out on one trip with us… Nothing too long, of course—one week. Maybe two. I 
know you could help us. With all the scarcity out there, prices are through the roof. We 
could make enough to get back on our feet. Fix up the rig, maybe.” 
 “Seiji… I can’t.” 
 “Yes you can,” said Gita. 
 “My training… the Order will never allow it! I shouldn’t even be here right now. I 
have to get back to the Granta…” Ora moved for the door, but Seiji stepped in her way. 
She bared the moons of her eyes at him. “Move, Seiji. I’m warning you.” 
 He raised his hands placatingly and lowered his voice. “I won’t stop you. If the 
answer is no then I’ll respect it. I’ll make sure they respect it.” He gestured at Gita and 
Kano with his chin. “Just hear me out. We can’t live like this anymore. My father is 
talking about selling the rig and leaving Doan-ryo Lin. If we can’t find a way to weather 
the famine and make ends meet… we can’t stay. We’ll be gone before midsummer.” 
 Ora didn’t know what to do. She remembered what it felt like to lose Seiji once 
before, and that was only temporary. Now that they were reunited it seemed a cruel 
joke to think they might be torn apart for good. She looked back at her mother 
attempting to snoop on their clandestine conversation. Gita had her flaws but she loved 
Ora and Ora loved her. They were bound by blood—the only family either one of them 
would ever know. If Seiji and Kano left the island, would Gita go with them? Then Ora 
truly would be alone. More alone than ever before. 
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 Seiji’s doe eyes gleamed at her in the firelight. She used to daydream about 
sailing away with him, far away from the Granta and the Order. Before Shenu invited 
her to join the Full Moon Rites, some part of her was convinced she and Seiji would 
leave Doan-ryo Lin together one day. Start a normal life. That was what Gita always 
wanted for her. If that future had been a distant dream after her first trip into the 
Aether, it was an abject fantasy now that she knew her true nature. Ora was bound to 
the Order of Haiyan for life. She had come to terms with it. She accepted her fate. But 
that fate seemed infinitely more dismal without Seiji and Gita in it. She couldn’t lose 
them. 
 What was one voyage if it meant a lifetime with Seiji and Gita? The Order was 
going to be apoplectic, but what could they do? She was Haiyan. 
 “Okay,” she muttered meekly. 
 “Really?” The relief in Seiji’s body language was palpable. 





























 The awesome power of a moment. Why didn’t I just tell him no? When I think 
back on all the suffering that one decision wrought it makes me sick to my stomach.  
There’s an ancient aphorism in the Order that says fate is inexorable. It’s rubbish. 
I’ve seen the future and it is far from immutable. Fate is not one predetermined thread, 
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but a manifold loom of possibilities. Every time we make a decision some of those 
threads tear, but new ones stretch out to replace them. 
 That night with Seiji, all the simple threads that spun the fabric of my life frayed 
and snapped. In their place, the Great Weaver strung entire spools worth of trial and 
tribulation.  
 If I could just have that one moment back… 
 I spent the night in Seiji’s hut. The four of us stayed up long after witching gong 
eating Gita’s stew and reminiscing on days long past, days when the Order kept me on a 
longer leash and the sea was always bountiful. Even after so much time and anger the 
companionship felt comfortable. I never realized how strange it was that the Order took 
their suppers in silence. After the meal, we shared a dark spirit from the atolls. Kano 
called it rum. He said it was made from sugar, but I don’t see how that’s possible since it 
tasted even fouler than ginjo. 
When it came time to turn in, Seiji gave up his straw bed for me. He slept on the 
floor by the fire. I watched him rolling over and over like a fishing boat tossed by 
turbulent surf. Eventually my eyelids grew heavy. 
 I slept well. Maybe it was the rum. 
 In the morning Gita woke me before dawn with a pack of fishing gear. 
 “Do you ever wonder if this could have been our life?” she asked me. She looked 
as happy as I’d ever seen her.  
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 We gathered what supplies we needed and set off for the Nyamura docks. That 
day, the dawn sky was dotted with thin clouds that frosted the sun. From the hilltop, the 
ocean was a flat pain of glass.  
“A good omen,” Kano told me. What did he know? 
There’s always a calm before the most violent storms, as if the land itself is 
holding its breath. 
Sensing my apprehension, Seiji came over and squeezed my hand. 
“This is going to change our lives,” he told me, smiling beneath sleepy eyes. 

























CHAPTER 8: THE FUTURE 
 
 The Order was waiting for them in Nyamura Square. A battalion of maidens and 
monks formed a blockade around the dock where Kano’s ship was moored. Lama Shenu 
stood at the head of the group with Veda and Giyaltsen at his right and left shoulders. 
They looked so out of place in Nyamura, like some strange dream that rearranged all the 
furniture of Ora’s life. 
 Kano, who led the procession down from the hilltop, stopped in his tracks and 
extended his arms as if to say—stay back.  
“What’s all this?” he demanded. 
Lama Shenu stepped forward, arms crossed, hands concealed inside the sleeves 
of his robe. “It’s time to come home, Esho.” 
“You don’t talk to her.” Kano stuck a fat finger in the elder monk’s face. “You talk 
to me.” 
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Shenu ignored him, addressing Gita. “I have been generous with you, Gita. More 
than you will ever know. When you arrived at the temple seeking asylum, I granted it. 
The Order provided for you because I couldn’t bear to strip mother from daughter, 
especially from a girl so young and so burdened. I let you spend time with your daughter 
away from the Granta even though I knew you whispered poison in her ear. Even after 
your… descent into debauchery, I never barred you from accessing our temple or your 
daughter. You stole food. You stole time. And now you attempt to steal our goddess. 
You’ve played me for a fool.” His voice was as quiet and sharp as an assassin’s blade. 
Kano dropped his fishing gear and stepped to the lama. He didn’t get far. 
Giyaltsen’s kido struck like a bolt of lightning from the sky. He lunged in front of Lama 
Shenu, strung out Kano’s arm by the wrist and tossed him to the ground with the force 
of the fisher’s own weight. Before anyone else could move Giyaltsen landed six quick 
strikes on each of the vital points along Kano’s spine. The heavy fisherman growled in 
pain as he felt his muscles seize up and lock in place. Ora recognized the combination. 
Haiyan Kido never left a permanent stain, but an accomplished practitioner could 
debilitate his opponent with the right sequence of strikes. Kano would be paralyzed 
until Giyaltsen released his knotted chakras, otherwise he’d have to wait hours for the 
effects of the monk’s attack to wear off with time.  
“Dad!” Seiji twitched, but Ora grabbed his wrist before he could move to protect 
his father. 
“Don’t,” she cautioned. 
Giyaltsen turned to face them. “Listen to her, boy.” 
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“Enough,” Veda barked. “What did you think was going to happen, Oraluna? 
Come with us now and let us all be finished with this unpleasantness.” 
 Ora waited for Lama Shenu to silence her, but his rebuke never came. She had 
grown so accustomed to his reflexive defense of her in the face of Veda’s ire. Losing that 
was a harder blow than any kido strike.  
 “I warned you that the Goddess was not to leave Doan-ryo Lin under any 
circumstances,” said Shenu. He was still talking to Gita. “You betrayed my trust, and 
now you will have to live with the consequences.” 
“Goddess?” Gita threw her hands in the air. Giyaltsen moved to intercept her but 
Lama Shenu ordered him to stand down.  
“She’s my daughter, you batty sophist. I decide what’s right for us, not you!” 
“Your daughter is an incarnation of Haiyan,” said Veda. “The first one in a 
generation of generations. She belongs to the Shattered World.” 
Lama Shenu’s blue eyes finally landed on Ora. “Come, Esho.” He extended one 
hand to her. Before Ora could respond, Gita swatted the old man’s thin limb away. That 
set off the young monks behind him. Ora knew many of them by name—recent Ganshos 
elevated to enlightenment in the past year. Years of asceticism hardened their bodies 
and set their minds alight with fanatical devotion. They swarmed Gita and pulled her 
away. 
 “I can’t watch this!” Seiji broke his wrist from Ora’s grasp and charged the mob.  
 “No!” Ora screamed as chaos ensued.  
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 Giyaltsen met Seiji in stride and dropped him with the same throw he used to 
topple Kano. He lifted his hand to deliver the series of vital strikes that would leave the 
boy temporarily paralyzed. 
 Ora couldn’t sit idly by and watch her family and friends felled defending her. 
She bolted into the action and deflected Giyaltsen’s strike with a chop block. The kido 
instructor looked at her, surprised by the speed of her sudden intervention. He 
shouldn’t have been. How many times had she made fodder of him in the sparring ring? 
He was no match for her on even ground, and the moment’s hesitation was enough to 
give her an ample advantage. She feinted with a body blow and buckled the monk’s 
knees with a heel kick. Giyaltsen collapsed on top of Seiji. As Ora prepared her own set 
of vital strikes to render him immobile, she felt a firm tap on the back of her shoulder 
just below the scapula. Before she could land the first blow, her striking arm spasmed 
and fell limp against her side. She whipped around, prepared to continue the fight one-
handed, and found Lama Shenu standing over her. 
 “Esho…” There was so much pain and disappointment in his expression. It was 
too much for Ora to bear.  
 All the fight left her body. She couldn’t bring herself to strike her mentor—the 
man who had always shown her so much support and kindness. She slumped her 
shoulders in submission, her lifeless arm dangling impotently from its socket. All around 
her the fight was de-escalating. Three young monks held Gita at bay while she thrashed 
and spat and hurled a constant stream of filthy invective. Kano lay invisibly bound just 
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feet away, his teeth gritted in frustration. Giyaltsen hauled Seiji up from the ground and 
folded the boy’s arms behind his back in a complicated joint lock. 
 “I just wanted to help them…” Ora whimpered. 
 “I know.” Shenu guided her away from the commotion with a loving arm. Ora let 
herself be led. 
 Gita started screaming her name: “Ora! Ora!” 
 Shenu looked back at them. He bowed his head solemnly. “You forced me to do 
this, Gita.”  
What was happening? 
“You are all banished from Doan-ryo Lin Island for the remainder of your natural 
lives.” 
 “No.” Ora’s heart started pounding. She tugged desperately at Lama Shenu’s 
robe. “Lama, please!” 
 The next look he gave her burned with a passion she had not seen before. Not 
from him. “Do not attempt to interfere, Esho. Do not force me to strike you again.” Ora 
pulled her hand back and shuddered.  
“You can’t send us away!” Seiji yelled. “This is our home!” 
“We all live here by the grace of Haiyan,” Veda hissed. “It is a privilege, not a 
right. You three have forsaken that privilege.” 
“Your property is forfeit to the Order as penance for your crimes,” Shenu 
continued. He signaled to a group of honored maidens who detached and tromped off 
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for the hills to raid Kano and Seiji’s hut. “By the generosity of our Order you are 
permitted to keep your ship if only so you can sail away from here and never return.” 
“You bastards!” Gita spat. One of the monks tightened his hold and watched her 
face contort with pain.  
“Put them on the ship,” said Shenu. 
“Ora!” Seiji’s voice faded as the monks dragged him down the dock to their rig. 
“You can stop this!” 
I don’t know if I can. Ora’s pulse was pounding, her head swimming with the 
gravity of Shenu’s pronouncement. Banished. Forever.  
“Lama…” 
“Veda and Giyaltsen will escort you back to the Granta,” said Shenu. 
“Please don’t do this,” she begged. 
Shenu’s hard expression didn’t waver. “It is already done.” 
Giyaltsen came up to her with his hands extended. He, at least, appeared 
remorseful. “Ora, please, don’t make this more difficult than it has to be.” 
She could still hear sounds of Gita and Seiji struggling on the dock. The Order 
was forcing them onto the ship, untying the moorings… 
Ora felt her fists tightening. Giyaltsen noticed and fell into a defensive stance. “I 
could put you down,” she said. “You know I could. I could cripple both of you and jump 
on that ship.”  
“You would never get through all of us, Ora.” Giyaltsen spoke the words, but he 
didn’t look convinced of their truth. 
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“Stop this.” Shenu stepped in between them. “Esho—I know you know the 
importance of what we’re working toward. The Unified Path. The salvation of our world. 
You’ve seen it with Haiyan’s eyes. They intended to take you away from here, to pull 
you from your training…” 
“It was just a fishing voyage!” 
“They would not have stopped there. Hear the truth of my words, Esho. Your 
mother wants to take you away from us. It’s all she’s ever wanted. Her actions are 
Dukkha.” 
Ora’s balled fists started trembling. 
“I know you won’t abandon us,” said Shenu. “Not when we’re so close. You are 
our last best chance. My last chance. There is no less at stake than the future of 
civilization. Will we live in a world that is divided or unified in the truth of our faith? Only 
you have the power to decide.” 
Shenu forced Ora to remember all the suffering she saw from the Aether. The 
world really was broken. Lama Shenu believed she had the power to fix it. And he was 
the truest believer. If the Order was right, didn’t she have an obligation to accept it? 
Destiny had been thrust upon her the night she was born dead and brought to life in the 
Shrine of the Spire. In her heart of hearts she wanted to sail away on that ship with Gita 
and Kano. She wanted to be with Seiji… 
But it didn’t matter what she wanted. There was truth in everything Shenu said. 
She meant more than her own happiness. Worldly attachments would be her 
destruction—the Shattered World’s destruction. 
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The sounds of struggle from the docks died down. The monks had finally gotten 
Kano and Seiji’s rig unmoored. Ora stared into Shenu’s puppy eyes. 
“At least let me say goodbye…” 
Shenu waited a long moment before granting his consent. He and Giyaltsen 
parted the way and Ora ran out to the dock. 
Some of the eager young monks tending the ship stiffened when they saw her 
approaching. Others moved to block her path. Lama Shenu called down to them: “It’s 
alright. Let her pass.” 
“Ora!” Seiji saw her running and leapt off the deck of his rig. He sprinted across 
the dock to meet her. “They let you go!” 
“No, Seiji…” 
“What do you mean?”  
“I came to say goodbye.” 
“But—” His face melted. He started to argue, but he must’ve seen the finality in 
Ora’s own expression. “Will I ever see you again?” 
“I don’t know.” She was barely holding back hysterics. She wanted to be strong 
for him. She wanted to be strong for everyone. 
Seiji nodded resignedly. “It’s not fair that I have to lose you again.” 
“You’ll never lose me.” She placed her hand on Seiji’s exposed chest. “I am you 
and you are me.” 
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As he kissed her she felt the teardrops rolling down his cheeks. When they 
parted, Gita and Kano walked to the prow of the ship. One of the monks must have 
released Kano’s chakras in exchange for cooperation. 
“Momma!” Ora called out. 
Gita leapt off the deck. She elbowed her way past the monks and pulled her 
daughter into a final embrace. “I love you, Oraluna. Everything I do, I do for you.” 
“I know…” 
She tightened the hug and moved her lips to Ora’s ears to whisper: “This isn’t 
over. I’ll find a way to come back for you. I promise.” 
Ora sniffed and nodded. Gita might have meant it, but her promise was a lifeless 
platitude. Ora remained forever bound to the Order. Even if Gita found a way to return, 
Ora would never be free. Not while the world needed her. 
Mother and daughter parted and one of the younger monks escorted Ora back 
to the shore. She watched Kano’s ship break from the dock and drift off over the placid 
sea, carrying away her childish fantasies of a normal life that was only ever illusory. She 
thought she could see Seiji standing on the deck looking back at her and she imagined 
their eyes met across the distance.  
Once the fishing vessel disappeared over the eastern horizon, Ora finally broke 
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After the banishment everything changed for Ora. She had always existed on a 
separate plane from her mother and Seiji, but their orbits around her life—however 
distant—had a stabilizing effect on her. Their absence was a cold body looming over her 
days in the Granta. The pain at first had been so unmanageable that she found ways to 
numb herself through starvation and meditation. Instead of angry she became docile 
and compliant.  
One day bled into the next as she followed the routines of the Order on a 
deterministic path toward the next Full Moon. Without distractions, she spiraled 
headfirst down the path to enlightenment. Right Knowledge: to end suffering, you must 
end all desire. Shenu never warned her that without suffering there could be no joy. He 
seemed to consider her flat, emotionless existence progress. 
For the first time in her life Ora found comfort in Veda’s company. She couldn’t 
stand the weight of Lama Shenu’s guilt. He didn’t get to feel guilty. This was all his 
doing. This was what he wanted. At least Veda hadn’t changed. Her harshness felt 
congruent with Ora’s world, while Lama Shenu’s kindness was an unforgiveable lie. 
He came to her several times after morning chakrasana. The conversation was 
always the same. 
“Can I join you in mindfulness, Esho?” 
“If you wish, Lama.” 
Then they’d sit for a time in deep meditation. Ora never spoke unless spoken to 
and she always answered her old mentor formally. 
“Would you join me on the beach, Esho?” 
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“Is it part of my training, Lama?” 
“No, Esho. Just a bit of fresh air.” 
“No thank you, Lama.” 
“As you wish.” 
Eventually he stopped coming altogether and left his student to her own devices.  
On the night before her next trip into the Shrine of the Spire, Ora dreamed that 
she lost her consciousness in the Aetherflow. There she drifted alone for millennia, out 
of space and time. When she finally wafted back into the physical realm, she discovered 
her body had turned into a pillar of salt. She felt relief at the sight of her own 
dissolution. Without a body to experience loss and pain she was free to rarefy and blend 
with the Aether. Her consciousness diluted to the point that her ego became 
indistinguishable from the rest of existence. It was elegant. She didn’t have to die. She 
could just… cease to be. 
Ora walked to the triangular altar inside the shrine, her face an empty slate, 
crescent eyes lifeless, ears deaf to the Order’s insufferable chanting. Shenu’s voice 
grated the worst. For once, deep meditation was actually a welcome respite. She looked 
forward to the Full Moon Rites if only to get away. Her trip outside her body into the 
Aether felt like her only remaining escape. 
She had done away with distractions. Nihilism became a kind of restful center. 
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Ora felt her lungs flatten inside her chest as her body expelled her consciousness 
up through the skylight in the shrine’s ceiling and into the silver Aether. The night was 
wet and overcast. Thick clouds concealed Haiyan’s orb from the Granta below, but not 
from Ora. She felt the moonbeams lancing through her consciousness, fueling her dive 
into the Aether.  
Liubane warships gathered below on the surface of the ocean, drawn from all 
corners of the Nereid Archipelago. Their ashen decks called to Ora, daring her to indulge 
her obsession.  
No! 
She wasn’t here for them. If she couldn’t find the Unified Path then everything 
the Order had put her through would be for nothing. She forced her consciousness to 
focus on the Aetherflow, rapidly approaching its temporal fork. The current enveloped 
her, tugging her through the present. She beat her raven’s wings incessantly, claiming 
command of the current. With the right angle through time she could slip pastwise as 
far back as the moment of Division. She’d done it before. It should be just as easy to 
move futurewise, but it just wasn’t. She sensed the futurewise fork like a forbidding on 
the night’s horizon. The tidal forces there were too chaotic for her consciousness to 
handle. If she managed to guide herself futurewise the Aetherflow might tear her 
asunder, leave her soul in pieces adrift on the river of time.  
It would be a fitting end. 
Ora beat her wings with all the incorporeal strength her consciousness could 
muster. She felt the moonlight burning savagely in the crescents of her eyes.  
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I see… I can see… 
The futurewise fork sucked her down through a rip tide of Aether. Her vision 
fractured. It was like looking through the compound eyes of an insect. Each fragment of 
her perception provided a window into a different future—an overwhelming multitude 
of infinitely possible moments. The futures moved in parallel—tapestries as yet 
unwoven by the Great Weaver’s fateful loom. One thread had to be the Unified Path. 
The others were Dukkha. But how to know? 
Ora’s consciousness flickered. She felt the faraway tug of her physical body, 
distant in both space and time.  
No. Not yet. 
The futures arrayed before her became indistinguishable vortices of Aether, each 
one snarling into oblivion one after the other.  She tumbled through the last remaining 
window of perception and landed at the edge of a dense forest wreathed in mist. She 
stood inside her own future body at the point of collision between two opposing armies. 
In front of her, an organized phalanx of armored soldiers moved as one, wooden spears 
extended toward the forest. Overhead, the banner of Osterra, the Earth Mother, flew 
side-by-side with the Empire’s Raven Moon. 
The combined armies of Osterra and Liubane crashed into a numerically 
overwhelmed force of roguish warriors brandishing long serrated knives. They fought 
with the ferocious desperation of an oppressed people defending their home. From the 
treetops in the distance, their arrows rained down striking harmlessly off the armored 
soldiers’ helmets and shields. Ora fought on the side of the forest, and her comrades 
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were losing badly. Thrust after thrust from the soldiers’ spears felled the rogue warriors 
like wheat before a reaping. It was autumn, for the trees were almost bare; their brown 
leaves, already fallen, turned florid with their protectors’ blood. 
This is wrong, Ora thought. I picked the wrong path. 
A blade made of heat erupted in front of Ora’s eyes. She felt the burning sword’s 
proximity in her skull, in her guts. She could hardly bear to stand before its fury. Long 
black hair and yellow eyes flourished in the swordlight. The sword bearer wielded her 
blazing weapon with one good hand, for the opposite arm ended in a rounded stump. 
Ora batted her away, felt the blade slide inside of her.  
The glass shards of a warrior’s wild scream. 
Nix’s veil cascaded down around her consciousness. Her physical body reached 
out to summon her back to the Granta, but she didn’t have the strength to latch on. She 
yearned meekly for deliverance. 




















CHAPTER 9: GITA’S PROMISE 
 
 They laid her body to rest in an open chamber at the base of the Granta’s body 
whorl. Lama Shenu positioned her bed beneath a natural window in the shell so that the 
moon could watch over her. He permitted other members of the Order to visit 
throughout the day. An endless parade of monks and maidens cycled through and left 
shy lilies at the base of her bed. The cerulean flowers grew in scattered patches around 
Doan-ryo Lin. Their delicate petals folded up during the day and opened at night to drink 
from the moonlight. Not unlike Ora herself. She had always been more comfortable 
under the eye of Haiyan. The night was her natural habitat, whether she realized it or 
not. To a careful observer it was obvious. Now she lay as meek and fragile as the night 
Veda and Navilo had delivered her. Her breathing was so shallow that her chest hardly 
moved at all and the warm olive color of her cheeks had turned to wax.  
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No one knew exactly what to do. Under orders from Shenu, the acolytes combed 
the library for answers. Veda suspected they wouldn’t find anything useful. What they 
were doing with Ora—searching the Aetherflow for the actual Unified Path—it was an 
effort without precedent. Losing Ora during a projection was an unforeseen 
consequence without a known remedy. They were fishing uncharted reefs. Shenu 
should have expected that something like this might happen. He seemed completely 
thrown by the loss of his Esho. Weeks had passed since the last Full Moon Rite and 
Oraluna was still lost somewhere inside the Aether. Shenu would never admit it, but he 
was beginning to doubt the wisdom of exploiting the girl’s divinity. 
 Not Veda. She took the long view. Though it seemed counterintuitive, she was 
more assured of Ora’s place in the cosmos than ever before.  
 The old Maiden of Haiyan unrolled a scrap of parchment on which she had 
scrawled a complicated incantation using her own blood. Moonblood would have been 
better, but that well had run dry a long time ago. She worked with what she had.  
 “Wake up, girl,” she muttered. “We still have work to do. Quitting is for boys. We 
don’t have the luxury.” 
 She lifted a candle from the bedside table using one wrinkled hand to guard the 
flame and lit the corner of the divine votive. The parchment caught and erupted into a 
ball of blue flame. Veda caught an image of a raven with moonlit eyes in the afterglow. 
 “There’s a reason we don’t teach blood magick to the acolytes anymore…” Lama 
Shenu entered the resting chamber behind Veda. The old man was never far from his 
favorite pupil’s side. How long had he been standing there, watching her? 
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 “Desperate times,” said Veda. 
 He came up beside her and looked down over his suffering Esho. “How many 
votives have you burned?” 
 Veda lifted her crooked hands and showed Shenu the small bandages taped 
around each of her fingertips. “One for every day she’s been gone… And two to help her 
through the night of the New Moon…” 
 Shenu nodded solemnly and clasped his hands behind his back. “Any change?” 
 Veda shook her head. “She’s slipping away, Lama. Every day her consciousness is 
separated from her body their connection becomes more tenuous. Eventually the last 
tether joining them will snap and she will be lost to this world.” 
 Shenu took a deep, worried breath. He walked over to a pure water basin beside 
Ora’s bed and dunked a length of absorbent cloth. With delicate affection he squeezed 
out drops of water into Ora’s mouth. Her parched lips quivered and accepted the 
offering. 
 He stood over her for a long while before replacing the cloth in the basin and 
turning to Veda, tears suspended in his sapphire eyes. “I can’t help but think—“ 
 “Don’t think.” 
 “…I can’t help but think that I failed her.” 
 Veda sighed impatiently. “Gita failed her, Lama. The girl was distracted. We did 
what we had to do to banish her worldly attachments.” 
 “Did we?” 
 “Yes! How can she show us the Unified Path if she can’t even walk it herself?” 
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 Shenu’s gaunt head bobbed up and down agreeably, but he didn’t look 
convinced. Venomous doubt—the death of faith—lurked in his glossy eyes.  
 Veda placed a hand on his shoulder. It was like touching a wooden banister. The 
man had skeletonized himself. When would it end? “Ora will return to us, Lama. She is 
doing our bidding—searching the Aetherflow for the Right Future. Every votive I burn is 
like a beacon for her consciousness to follow. Sooner or later she will find her way back 
to the physical realm. Haiyan did not incarnate just to come perform chakrasana in a 
giant conch. Ora’s work in this world is not done yet. Not by a long shot.” 
 Shenu nodded again, and this time he looked more confident. 
 “Now stop hovering. A watched fishing line never tugs.” Veda let a note of 
impatience work its way back into her tone. “Go to sleep, Lama. And for Haiyan’s sake, 
eat something!” 
# 
 Being lost in the Aetherflow wasn’t so bad, really. Physical bodies had so many 
needs. Without hunger or thirst or melancholy it was much easier to disconnect and 
fade away. The monks called that enlightenment. 
A flash of turquoise light in the darkness. 
 Ora’s time became fungible, every moment indistinguishable from the last. She 
was everything and nothing all at once.  
 Another flash. Brighter. Closer. The fire was the intelligent light beating in the 
eye of an ancient cetacean. Ora’s consciousness filled with the baleful song of a 
shardwhale. The cetacean spoke in images and color. She summoned Ora home. 
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 I have no home, Ora thought. 
 You need to come back, the cetacean thought back. 
 I don’t know how. 
 I can show you the way. 
 Ora became aware of an umbilicus extending from her consciousness. The 
lifeline looked taught and corded as if it existed under immense strain. Ora held the 
umbilicus in her hands and pulled herself over to the cetacean. She swam side by side 
with the shardwhale, following the luminous line drawn by her cord through the 
Aetherflow. 
 Another blue fire burst into existence on the flat horizon. Ora felt the heat this 
time, drawing her like a moth to the moonlight. She shielded her eyes. 
 Don’t look away. 
The shardwhale beat its muscular tail forming a wake that pulled Ora faster and 
faster toward the light... 
 She hit her body like a steel-tipped battleship charging through sea ice. Her eyes 
flared open and she sat up in her bed with a gasping breath. She looked around at the 
unfamiliar space, frantically patting her body to see if everything was still intact.  
She was in a private chamber of the Granta. Someone had moved her from the 
Shrine of the Spire to a plush feather bed. Vases filled with shy lilies surrounded her. The 
light blue flowers yawned at the sky through a round window, delicate petals gathering 
the full moon’s light. 
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 Another full moon. How many months had she been gone? She was alone in her 
chamber. The rest of the Order must have already entered the shrine for rites.   
 Something prickled Ora’s consciousness. It was the cetacean. 
The whale’s moaning call was still bouncing around in the back of her mind, 
summoning her out of her chamber to the beachhead. Awfully demanding, Ora thought. 
She’d only just woken up. The call persisted. Ora hoisted herself around with trembling 
arms and placed two bare feet on the cold shell floor. Her toes curled at the sensory 
input. So long had she been lost in the Aetherflow that she now felt awkward in her 
body. 
 The shardwhale’s call sounded again, this time with a hint of urgency that 
manifested as pain. 
 Ora cringed and counted down in her head—cho… han… juuni… 
 As soon as she stood up her knees buckled from disuse. She reached for the 
nightstand to catch herself. It was like learning to walk for the first time. She managed 
to hold herself upright then toddled out of the chamber, one shaky foot in front of the 
other. 
 Clutching the walls for support, she guided herself down the empty halls of the 
Granta. It must have been very late, well after witching gong. While the monks and 
maidens cloistered themselves away at rites, the acolytes all slept soundly in their 
dormers. There wasn’t a soul around to stop her. 
 She pulled herself painfully through the aperture of the Granta and reached the 
beachhead, winded from the effort. From the shore of the island she heard the 
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shardwhale’s call with greater clarity. This one wasn’t hurt. She sounded almost 
mournful, desperate to show Ora… something. Still dressed in her stale nightclothes, she 
waded out into the choppy water. The giant cetacean from her vision swam up to greet 
her and pierced the surface with her ivory tusk. A powerful jet of water gushed from her 
blowhole.  
 I’m not strong enough to swim any farther. Ora projected her thoughts at the 
shardwhale.  
 The cetacean responded in kind: I’ll carry you. 
 The whale ducked below the surface. Ora paddled over her smooth back and 
grabbed on to an extended fin. Together they swam out farther than Ora could ever 
have paddled on her own. The shore of Doan-ryo Lin disappeared behind them. The 
scent of spoiled eggs tickled Ora’s nostrils as she started to notice a change in the 
consistency of the water. A slick film coated the surface of the ocean. It clung to Ora’s 
skin and to her clothes. The ooze reflected the moonlight in ghastly shades of purple 
and brown. It was everywhere, spread out as far as the eye could see. 
 What is this? 
 A warning. 
 Ora remembered her conversation with Seiji on the night before his banishment: 
It’s the Empire. Their warships are spreading across the archipelago like a cancer, 
leaking their toxic miasma. 
 Liubane. Her thoughts were loud enough for the cetacean to hear. 
 They’re coming. 
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 To Doan-ryo Lin? 
 The shardwhale’s silence was confirmation. 
 I can take you away from here. 
 I have to warn the Order. 
 There’s nothing you can do to stop them. 
 I have to try. 
 If I take you back now I won’t be able to return for you. 
 Ora considered the offer. The time spent wandering the Aether sanded away 
much of her fury with the Order. She would never forgive Lama Shenu for banishing Gita 
and Seiji, but she at least understood his reasoning. He could not concern himself with 
the happiness of Oraluna the girl, as much as he might want to. He served a higher 
power.  
I owe them better than that. Take me back. 
 The shardwhale’s apprehension was tangible, but she did as she was told. She 
swam Ora back as close as she could get to shore. 
 Go somewhere far away from here. Ora. 
 I can cover a hundred leagues in a day. I’m going to rejoin my pod. 
 Thank you. 
 The shardwhale responded with another blast from her blowhole. Ora watched 
her swim away until she saw the last flourish the great cetacean’s tail. Dawn light was 
already peeking through cracks in the night. The monks and maidens would be finishing 
their rites soon. She had to warn them. 
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 Ora stumbled back in through the aperture and up the spiral halls of the body 
whorl, cursing the clumsiness of her atrophied legs. By the time she reached the Shrine 
of the Spire, the Order was gathered in the antechamber beginning to disperse. Lama 
Shenu’s face lost all its color when she grabbed him. 
 “Ora, how—“ 
 “There’s no time! Gather Veda and Giyaltsen and meet me in your chamber. We 
have to talk.” 
# 
 They listened to her speak without interruption. Veda’s face was non-emotive, 
but Shenu and Giyaltsen’s expressions vacillated between disbelief and abject horror. 
 “…They’re coming here. I know it.” 
 “Because a shardwhale told you?” Giyaltsen cocked his head quizzically. 
 “A shardwhale showed me.” 
 “Esho… is it possible you dreamed this in your catatonic state? You’ve been gone 
for a month. That kind of trauma does things to a mind.” Shenu was clearly trying to 
sound diplomatic, but Ora heard the suspicion in his tone and it grated her. 
 “I know the difference between dreams and reality, Lama!”  
 Giyaltsen looked at Lama Shenu. “Why would the Oceanic Emperor break the 
pact?” 
 “He wouldn’t…” Lama Shenu’s eyes looked very distant. 
 “What do either of you know about what this emperor would or wouldn’t 
break?” Veda, ever the contrarian. “His wife’s body is finally cold in the ground. The late 
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empress was many terrible things, but at least she was predictable. She respected the 
sovereignty of Haiyan. When she died so did our so-called pact.” 
 Ora looked from Veda to Shenu. “What pact?” 
 The three elders exchanged a knowing glance. Shenu ultimately answered for all 
of them: “The Order of Haiyan has had a longstanding… accommodation with the 
Liubane Empire.” 
 “What kind of accommodation?” demanded Ora. 
 Giyaltsen shuffled his feet uncomfortably. “Past Oceanic Emperors and 
Empresses understood that the sea was the source of their power. They’re an island 
nation, after all. Their navy survives and flourishes at the will of Haiyan. Just look at their 
sigil: raven wings over the yellow moon. The symbolism is obvious.” 
 Ora felt her stomach drop. She shook her head. “I don’t understand… Haiyan 
supports the empire?” 
 “It’s more complicated than that, Esho,” said Shenu. “In exchange for the 
goddess’ good grace, the Empire agreed long ago not to interfere on Doan-ryo Lin.” 
 “There’s a good reason we’re the only island in the Nereid Sea that isn’t troubled 
by imperial intervention,” said Veda. “But like any arrangement, the efficacy of our pact 
depends heavily on the good faith of its proprietors.” 
 Ora reacted viscerally to the revelation. Her stomach knotted and her head 
began to throb. She was a hypocrite. How many years spent worrying over the divisive 
impact of Liubane? How many visions of the imperial navy’s cruelty? And all along they 
thrived by the grace of Haiyan’s protection, by the grace of her protection. 
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 The Gyo Sho’s gong rang from the apex of the Granta. 
 “That can’t be second gong, already…” said Giyaltsen. 
 The gong kept sounding. Three sharp strikes in rapid succession followed by a 
brief pause. The pattern continued. 
 “No,” Veda said portentously. “That’s an alarm.” 
 The four of them rushed up to the Gyo Sho’s platform at the apex of the shell. 
Giyaltsen helped Ora when he saw how she was struggling. Remembering the way he 
manhandled Seiji, she bristled at his touch. 
 The young acolyte charged with beating the gong was still wailing away when 
they entered. Clang, clang, clang. Break. Clang, clang, clang. 
 “Enough!” Veda squawked. “What is it?” 
 Silently, the Gyo Sho pointed out the crow’s eye window at the ocean. It was still 
hazy in the distance, but the outline of a bone-white imperial warship was beginning to 
resolve on the horizon. Cylindrical engine stacks rose from the deck like the trunks of 
decapitated trees, each one spewing a trail of red smoke into the morning sky. 
Everyone’s eyes tracked the battleship as one. The image erased any remaining room 
for doubt. That warship was en route for Doan-ryo Lin Island. The Empire was coming. 
 “Why would they break the pact?” asked Giyaltsen, his gaze still fixed on the 
horizon. 
 Shenu wet his lips with his tongue. “There’s no way to know what the Empire 
might be thinking…” 
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 “Of course there is!” Veda scowled at both of the monks as if she thought them 
proper fools. “The Empire cares about one thing and one thing only: accumulating 
power. For years our arrangement suited that ambition, but the deck has been 
shuffled.” Everyone looked at her blankly. “What do we have now that might pique their 
interest enough to risk a hundred years of salutary neglect? Hmm?” 
 Realization dawned on everyone else simultaneously. Their eyes shifted to Ora. 
# 
 Lama Shenu moved quickly into action. The threat of an imperial warship in 
Doan-ryo Lin waters seemed to inject new vigor into the ailing monk. He sent a 
detachment of Gansho acolytes to warn the residents of Nyamura to stay indoors and 
hide their valuables. The Liubane Navy wasn’t exactly known for plundering, but it 
wasn’t beyond the scope of their activities either. Until they made their intentions plain 
it was best to exercise caution.  
 The rest of the Order he gathered in the chakrasana chamber to warn of the 
impending attack. Under the care of Navilo, the younger acolytes hid in the basement 
library—the only chamber of the Granta that could be sealed from the inside. The 
monks and maidens that were fit enough to protect the shell formed an organized rank 
on the beach behind Giyaltsen. Shenu and Veda monitored the warship’s progression 
from the apex with Ora.  
 “They’re on a direct course for the southern beachhead,” said Shenu. 
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 “Of course they are!” Veda grumbled impatiently. “What reason would the 
imperial navy have for raiding Nyamura? Think their stores are low on rancid saltfish and 
gut-rot ginjo? They’re looking for Ora.” 
 “I’m right here, you know?” Ora pushed her way in between the two elders to 
get an eyeful of the battleship for herself.  
 “Maybe we should hide her in the village?” said Shenu. 
 Veda shook her head. “She’ll only endanger the villagers and when push comes 
to shove the fisherfolk won’t hesitate to sell her out for their own safety.” 
 “Again, I’m right here,” said Ora. “And I’m not hiding anywhere. I have the 
fastest kido in the Order. I should be down on the beachhead with Giyaltsen.” 
 Shenu and Veda ignored her protestations. “Then we put her in the library with 
the other acolytes…” 
 “Same problem,” said Veda. “If the navy makes it inside the Granta they’re going 
to turn this place upside down. She’ll endanger the children.” 
 “Look at me! I want to defend the Granta! This is my temple.” Something about 
the way she claimed the Granta forced Shenu and Veda to take notice. She called it my 
temple, and not in the usual way. The possessive had great weight coming from Ora. “If 
the Empire wants me then they won’t risk hurting me. I can give Giyaltsen an 
advantage.” 
 Shenu sighed. His shoulders slumped resignedly inside the folds of his too-large 
robe. 
 “She makes a reasonable point,” said Veda. 
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 Night descended. A low hanging cloud obscured the silver face of Haiyan, but 
Ora knew that she was still nearly full. She felt the goddess’ power coursing through her 
veins, fortifying her bones.  
 Waning gibbous. 
 The imperial warship dropped anchor a hundred yards beyond the island shelf 
and waited until the darkness erased the last florid colors of dusk from the sky. Ora lay 
in wait behind Giyaltsen’s kido line. She had convinced Shenu to let her defend the 
Granta from the beach, but he refused to let her stand with the vanguard. He left Veda 
to keep an eye on her, while he moved to the head of pack beside Giyaltsen. 
 “It should be me up there with Giyaltsen,” Ora complained. “Lama Shenu looks 
like he might break in half set against a stiff breeze.” 
 “So eager to fight…” Veda tsk tsked. “What have we taught you? Did it ever 
occur to you that Lama Shenu is up there to talk with the imperials? He is still hoping to 
avoid violence.”  
“The Empire isn’t interested in talking.” 
“Don’t worry,” Veda smiled mirthlessly. “Shenu’s sturdier than he looks.” 
 The gibbous moon emerged from behind a line of clouds on the horizon. In its 
silver light Ora saw heavy ropes fly over the side of the battleship. A dozen transport 
tenders, no doubt filled with heavily armed marines, splashed down into the ocean. 
Funereal silence washed over the monks and maidens arrayed across the beach in 
defense of their temple. Ora held her breath as the ships sped in formation toward the 
shore. 
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 The first soldiers to set foot on the southern beach held ten-foot banners aloft in 
the moonlight. For the first time in centuries, the Raven Moon of the Oceanic Emperor 
flew over Doan-ryo Lin Island.  
 There were dozens of them, then hundreds. A full battalion of imperial marines. 
They looked like army ants, swarming the beach with chaotic efficiency. Serrated ji qiang 
polearms sprang up like quills on the back of a frightened hedgehog. A dozen melee 
officers with hook swords swinging from their belts led their men in blocks and quickly 
spread out to cover the beach. A small corridor opened between the two flanks of the 
imperial battalion. The marine commander galloped to the head of his force on the back 
of an armored qilin. The powerful mount had the stature of a stallion with the clawed 
feet of a gila monster and a mountain cat’s saber-toothed maw. Its fur was a true gold 
hue that shimmered in the moonlight. The imperial officer spurred his qilin. Growling, 
the monster reared on its hind legs and lit up the night with a blast of fiery breath. 
 Ora shuddered. Even from a safe distance, she could feel the heat from its 
incendiary breath. All the monks and maidens assembled behind Giyaltsen and Shenu 
shielded their eyes and exposed flesh from the fire. Both the animal and the officer’s 
eyes gleamed with the same malicious intelligence. Ora had the sense they were all 
staring into the face of imminent death. They were clearly outmatched, outnumbered 
nearly five to one. Haiyan Kido was an elegant art, but up against armed marines how 
far could it really go? 
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 She looked to Veda for reassurance. The elder maiden had no warm words to 
offer, but her face was hard as stone. Ora found solace in her stoicism. It would have to 
be enough. 
 After the display of force, the imperial leader dismounted his qilin and 
approached the Order with one of his bannermen and two melee officers in tow. A 
fourth soldier followed behind the melee officers. This one looked smaller than the 
other soldiers and didn’t appear to be armed. He kept his face concealed beneath the 
hood of a leather stormcloak.  
Ora watched Lama Shenu and Giyaltsen move to greet them. 
“I want to hear what they’re saying,” said Ora. 
Veda shook her head. “You’ll stay right here and that’s the end of it.” 
Ora strained to listen, but they were too far in the distance and the ocean breeze 
carried off all but the faintest whisper.  
The leaders met at the midpoint between the two hosts. They exchanged the 
formalities of parlay, none of which Ora could hear. Then the mysterious soldier in the 
stormcloak stepped forward and lowered his—or rather, her—hood. 
Gita.  
It can’t be… 
Ora’s mother had arrived with the imperial navy. Why? What was she doing 
here? Ora’s head began to swim with the possibilities. 
Veda put a firm hand on her shoulder. “Oraluna. Don’t.” 
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Ora brought her hands to her temples and shook her head back and forth. Her 
heart was racing. She felt short of breath. How can this be? She looked pleadingly at 
Veda. 
“Ora…” 
“Veda—I have to.”  
“Ora…” 
“I’m sorry.” Without another word she shoved Veda’s hand away and took off, 
avoiding the doomed host of monks and honored maidens and edging closer to the 
parlay. Her legs burned from disuse, but she had to get separation from Veda. She found 
cover behind a tree stump jutting out from the fringes of the beach. From that position 
she had a clear view of the meeting and she could hear most of what was said. Gita and 
Shenu were speaking now. 
“…what have you done?” the lama sounded distraught. 
“What did you think would happen, you old fool? Did you think you could just 
take my daughter from me without any repercussions? I told Captain Muyo over here 
that you’ve been hiding her from the world. He took that information straight to the 
seat of the Emperor. Once he heard that a girl had been born with the mark of Haiyan 
and that she had been forcibly separated from her mother, the Oceanic Emperor was 
only too eager to put an end to your selfish deception.” 
“You’ve doomed us all, you ignorant harlot!” Giyaltsen’s fists were balled and his 
voice was pure fury. “Do you have any idea what they’ll do to her?” 
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“Monk Giyaltsen, please…” Shenu sounded eager to diffuse the escalating tone 
of the discussion. He turned from Gita to the imperial officer—apparently Captain 
Muyo. “Oraluna is at a very tender point in her training. Removing her from our tutelage 
at this time would be a grave mistake. She’s only recently returned to us from a 
dangerous catatonia induced by—” 
“You put my daughter in a coma?” Gita charged Shenu, but one of the imperial 
soldiers held her back. 
Captain Muyo cleared his throat loud enough that even Ora heard. “It is the wish 
of His Eminence Emperor Liu Zhao that the incarnation be removed to Otakon City 
where she can be properly cared for as an esteemed guest of the imperial court. I give 
you my word as an officer that she will be well taken care of.” Muyo’s smarmy, 
condescending tone belied exactly what his word was worth.  
“We can’t let you take her,” said Shenu. “Too much is at stake. Our Order follows 
a path of peace, but we have the means to defend ourselves.” 
“Keey-yah!” Giyaltsen bellowed. 
The Order moved into defensive kido stances and responded in unison: “Ohi-
yah!” 
The imperial soldiers leaned back casually and exchanged confused glances. They 
didn’t look too intimidated. Far from it. It appeared to Ora as if some of them were 
laughing.  
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Smirking, Captain Muyo drew two reflective broadswords and flourished them. 
Mirrored blades cut through the moonlight. “You will bring the incarnation to me or my 
battalion will put an end to your anachronistic order for all time.” 
Ora covered her mouth and gasped. 
“I had hoped to avoid this,” said Shenu. “But I invoke the nonaggression pact 
signed in blood by the late Empress Liu Mei Ling and my predecessor, Lama Jungney. We 
will not yield the girl and if you attack us the blood pact will be broken. You will incur 
the full wrath of Haiyan.” 
Another ripple of laughter spread around the imperial leadership. Muyo pulled 
his horned helmet back on and nodded to one of his melee officers. The soldier lowered 
his ji qiang polearm and leveled it at Giyaltsen and Shenu. Gita fell back and watched 
dispassionately. 
“We’re under parlay!” Giyaltsen insisted. 
“Last chance, monk,” said Muyo. 
Shenu folded his hands inside the sleeves of his robe and stared across the 
jagged weapon at Muyo. 
“Very well,” said the captain. He gestured a quick battle command at the melee 
officer who pulled back the ji qiang to strike. 
Giyaltsen stepped in front of Shenu and redirected the soldier’s thrust. The 
imperial officer fell face first into the sand as Giyaltsen relieved him of his weapon. He 
snapped the polearm over his knee and tossed the pieces away. Gita screamed at him in 
rage. Perhaps coaxed on by her wailing, the other melee officer approached with more 
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calculated movements. Giyaltsen fended off a pair of jabs from the ji qiang with quick 
palms, but the soldier was keeping him too far away to land a hold. Giyaltsen’s footwork 
was remarkable. If Ora didn’t know any better, she might have thought he could predict 
the future. He avoided each attempt on his life with elite dexterity. As Giyaltsen and the 
imperial soldier danced, Captain Muyo signaled the ranks of marines on the beach 
behind them. The vanguard of spearmen fell to one knee in unison revealing a solid 
block of bowmen.  
“Pull!” commanded Muyo. 
The archers nocked their arrows and let their bowstrings fly. Missiles drew wide 
parabolic arcs in the Doan-ryo Lin sky. Ora gasped as they landed in a volley over the 
monks and maidens waiting to defend the Granta. She heard their screams, but she 
didn’t dare look back.  
“Again!” commanded Muyo. 
Ora felt her heartbeat racing. The Order had no armor, no shields. They couldn’t 
stand against another volley from those bowmen. This was going to be a massacre. She 
couldn’t let it happen. Whatever else had transpired between them, these people had 
been her classmates, her friends… They all came out here to face down certain death in 
defense of her. She couldn’t let it happen. 
The second volley of arrows distracted Giyaltsen just long enough for the ji qiang 
to find purchase in his side. He groaned in agony and crumpled to his knees between 
the officer and Shenu. 
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Ora stood up from her hiding place. She leapt over the stump and ran out onto 
the beach. 
Muyo was walking toward Giyaltsen and Shenu. He had his broadswords drawn. 
Ora’s vision tunneled around the broken parlay. She was running now, stumbling 
awkwardly across the beach. It wasn’t possible. She couldn’t get there in time. 
Muyo lifted his broadswords. He sneered at Shenu as he brought them down 
over Giyaltsen’s hanging neck. 
No. Ora stopped in her tracks. 
Giyaltsen’s headless body slumped over in the sand at Muyo’s feet. The imperial 
captain trained his broadswords on Shenu. It was then that Gita noticed her daughter 
standing only feet away on the beach. 
“Ora!” She ran out past Muyo. “I’m here, beautiful girl.” She had tears in her 
eyes. “I kept my promise.” 
Ora stared at Giyaltsen’s corpse and screamed. 
Shaking her head frantically, Gita stumbled forward. “I came to rescue you.” She 
staggered through the sand toward her daughter. 
Another volley of arrows flew overhead. Another chorus of screams from the 
Order. Muyo had forced Lama Shenu to his knees. The imperial officer rested his palm 
possessively atop the old man’s liver-spotted scalp. 
“Ora…” Gita crept closer and cautiously extended her hands to her daughter. 
“Come back with me, baby girl… Nobody else has to get hurt…” 
Nobody else… 
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Lama Shenu lifted his head as far as Muyo’s palm would allow. He called out to 
Ora: “Esho. Run.” 
As soon as he spoke, Muyo’s sword came down and opened the old monk’s 
throat. Ora watched his lifeblood spill out across the beach. The sand beneath the dying 
monk darkened as the light winked out from his sapphire eyes.  
He was her lama. Her mentor. Her first teacher and her oldest friend.  
Muyo let his body fall limp ontop of Giyaltsen’s. “Enough theatrics,” Muyo’s lips 
were moving, but Ora didn’t hear a word he said. “Bring the girl, Gita. And let’s get off 
this forsaken rock.”  
Behind them, what remained of the Order attempted to rush the beach but 
another volley from the archers kept them at bay. Ora didn’t process any of it. She was 
standing face-to-face with her mother, the harbinger of death. 
“Oraluna. Come.” Gita urgently waved her hand. 
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 The moment I saw Lama Shenu’s lifeless body hit the ground seemed to last an 
eternity. Even now when I think about that night my pulse quickens and my body seizes 
up. One moment I was staring at my mother’s face, the next my eyes were alight with 
Haiyan’s divine fury. My raven wings unfurled and I beat them with such ferocity that 
the winds I kicked up actually scattered the imperial lines. I became the moon, looming 
over the battlefield, watching the slaughter with eyes full of silver light. I wanted to 
make them feel my wrath. I wanted to stop them forever. 
 I felt the weight of the waves in my fingertips, as if I had the ocean yoked with 
great tidal reins. My hair threaded the sky with storm clouds. My wailing battered the 
shores with thunder and icy rain. With all the might of Haiyan I pulled on the ocean, 
gathering it back in a mighty tsunami. Captain Muyo’s transport tenders tumbled back 
out to sea, far out of reach of the scrambling battalion. So massive was the gathering 
wave that even the white warship started to list. With the imperial marines in complete 
disarray I dropped the tsunami on Doan-ryo Lin. A wall of water slammed into the shore, 
sweeping up soldiers, monks and maidens alike in a maelstrom of salt and sea. The 
waters pushed up past the beach, past the Granta even, so deep that only the knobbed 
apex of the shell remained dry. Nyamura vanished beneath the rampaging waters. Only 
the hilltop houses on stilts were up high enough to survive. I watched the tsunami 
spread as far as the opposite shore and when I could push it no farther I dropped the 
reins and let the crushing wave withdraw. 
 In time the raging waters settled back to sea. The moonlight vanished from my 
eyes and I fell from my perch in the sky. I landed in the middle of the ocean with a 
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splash that knocked the wind from my lungs. I was leagues from shore, too weak to 
paddle or cry for help. The waves—my waves—turned cloak and pulled me under. 
 It was a fitting end, I thought. I died with my order, with my lama. I died 
defending my temple from invaders who wished me harm. I dragged a battalion of 
imperial soldiers with me to the bottom of a watery grave. It was enough of a legacy for 
me. It would have been enough. As my lungs entered their final plea for air, my vision 
went dark from the edges inward.  
Haiyan may rule the tides, but moonlight only reaches so far into the fathoms of 
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